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PAUSA rallies against proposed financial cutbacks
By Oscar Garza
Students Against Damaging
Financial Aid Cuts (SAD
FAC) will rally this Tuesday
during activity period ·
· at the Pan Am science cir' cle.
All organizations are expected to attend
the rally and march according
to Anna de Haro, SAD FAC
chairperson. Students will
carry posters and signs protesting the cuts in the march.
At the science circle, Rep.
Juan Hinojosa will head a list
of guest speakers asking the
Reagan Administration to take
a closer look at the proposed
budget cuts and see how
many students will be affec ted. PAUSA President
Fred Rodriguez will explain
how the cuts will affect Pan
Am students and incoming
~eshmen

and libra;y needs will also be
cut back.
SEOG's, SSIG ' s and
NDSL's will be eliminated this
fall. Other financial aid money
is being drastically cut.
Budget cuts will total close
more than $73 million. "We

ing with the Texas Student
Association, the ruling body
for major universities in
Texas. The i:tudent government presented their SAD
FAC rally idea in a recentTSA
spring meeting.
In addition to the proposed

budget cuts, de Haro said
PAUSA is against the elimination of the Department of
Education. De Haro feels
once the department is eliminated, the flnan~ial aid cuts will
probably go into effect.
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As of presstime the following candidates a re competing
in the Miss Pan American
Pageant Linda Ruth Barrera.
sponsored by Farmers Insurance Group: Debbie Cor
dova. Nelly Diaz. APO: Ruby
Donalson. Delta Zeta. Melissa
Flores. Army ROTC. Elsa
Garza. Jones & Jones, Gracy
Garza IK's: Judy Gomez.
Kappa Delta. Martha Gomez.
ISA. Leticia Guerrero. Texas
Beers Inc . Lmda Longoria.
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PAU Pageant
draws 19 candidates
A re hearsal for contestants
in the Miss Pan American
pagea nt will be held on April 2
in the Media Theatre from 9
a m . to 1 p.m. All contestants
must atte nd according to
Amando Chapa, committee
chairman.
Any organization wishing to
sponsor someone or any
woma n who wishes to compete can still do so by contacting Chapa at 381-3370 or
381-2517 as soon as possible.

"We will continue to sign
petitions and write letters to
Washington to let them know
how we feel," de Haro said.
"We would like support from
the students parents and future college students."
PAUSA is currently work-

Federal Funding - Student Aid Programs - - - - - - - - - - - , - - - - - -+---- -- -,
{millions of dollars)

Representatives for Lloyd
Bentsen, Congressman Kika
de la Garza and Sen. Hector
Uribe will also participate in
the rally.
According to figures released from Washington, all financial aid help for graduate students will be eliminated Ca tegorical funding for research

want to rally against the cuts
because we want to let
everybody know what's going
on," de Haro said.
De Haro said the financial
cuts will be voted by Congress
April 15 and she said there
was still time for students to
rally.

Executive Health Spa, Gloria
Lopez. First National Bank of
Edinburg and Ladies of
Camelot; Marlinda Marroquin. Forever Living Products
Inc . Susana Ordonez, Ladies
of Camelot. Veronica Sanchez. Sigma Alpha Eta .
Angelique Swearengin. PAU
Jazz Dancers: Virginia Valdez.
Executive Health Spa and
Village Casuals. and Becky
Whitmire. McAllen Gold and
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Miss Pan American Candidates

Veronica Sanchez

Marllnda Manoquln

Susana Ordoftez

Linda Longoria

Linda Ruth Barrera

Elsa Garza

'
Reana Fix

Rights committee votes
to oust tennis coach
The Student Rights Committee recommended
to dismiss Tennis Coach Mickey White. The action
comes after a hearing last week and sterns from an
alleged altercation against a former tennis player.
The committee voted 3-2 In favor of the
dismissal . All parties Involved would not comrnment on the committee action.

r
Melissa Flores

N1>lly Diaz

Leticia Guerrero
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On the
Lighter
Side
Television stars
People who think television celebrities have it easy fall
to understand or appreciate the endless hours of preparation and years of work necessary to become a true star.
Not everyone has the natural talent and ability to start
right off in such starring roles as gypsies or clowns In
transmission commericals. Nor can we expect the lead In
selling cars that are "right on the price" without natural
appeal.
Even farther from the reach of the beginner is the difficult role of keeping audience support while selUng carpet
late at night. Keep in mind that the star must overcome
the "vampire video" effect of his four-legged co-star who
is constantly soiling his products.
Even such national figures as Dan Rathemot, who
spent his early years practicing facial expressions in
Houston's dog pounds, must still tease his hair, his face
and his teeth before going on the air. And he can no
longer goof up and fall back on the excuse that he just
washed his mouth and can't do a thing with his tongue. A
beginner would find it extremely difficult to hold back the
urge to say "Eat your heart out, Roger Muddy." As a true
star, Dan manages to hold it down to a mere snicker.
Students Interested in the field of television should not
overlook the two most important courses for developing
poise and personality -Politeness I and Introductory
Name Recall.
Without both courses, you would find it difficult to say
such pleaslng phrases as "Thank you, Gloria," "Thank
you, Lee," and ''Thank you, Jesse." Remember, it is not
acceptable, even on small local stations, to introduce a
news segment with "And with the weather, here's ol'
what's his name,"
Students should also consider the tremendous expense
of becoming a television star. Why the cost of hair spray,
blow dryers and tooth polish alone is enough to eat up the
salary of a beginner. Some of the cost can be compensated for by cutting back on deodorant and underwear,
neither of which wlll be noticed by anyone except your
fellow workers.
Our future TV stars should not be discouraged by all
the hard work and training and the necessity of mastering
such skills as making coffee and emptying waste baskets,
for some day, they, too, will be allowed to "squeeze the
charmin."
Ted Frasier
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Letters to the

Editor - - ,h-ena-lion-alch
- am-pion-ship-ln
.
1963-64
again he took Pan
let's not blame Reaganomics to the solicitation of a basketfor the months of neglect con- ball coach beyond the con- Am to the NAIA and finished
an honorable second, the
cerning this problem.
fines of this Institution when In
same
year Sam Williams was
Many of us are not so for- close proximity, with our connamed NAIA national coach
tunate to own typewriters and fines and palaple is our savior,
we feel that our student ser- Coach Sam Williams, a man of the year. Indeed this man
vice fees should account for worth of veneration, a man of has dwelled in the habitat of
something useful. No, we do inimitable experience and those worthy of distinction,
not want any handouts, we magnanimity, especially In the prominence. honor and exwant what is justly ours to use- knowledge of the game of cellence.
He was responsible for
-typewriters.
basketball.
thus producing
coaching.
An August and prolific man
l urge all concerned students to bring this problem to who has followed the game several high caliber players
the attention of our student with conviction and assiduity, who went on to become progovernment, university presi- a man who, I maintain, Is minent professional basketball
dent and board of regents. synonymous with the game players in the NBA (Luke
New typewriters are necessary and success, a man who pas- Jackson. Otto Moore) . There
so that we may happily com- sionately nurtured the game Is no doubting, Sam Williams
plete our assigned term and success, this Institution, a stalks the land of the enabled
papers this semester and for man with undisputed com- there is his home he Is blessed
the semesters to come.
petence and dedication for and glffted. This man stands
Roy Becerra
progress, a man who Is Pan paramount, remains unSchool of Buslnus
American University, a man daunted and has not surwho is the Rio Grande Valley, rendered his sword and bowo-r Editor,
a man who has touched the ed to his conquerer.
It is not only incomprehen- University, a man who has
He knows not the disgrace
sible, but utterly absurb that touched the face of triumph, of the vanquished. Instead he
the responsible authorltes of
bathed in th sea of glory. knows oh! so well, how to
this Institution have to resort frosted on the fruits of dignity, shake the hand of the condrank fromt he gribil of horror. quered and the feeling of a
To attempt to doubt and ig- mild grasp and in light of all
nore this man's qualifications, this he reveals a phenomenal
merits and abilities would be a attribute--an existence with
flagrant. ignoninious, negllble humility.
In the meantime, a horse
highly irresponsible gesture
that would in itself be a dread- immaculately adorned in
green and white, proudly
ful tragedy,
Facta non Berba. his record bearing the exacalibur, awaits
speaks for h,im and who can his master and the legions
challenge what the record await their leader, for both are
Oscar Garza
shows; 1961-62 He took Pan ,mxlous for battle and the
Editor
Am to the NAIA and lost in sweet taste of victory, Sam
the second round; 1962-63 Williams glory awaits thee!
again He took Pan ,Am to the Perlculum In Mora
NAlA, but this time he won Jorge VIiiagomez

Dear Editor,
We do not need more sidewalks at Pan American University, what we need are
typewriters, or shall I say,
usable typewriters. On behalf
of a large number of concerned citizens (we students) I
would like to address to the
university the serious situation, concerning the shortage
of usable typewriters in the

LRC.
We feel it is utterly ridiculous, a humiliating experience and a disgrace to
mankind that a university the
size and scope of PAU cannot
afford to furnish at least one
reliable and usable typewriter.
After careful research I have
come up with some suggestions. Buy three typewriters
yearly, that Include a maintenance contract. I understand that Reaganonmics is hitting everybody's pockets, but

High school students should fight
After sitting in on the district student council meeting in
McAllen this weekend, outgoing high school seniors are
not worried about the budget cuts.
The main emphasis of the meeting was to throw
balloons, scream and do funny dances, Besides showing
school spirit, the council elected officers for the coming
year.
What else do you expect from a group of students who
are only worried about what they are going to do on their
spring bre~k or senior week?
Raises in tuition and now financial aid cuts have been
facing college students for the past year. The extreme effort of universities from all over the state forced the tuition
bill to be tabled.
The small victory in the battle of money for college
students was won by us ...and that could be our last
triumph for a long lime too.
Some student council sponsors have said the budget
cuts will really not be "that bad." In addition, they have
said students should support the Reagan Administration
budget cuts, Why are the advisers making these statements and decisions for the students? If the high school
students do not want to take any action, It should come
from themselves and not from someone else.

The Reagan administration does have a plan, but
within our rights from the Bill of Rights, we have the right
to petition. This is the only way we can be heard!!
This was truely evident this past week when the Reagan
Administration extended the dates for the hemodialysis
budget cuts another 60 days because of large demonstrations that look place in Washington and In other cities
around the nation.
The current administration will listen if enough people
are against an Issue.
Incoming freshmen should not Just sit around and plan
their senior weekends, they should heavily participate In
students protests against the proposed financial aid cutbacks.
They should not let current university students do all
the work, but rather support them In their cause. If
students unite as one, the proposed budget cuts might not
be as substantial.

A.KPsi sponsors seminar
A financial management
seminar was sponsored by
Alpha Kappa Psi recently.
Three professional Weslaco
businessmen talked about
their respective profession.
Noble G . Allen, C.P.A.
spoke on taxes, budgeting

and the financial statements
needed for securing a loan
from banks and creditors.
Ramon Montalvo Ill. insurance agent spoke on the
variou:. aspects of insurance
an Mr. Correa, lawyer talked
about wills, real estate acquisition and estate planning.

I

Today at 4 p.m. is thefinal
The Pan American will
day for these students who not be published next week
wish to apply for the editor- 1due lo the Easter holiday.
ships on either El Bronco or Publication will resume on
The Pan American.
i April 15. ·
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Game Order for Pan Am Games
April 13 (Activity Period)

Pan Am Days Schedule

(1) Relay race-• all 10 team members will compete
(2) Leap frog race•• two members from each and one

Wednesday, April 14
Dr. Robert Krueger, Ambassador at Large and
Coordinator for Mexican Affairs
Speaking on: "The R ole of Education in
U.S.-Mexican Relations" 11 a.m ..
Nursing Auditorium

man and woman will compete in
the coed competition.
(3) Whip cream pie eating contest•• one member
from each
team will eat
as much pie
as they can
in two minutes.

Thursday, April 15
U.S. State Department Spokesperson
Speaking on: "U.S. Immigration Policy"
10:30 a.m.
LA. Auditorium

(4) Sloter ball elimination heats begin•• five

on
five will
compete.

(5) Crab race-•

Friday, April 16
Dr. Adriana Bianchi, Chairperson, Department of
International Relations,
The University of the Americas, Puebla, Mexico
Speaking on: "Mexican Oil and the Politics of
Energy"
10 a.m.
Nursing Auditorium

two members from each team will
compete.

(6) Raw egg chug--

(7) Frisbee toss-•

one member from each team will
drink as many raw eggs as they
can in two minutes.
one member from each team will
get two throws.

(8) Water race-- all 10 team members will compete.
(9) Piggyback race-• two from each team men's divi-

sion will carry person on
shoulders, women's division
will carry person on back, and
coed competition must carry
women on shoulders.
(10) Tug-of-war•- all 10 team members will compete
(11) Cockroach race•· each team will provide their

cockroach for the first annual event.
Each team does not have to enter every event to win.
First, second and third place ribbons will be awarded after
every event. First place is 10 points, second place is seven
points and third place is four points. The highest team
could get 110 points AU Pan Am games applications are
due April 6 in the student government office. Remember: third period has been dismissed._ _ _ _ _ __

Trophies awarded at
PAUGames
Ribbons will be awarded to
the first, second and third
place winners in each event at
the Pan American Games,
April 13.
Applications are due
Wednesday at 4 p.m. In the
third floor of the UC.
"We continue to encourage
all organizations to participate
in the games," said Oscar
Garza, committee chairman.
"With third period being
cancelled, there is no reason
why all student organizations
cannot compete."
, A baseball player and a
representative from the
women's athletic department
will circle the campus with a
torch, signifying the beginning
of the games. President
Miguel Nevarez will give a
speech and the torches will be
lit before the first event takes
place.
The relay race Is the first
event to take place. All ten
members will compete in this
event. Two members from
each team will compete in the
:text event, the leap frog,
followed by the whip cream
pie eating contest where one
person from a team will try to
eat as much whip cream in
two minutes.
Sloter ball Is the next event
that will take place. This event
will be held In elimination
heats with five members from
each team competing. Two
team members will participate
In the following event, the
crab race. In the next event,
the raw egg chug, one person
from each team will try to
swallow as many eggs as
~ e In two minutes.
The frisbee toss will be the
next event. Only one team

member will compete In this
event. All ten members will
compete In the water race,
followed by the piggy-back
race where only two membe~
will participate.
For the tug-of-war, all ten
members will compete also.
The last game scheduled is the
cockroach race. No team
member will compete in this
event, only the team's
cockroach will compete.
The team who accumulates
the most points will be the
overall winner. A trophy will
be awarded to the first place
winner In each division:
women, men and coed.
"We have many new games
that should keep the participants interested aroused,"
said Garza.
An organization meeting for
those team competing will be
held on April 12 at 4 p.m. in
the T.V. room on the third
floor of the UC. A team
representative is asked to be
there.

Keynote speaker--Or. Robert Krueger, ambassador
at large and coordinator for Mexican affairs, will
speak on "The Role of Education In U.S.-Mexlcan
relations" April 14 In the Nursing auditorium at 11
a.Ill.

PAU Days' agenda set
On Wednesday, April 14,

Dr. Robert Krueger, former
Ambassador at Large and
Coordinator for Mexican Affairs, will present the keynote
speech for the Pan American
Days celebration.
Krueger will speak on "The
Role of Texas and the Border
in U.S. - Latin American Relations,·• in the Nursing
Auditorium at 11 a.m.
"Contemporary Issues in
the Americas" is the theme for
Pan American Days which will
take place April 14-16.
Other speakers include a
representative from the U.S.
State department who will
speak on "U.S. Immigration
Policy" on Thursday during
activity period in the LA
auditorium.
On Friday, guest speakers
include Dr. Adriana Bianchi,
chairperson from the Department of International Relations of the University of the
Americas in Puebla, Mexico,

and Dr. Rudolfo de la Garza,
a professor from the department of government at the
University of Texas in Austin.
Bianchi will speak on "Mexican Oil and the Politics of
Energy" in the Nursing
Auditorium at 10 a.m. De la
Garza will speak on "Mexican
and Mexican American
Organizational Ties and Attitudinal Problems" at 11 a.m.
in the Nursing auditorium
also.
Pan American Days, a
long-standing tradition at
PAU, comemmorates the
founding of the Pan American
Union on April 14. Pan
American Days is the University's way of comemmorating
the importance of that
alliance, according to Dr.
Gary Mounce, president of
the Forum of the Studies of
the Americas.
Other events in the celebration include Pan American
Games, scheduled to take
place Tuesday, April 13.

Friday. April 16
Dr. Rudolfo de la Garza, Professor, The Deparment of Government, The
University of Texas at Austin
Speaking on: "Mexican and Mexican American
Organizational Ties and
Attitudinal Problems"
11 a.m.
Nursing Auditorium

Legislative scholarship available
Applications for the Legislative Academic schc larship
for the 1982-83 academic
year are available at the financial aid office.
The $500 annual scholarship is to be awarded $250
per semester to each student.
Eligibility is based on the
following:
1. Be a freshman student
who has graduated in the upper 1/3 of his/her high school
class or have SAT scores of at
least 800 or ACT scores of 18
and at least 2. 75 on a four
point scale.
2. Be a Texas resident.
3. Member of an ethnic minority.

'Equus' opens

4. Not a recipient of any
form of athletic scholarship.
5. Indicate serious academic purpose with avowed intention to complete a bachelor's degree.
6. Be certified as having a
need for the award.
The deadline for submitting
the applications is Sept. 1.

Car wash planned
Camp Alumni Association
is sponsoring a car wash this
Saturday at Wendy's on the
corner of Freddy Gonzalez
and 281. The car wash will
last from 9 a.m.-4 p.m. and
cost is $2 a car.

OS & WATCH

JEWELRY /

"Equus," will be presented
by the University Theatre at
Fine Arts auditorium comencing April 14-17 at 8 p.m.
The play is directed by Dr.
Marian Monta. Members of
the cast include Kimberly
Lewis, Dawn Novak. Doug
Cummins, Maureen Clifford,
Mark Watson and Birgit
Hopp.

R All OCCASI

\

I

3-2432
I

• Gift
Wrappin&
• Engr1vin1

I

Jewelry
and Witch
Repairs

PAU students with ID will
be admitted free.

Classified Ads
SURPLUS JEEPS $65, CARS
$89, TRUCK $100 Similar
bargains available. Call for Y"•t
directory on how to purchase.
(602) 998-0575 Ext. 0502 Cail
Refundable.
KARATE INSTRUCTION
IN THE TANG 500 DO STYLE
OFFERED. CHILDREN 8-1~
AFTER SCHOOL AND SATURDAY. ADULTS WEEKDAY
EVENINGS 6-7 p.m. $25 00
per/month Call ~-5008 or ao
by 701 N. 15th. McAllen, ask for
Adolfo Pesquera.

TEACH OVERSEAS' All fields.
all levels! Graduahng seniors are
encouraged to apply. For details.
please send a self-addressed.
stamped, long envelope to:
FRIENDS OF WORLD TEACHING. P O Box 1049. San
Diego. CA 92112-1049.
Classified rate 1s 20 cents a line
with a minimum of $1 for each in-

sertion. payable m advance
Bring Ad Copy to The Pan Ame-•
rican Emilia Hail 100. Deadline is
Friday noon To estimate cost
count 30 letters and spaces to a
'n

1320 N CLOSNEA
N HWY. 291

EDtNBUAC

TEXAS
~

nD. TIUFOIIA. AFS
PH A C {512) 383-61122
31).81111

Entire stock reduced 25 % , to celebrate. New store
grand opening of Cosmopolitan Square on South
Main, McAllen. Offer Good at both stores.
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PAU cotntnunications
seminar Monday
Pan American will host its
first communications seminar
qn Monday.
Dr. Frank E. X. Dance, national president of Speech
Communication association
will conduct the session dealing with "Challenges of the
'80's in Communication."
"Current Issues in Print
Media" will be headed by
Thomas R . Mc Cartin,
publisher of the Dallas TimesHerald.
"Careers in Communications" by Richard J. V .
Johnson. president of the
Houston Chronicle, Dr .
Robert C. Jeffery, Dean. College of Communication from
the University of Texas and
Dr. Jane M. Work, director.
legislative Analysis of the National Association of Manufacturers.
John Quigley Jr. vice president of human resources, Dr.
Pepper Company and chairv , man of the Board of the
~merican Society for Personal

Administration will conduct
the workshop on "Organizational Communications."
Speech Correction/Hearing workshop by Dr. Michael
Marge, professor, special
education from Syracuse
University.
Dr. Jack Morrison, execu live director of the
American Theater Association
will offer co-curricular credit
for students who attend the
seminars, according to Neal

Rieke communications instructor.

Jane Work
Speakers for the seminar
are Annetta Taylor, chairman
and professor. department of
communications, George
Mason University, and former
national president of the
Speech Communications
Associations and Dr. Beatrice
Jimenez, professor of speech
and hearing therapy, California State University.
· The seminar is for all
students and not just communications majors. Faculty,
staff and students are urged to
attend.

....,.

__

Karate demonstration- Eddie Rodriguez throws a high kick against an adverle during activity period.
sary. Rodriguez will demons trate karate April 6 In the UC c'

Parking lots rejuvenated

1981 Miss Pan American ends reign
With her year-long reign as
Miss Pan American drawing to
a close, Nelly Garza approves
of the changes made in this
year's Miss Pan Am competition.
Miss Pan Am wilt be expanded into a full-scale beauty
pageant, complete with a
talent competition, selection
by experienced judges, and
opportunities to move up into

the Miss Rio Grande valley
and Miss Texas pageants
At first, she admits, she had
reservations.
Selection by Judges instead
of by the contestant's peers
seemed to be "taking away the
student's vote."
The talent competition worried her, loo. because it seemed to favor contestants whose
parents "had enough money

to afford things like dancing
lessons.''
"But later. when I found out
it could lead to the Miss Texas
pageant. I thought that was so
much better." she said. "I
mean, it wouldn't be just Pan
Am. They would be representing us much more than that.
"The talent was different,
too. It was open to all kinds of
things. Judges were willing to
accept essays. poetry, sewing,
or any other talent. I thought
that was a great idea "
Despite this. entries have
been comparatively few--12
or 15 at last estimate
'Tm really disappointed,"
said Nelly. "that so few people
have tried out."
The changes in the Miss
Pan Am competition, not
coincidently, followed difficulties earlier this year in
electing a Bronco Queen
"lt (the changes) had a lot
to do with that," said Nelly.
"But (the change) was also a
way of updating the whole
thing."
This updating is actually a
dramatic growth in the Miss
Pan Am competition from a
campus popularity contest,
not unlike the Homecoming
or Bronco queens. to a beauty
pageant worthy of media coverage
The backbone of this event
is the Judges chosen by the
pageant committee
They include Johnny
Goodman of Travel Host
magazine: Lmda White of
Ch anne I 4 , Me lba H uberl.
Melba's School of Modern
Dance. and former Miss

r

The work was granted to
the State Highway Department and authorized by the
Plant administration because It
was less expensive than a
private contractor, he said.

An asphalt rejuvenating
agent and sand were spread
over some of the parking lots
as a measure to prolong their
life, according to Louis S .
deVries, Physical Plant director.

During the spring break holiday was the best time to do
the job, deVries said, because
the department had time and

ress cars were on campus.
According to Lupe Ca margo , district construction
engineer of the department,
the rejuvenating agent is
"painted" onto the lots a nd
softens the old asphalt while
traffic helps seal the cracks.
This is the first step in the
overall paving plan PAU will
initiate in the summer.

J..-.._....,_...,_..........~..__....._..... ....--......~..-...-..------

Dallas, Leslie Morton of
Channel 5.
These changes notwithstanding, Nelly Garza has fond
memories of her year as Miss
Pan Am.
"The most memorable
event," said Nelly, "was attending President Nevarez' inauguration. Very few people
were invited. so I was thrilled
when thev Invited me."

Channel dredging
poses problem
By Ella de los Santos
Editor's note: This ls the first In a five-part series of
articles that wlll explore the ramifications of the
proposed dredging of the Brownsville ship chan~ nel, Including environmental Impact, proposed
new lndu1try and reauthorization of the En~ dangered Species Act.
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The Brownsville Navigation District (BND) has submit·
ted for a pproval to the federal government a proposal to
deepen the Brownsville ship channel from 36 feet to 50
feet.
The project estimated to cost $500 million, will either
be a pproved or rejected in the next couple of weeks.
Should the proposal be approved by the federal
government. the dredging for the project wo uld begin as
soon as possible and continue for about 18 months.
With the proposal, the BND submitted a n Environ mental Impact Statement, as federal law requires.
Plans call for soil obtained from the d redging, known as
spoil, to be deposited a fe w miles east of the beach . a procedure the BND says will e nrich the beac h area and slow
down the e rosion process. Howe ver, some autho rities
question that claim
j
"This type of beach enrichment has never been proven
[
to work," says Dr. Robert J . Edwards, PAU Biology
departmeht.
J
South Padre Island is already e roding because of the \
Gulf waters and the decreasing a mount of natural sand
transported down the Rio Grande River to the Gulf Edwa rd s said . Furthermore, the Jetties act as sand trap~ and
effectively prevent the sand from reaching the island, accord ing to the Brownsville Navigation District environmental impact statement. The sand deposits would
normally be carried by the northward curre nts of the Gulf \
a nd deposited on the beach
\
Ano th er problem that would arise should the proposal
be approved, Edwards said. is the endangering of species \
in th e area due to increase of petro-chemical wastes
should new induStries be established in the Brownsville
shiphchannel.
T ese species. which include aquatic and terrestrial life, \
would suffer from having their habitat altered, Edwards r
said "It is believed that one million species will become J
extinct m the next 20 years," Edwards said. Some of
these species are found In that general area .
\
With the Endangered Species Act expiring on October \
l of this year and its reauthorization questionable. the Rio
Grande Valley could lose some of its aquatic and terrestr1al life. Edwards warned. Although deepening of the ~
Brownsville ship channel could prove costly and deadly
to wildlife and aquatic life. it could also bring new industry
to the Valley
\
As citizens in the area. Valleyiles need to be better informed of what could occur and how any negative \
aspects of the proposal could be avoided. In the next r
report, the Brownsville Navigation District's plans and 1
views on the subiect will be discussed
........
...........--..............._.....,. .__...~ ...,,,..,,......,.·(
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Nelly Garza

J

As the last Miss Pan Am
chosen by popular vote,
Nelly wishes all the new contestants the "best of luck."
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D Z's donate money

j

J

i
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Delta Zeta sorority donated
approximately $35 to the
Speech and Hearing center
Carl McGovern . director of
the Speech and Hearing Center spoke to the sorority on the
cleft palate and language
disorders
The money will be used to
buy equipment and mat.ena.ls
for the speech and hearing m
therapy with children and
ddults.
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Raiders' takes 5 at 54th
Oscar presentati o ns
Sweeping the 54th annual Academy Awards this ye<"r
was the film "Raiders of the Lost Ark". The film won in
five different categories, although it didn't receive the
Oscar for the best picture.
The Best Picture was "Chariots of Fire" which won
three other awards.
"On Golden Pond" received three major awards also.
In the categories of Best Actor and Actress, Henry Fonda and Katherine Hepburn received the highest honors
for their work in "On Golden Pond".
The actor and actress chosen for their supporting roles
were Maureen Stapleton for "Reds" and Sir John
Guielgud for "Arthur".
The best original song written for a motion pidure was
Arthur's Theme, from the movie "Arthur".
Warren Batty was chosen best director for his work in
"Reds", while Ernest Thompsen took the Oscar for best
screenplay adaptation for his script ''On Golden Pond".
Colin Welleland won for his original screenplay on the
movie "Chariots of Fire".
The Irving G. Thallberg award for a producer who has
shown consistency in production went to Albert R. Broccoli for the James Bond movies (12 in all) that he has produced.
Barbara Stanwyck was also given an honorary award
for all her contributions to filmmaking. The Gene
Herschel Humanitarian Award went to Danny Kaye for
his work with the United Nations International Children's

Emergency Fund.
A new award initiated in the category of make-up artistry, went to Rick Baker for his work In "An American
Werewolf in London."
"Raiders of the Lost Ark" won in the best achievement
in art decoration category, as well as best visual effects,
and best sound on film.
It also won the best achievement in film editing and best
sound effects editing awards.
The cinematography Oscar went to Vittorio Storaro for
his work in filming "Reds".
Vangelis was given the Oscar for best musical score for
his composition for the film, "Chariots of Fire". Milena
Canonero was cited for her costume designs for "Chariots
of Fire".
"Mephisto" was chosen as the best foreign film, a
Hungarian production. "Crac" was chosen as the best
animated short film, while "Voile!" won in the live action,
short film category.
Arnold Schwartzman and Rabbi Marvin Hier, who produced "Genocide", a documentary about the holocaust
won an academy award for that category.
Nigel Nobel, producer of "Close Harmony" was awarded his Oscar for best documentary dealing with a short
subject.
Fujifilm Corporation of Japan received a special award
for their work in developing a new type of colqrfilm
negative for motion picture cameras.

Biology annex will pro01ote growth
by Ella de 109 Santoe
"The Board of regents rePerhaps the University
cent recommendation for the would have to look into a
building of a biology annex larger greenhouse for the
will help promote research building and grounds use as
and growth for the Biology well as for our academic pur•
department," said Dr. Ernest poses," Baca said.
Baca, dean of the school of
As it stands, there are eight
faculty members in the science
science and mathematics.
The specifications for the department who are doing reproposed annex will be sent lo search. Also, they have un•
the College Coordinating dergraduales and graduate
Board for approval and will be students who are working on
on the agenda of the April several research projects.
meeting.
There will also be more ·
The biology annex will be a room, says Baca, for at least
one story facility of 3,800 nine undergraduates to do
square feet. It will be located research in the new annex.
east of the present science ofAccording to Baca, the
i lce wing. The project will cost research activities in the past
approximately $600,000. seven years without the annex
This figure includes all equip- has more than paid for itself in
ment that will be needed to outside funding. T he funding,
run the facility.
given to the department to
According to Baca, the an- finance research on small
nex will serve as an animal animals, enables the profacility that will house small fessors to have release time
animals needed for several and stipends for students.
research projects that are curIf the funding were to be cut
rently In progress.
off because of improper
The present facilities are in• facilities, Pan American
appropriate says Baca. When University could lose indirect
the Blo)ogy building was built costs amounting to $60,00
In 1967, there was little to no and as much as $100,00 in
research being done using professors salaires per year.
small animals; therfore. there The funding pays for half the
was no specific area for this professors salary per year as
type of research In the plans of well as building costs to pay
the building.
for upkeep, utilities and
"There is always a need for salaries for research assistants.
facilities to do research with
The new facility will enable
small animals," Baca said, more extensive lab work for
"There is also a need for students in order for them to
facilities to grow plants."
gain a better understanding of
Baca added that animal fa- the courses they arepresently
c!l!tles need certain standards taking if not actually giving
which the department does them an opportunity to exnot meet now. "The present pand the coursework now ofanimal facilities can be con- fered. Baca says the nex anverted to more research space nex will not show a need for
and the new facilities will be new personnel, but will give
used for both small animals the department room to ex·
and laboratories," he said. pand.
"We had originally planned
for a small greenhouse to be
included in the annex, but
There will also be more
there will be no greenhouse in room, says Baca, for at least
the new building, we were nine undergraduates to do
told there is no place for It."
research in the new annex.
If there was a greenhouse in
According to Baca, the
the present facility, It could research activities in the past
jeopardize the chances of get- seven years without the annex
ting the annex because of the has more than paid for itself in
Coordinating Board require- outside funding. The funding,
ments.
given to the department to

finance research on small
animals, enables the professors to have release time
and stipends for students.
If the funding were to be cut
off because of improper
facilities, Pan American
University could lose indirect
costs amounting to $60,00
. and as much as $100,00 in
professors salaries per year.
The funding pays for half the
professors salary per year as
well as building costs to pay
for upkeep, utilities and

Health Falr--Nanc:y Gucla test.a her eyes for

glaucoma Monday at the annual Health Fair.

'Border Fox' sponsors film
"An Auntarie," a fiee film
will be shown todaef in LA
119. The film is sponsored by
"Border Fox."
Dr. Dorothy Schmidt and
Dr. Chad Richardson will
answer questions ar,d distribute materials for students

salaries for research assistants.
The new facility will enable
more extensive lab work for
students in order for them to
gain a better understanding of
the courses they are presently
taking If not actually giving
April Fools Day is the day
them an opportunity to exset
aside for all the poor inpand the coursework now offered. Baca says the next an- dividuals who can't remember
nex will not show a need for when to celebrate their birthnew personnel. but will give day or Christmas. On this day
the department room to ex- the streets are not safe for
some folks. In case you don't
pand.

to use.
Students, faculty and staff
are invited to attend the showing which was filmed in South
Carolina and will instruct partcipants In how lo gather information and learn interviewing
techniques.

- - -April Fools- - know If you are an April fool
or not, lake the following test:
A true April Fool will...... ..

1. put her bra on backwards
and finds it fits better.
2. call Suicide Prevention and
get put on hold.
3 . want to put on the clothes
he wore home from last
night's party and find there
aren't any.
McAllen High, Edinburg, 4. has a twin sister who forgot
Pharr-San J u an- Alamo, her birthday.
Weslaco and Harlingen High 5 . wake up and discover his
waterbed broke and then
Schools.
Trophies will be awarded to realize he doesn't have a
winners of the Games at 3:30 waterbed.
p.m. Trophies will be given to 6. put both contact lenses in
the school with most spirit and the same eye.
7. read this entire article.
another for the most points.

500 gather for ROTC Day
"To encourage and promote a post-secondary education," according to Capt. Ed
Elkins, is the objective behind
today's invitation of some 500
junior ROTC cadets on campus.
Cadets and cadre of our
ROTC program will be hosts
to the students from five
Valley high schools.
Designated ROTC Day, today celebrates the completion
of the Army ROTC program
here.
Elkins said he hopes this will
become an annual event and
expects between 450 to 500
cadets to participate in the
day's events and learn what
college is like. Members of the
PAU orientation staff wiU provide information on financial
aid. education requirements
and other facts on attending
college.
"It's not just seniors we're
trying to get," Elkins said, "but
sophomores and juniors as
well, to get them into thinking

about college."
The students will register at
9:30 a .m. at the Fine Arts
Auditorium. They will be
welcomed by University officials, ;:,articlpate In a pep rally and see a program by the
PAU cadets. They will receive
information about PAU, tour
the campus and participate in
ROTC Olympic Games after
lunch.
The Games, to start at 1
p .m. will be held south of the
Science Building. Events in•
elude a low crawl relay, stretcher race, poncho shelter
building, marksmanship with
straws and toothpicks,
amoeba-style obstacle course,
grenade throw (oranges into a
basket), rope bridge relay and
tug of war.
"It's going to be a lot of
fun." Elkins said. "It's April
Fools and it will give them a
chance to act a little foolish."
Although the Games will be
for the cadets. PAU students
are encouraged to cheer for
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Gulf scholarships available to sophomores
Second-semester sophomores majoring in one of the
social sciences are eligible to
apply for a scholarship to be
awarded by Gulf Oil Corp ., to
a minority student.
Eligibility requirements for
scholarship are as follows:
1. Applicant must be a de·
dared major in one of the
social sciences.

2 Have at least a 3 .0 students must submit an unofficial transcript, two letters of
G.P.A.
3. Be a second semester reference, at least one of
which must be from a faculty
sophomore this term and a
member, 500 word essay,
first-semester junior next fall
4 . Interested in a career in typed and double-spaced.
Deadline for applying for
business, particularly in public
the scholarship is April 16. Inaffairs.
5. A member of a racial or terested students may obtain
an application from Dean
ethnic minority
Along with the application Alvirez's office on LA 238.

$1000 Graduate scholarship available
A graduate student scholarship in the amount of $ 1000
to qualified full-time graduate
students has been announced
by the Financial Aid Office.
The scholarship is provided by
The Rotary Club of San Antonio, Texas Inc., through its
Student Loan Foundation. To
qualify for the scholarship, an
applicant must:
1. Have graduated from
high school in Bexar County.
2. Have received a baccalaureate degree or its
equivalent from a four-year
accredited academic Institution in the United States.
Preference will be given to
students entering their final
year of graduate work.
3. Ha-ve obtained three letters of recommendation, two
of which shall be from faculty
members of the student's major field of study in the school
attended, and one a personal
reference.

Selection of the recipient for
1982-83 shall be based on applicant's:
1. Academic achievement,
as evidenced by grades and
other tests, including the
graduate record (GRE) .
2. potential leadership in
chosen field.
3. financial need.
Application must be in the
form of a letter addressed to
the Student Loan Foundation
of The Rotary Club of St. An-

thony Hotel, San Antonio,
Texas 78205. A transcript of
academic work completed
and the three letters of recommendation must be attached
to the letter. Also. a statement
of anticipated costs for the
school year 1982-83 must be
included.
Deadline for submitting the
application is May 15, 1982.
Presidents Award--Melvin J. Hill, executive vice president of Gulf Oil accepts
the plaque &om University President Dr. Miguel Nevarez.

Tenor Visus in concert
The Pan American Music
Department and University
Center Program Council is
sponsoring Ricai:.do Visus,
tenor, in concert April 24,
1982 at 8 p .m . in the Fine
Arts Auditorium.

students with 1.0.
His program will include
music of Handel , early
Renaissance Spanish composers, several German
"lieder" compositions, arias
from Spanish "Zarzuela" - the
equivalent of light operas or
Tickets for the concert are
musical and a group of 20th
available through the Music
century Spanish compositions
Department al $3 General
• music of Nin, Turnina, De
Admission and $1 for PAU
Falla.

Polaris

Flight 2000

Xenon

Qulx

Presidental Ball tickets on sale
Only a limited number of
tickets will be sold for the
Presidential Ball to take place
on April 17 from 8 p.m. to
12 p.m. at the McAllen
Tourist Center.
All
organizational
presidents will be presented at

the Ball, a yearly event.
" I encourage people to get
their tickets as soon as possible," said Gloria Rodriguez,
UCPC special events
chairperson.
Tickets will be $5 per couple with a PAU 1.0. card and

can be purchased at the UC
Room 205 beginning April
12.
Providing the music for the
semi-formal event will be
MAYO. Pictures will also be
taken by McClain Studio of
McAllen.

Fire Power

Rally X
Star Castle
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Donkey Kong
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History Preserved By Recordings

Making record!ngs--Dr. Hubert Mlller, history professor, Is recording the oral history of John
Peavey. The tapes will be available to the students
In May.

'Gallery' student magazine
receives 100 submissions
Gallery's final deadline saw
a flood of entries. Altogether,
100 submissions were
counted for all the categories.
Final decisions for the student
magazine wlll be made next
week with production following.
Dr. Dorothy Schmidt, dssistant English professor and her
3320 Advanced Literary Prob lems class-special topic
Literary Magazines students
are working to publish the
magazine. Duties include

reading/accepting entries,
proofreading, copy editing,
layout and paste-up.
May is the projected date
for publication according to
Schmidt. Along with Gallery,
the class also plans to work on
the Borderlands magazine, a
joint project of the English and
social sciences departments.
Schmidt liked the idea of
working on more than one
publication because it would
help students, "to get a taste
of different publications."

FREE

By Sandra Barbosa
People die everyday and
with their passing comes
another historical loss. These
losses are the reason why interviewing people and recording their lives is important. It
preserves parts of history that
would give it new or expanded perspectives.
Dr. Hubert Miller, associate
professor of history is one person who is working to ensure
that history is not lost. Valley
history is the subject of several
tape recordings produced by
'Miller to enrich and open up
the Valley's past to the present. Miller has interviewed
Valley pioneers, Valley doctors and Valley politicians
among others to see what
they have lived through and
can reveal about the Valley's
past
Recordings are chosen over
written material because Miller
finds oral histories cause people to open up and reveal
more.
They are more willing to
talk than to sit down and write
about their lives, according to
Miller.
Miller explained the importance of the recordings,
"because ii (history) will not be
accounted otherwise."
Work on the recordings
project began in 1971 when
Miller moved to the Valley.
He saw that Valley pioneers
were dying and with them,
much of the Valley's history.
"They (Valley pioneers)
would have known a lot of the
history," Miller said.
A life story, one main topic
seen from both sides and
eyewitness accounts of a certain event are the goals striven

for with the recordings. Interviewees are chosen for their,
"key positions to give me in•
formation on history I need."
according to Miller Third party connectiions bring Miller into contact with the people he
has heard and believes would
be a source of Valley history
John R. Peavey is the only
subject Miller has not met
through a third party. Peavey
is a 91 -year-old Valley
pioneer who came to the
Valley in 1905. Miller chose
Peavey because as a Texas
border patrolman, Peavey has
witnessed the Mexican migration into the U.S., border
smuggling and the treatment
of Mexican immigrants. Miller
also expanded on the material

CONFIDENTI AL COUNSELiNG
TERMINATION OF PREGNANCY
BIRTH CONTROL INFORMATION
ALL CALLS CONFIDENTIAL

Treasure Hills Womens'
Center

428-6242

He foresees May as the date
when the tapes can be checked out by the public in the
Media Usage Section. Media
Services Center of the LRC.
Persons or classes needing the
tapes before May can call or
go by Gause's office in the
LRC.
Miller sums up the project
when he says the tecordings
are. "A very good investment.
They will give you a lot of
history you will not find written down "

Miller stressed that no subject is pressured into revealing
any past personal events. If
the individual wishes to reveal
anything, it is his perogative.
As of press time, all recordings were either being

T raffle & Security initiates
crime prevention program
The Traffic and Security
Department has initiated a
crime prevention program
whose task will be to educate
the University community
about crime and its prevention.
Officer Nick Valdez and Investigator Joe Ponce have
been appointed by Chief Greg
N. Salazar to implement the
program.
Ponce said that printed
material will be placed on
stands around campus. The
literature will Include informa-

tion about crime hazards and
about actions people can take
to prevent themselves from
becoming victims of personal
crimes as well as of crimes
against their property.

need to educate the public in
ways of protecting themselves
so that they don't become victims of crimes," said Salazar.
He also stressed the importance of reporting all accidents, thefts and other offenses which occur on campus.
"We want the University
community to get involved,"
said Ponce. He pointed out
that reporting crimes is one
practical and logical way for
people to get involved.

Ponce and Valdez will both
be available for presentational
speaking engagements as
well. Campus organizations
are encouraged to invite them
to their meetings to make
presentations about crime
prevention.
"There has always been a

Gulf Oil grants $400,000
to Pan American University
The first payment of the

$400,000 Gulf Oil Founda-

Pregnancy Test

transcribed or taped from their
master tape to tapes that can
be checked out by the public.
George Gause. special collections librarian is in charge of
seeing that this aspect of the
project proceeds smoothly.

covered In Peavey's book.
''Echoes from the Rio
Grande."
To ensure that no future
legal problems as to ownership of the recordings come
up. Miller provides each subiect with a conlTact. Owner~h!r •~ g i1,.,11 o ver to PAU-the
Library specifically. Any
restrictions as to when the
recordings can be released to
the public are written into the
contract al this time also.

Graduation deadline
Wednesday

lion over the next four years
was made last week by Melvin
J. Hill, executive vice president of Gulf Oil Corporation.

Graduate students expect.ng to receive a master's
~egree In August of 1982
1ave until Wednesday to file.
According to the Registrar's
office those students not filing
he $25 Application for Degree 'form at the office will not
graduate in August.
Students may pick up their
applications at the office
located on the east side of the
Old Library with the admissions office.

The grant will provide the
basis for accreditation of the
University's master's degree
program in business administration.
"The entire Rio Grande
Valley needs and deserves
Pan American University and
I am proud that Gulf can play
a part In bringing that about,"
Hill said.
The money will be used to
support research and faculty

Pull ring

development, buy businessrelated books a nd Journals, increase the number of computer terminals available to
business faculty a nd students,
supplement faculty salaries
and increase the number of
assistantships for graduate
students in the School of
Business Administration.
"We're extremely appreciative of the Gulf Oil
Foundation's interest in the
support of Pan American
University," President Miguel
Nevarez said.
"Students who enter the
Sch ool of Business Administration will be the
primary beneficiaries of this
gift; but many others w!U also
benefit," Nevarez said.

Board of Regents Chairman
Ricardo Hinojosa said this Is
the largest single donation and
will be well spent for educational purposes. Hinojosa also
thanked the efforts of Santana
Gonzalez J r. in making the
donation possible.
Dr. F .J. Brewerton, School
of Business dea n, stated that
"we do not intend to fail in our
pursuit and you are going to
be proud of us."

Offices Move
Registrar and Admissions
offices have now been relocated Into the Old Library so
remodeling of the Administration Building into a computer
center can begin.
Students needing either offices' services can go to the
east side of the first floor of the
old library.

Nevarez presented the
President's Award plaque to
Gulf Oil from the faculty, staff
and students.

and throw •••a party
0

0

Big Mouth from
Mickey's Malt Liquor
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Tomas Gonza lez

School of Science and
Math Senator

- - -- - - - - - - UCPC Executive · Ticket - - - - - -- - - -

Larry Garcia

Alma Ramos

Gloria Rodriguez

Alan Iglesias

Alo nso Armendariz

Annual spririg election set for April 6-7
Twenty students have filed
for positions in student
government and UCPC in the
spring election April 6-7.
Polls will be in the LA, the
UC and the LRC . All polls will
be open from 9 a.m. to 4 p .m.
and the LA and LRC will remain open at night from 6
p.m. to 8 p.m. according to
Susie Guerrero, election commission person.
The votes will be counted
the night of April 7 on the
third floor of the University
Center.
PAUSA Executive Ticket
Current Vice President
Ricardo Saldivar and
Health Related Professions
Senator Tomb Gonzalez
are the only candidates for
PAUSA president and vice
president respectively.
Saldivar has been involved
in many organizations on
campus like APO and as a
pledge for Alpha Kappa Psi.
"I feel we have come a long
way, not only as an assocla·
tlon of students, but also by
developing a strong relationship with the administration,"
Saldivar said. "I want to see
that the advances we achieved this year are carried on ."
Gonzalez is on active member of the lntercolle•giate
Knights, while also being
president of the Residence
Hall Association.
"I feel I am qualified on the
basis of being a Pan Am student since the summer of 1979," Gonzalez said. "In those
years, I have shown a concern
for student involvement in
University affairs."

-

UCPC Executive Ticket
A highly contested race in
the election will be for the
UCPC president and vice
president positions. Lany
Garcia and Alma Ramos
make up one ticket.
Garcia currently serves as
head of the Diversions committee. He has also served as
past UCPC president and also
as PAUSA vice president and
senator.
"My Involvement in student
activities has made me aware
of the need for continuity and
experience ." Garcia said. "I
feel I could reduce the adjust•
ment and rebuilding time
needed to fulfill UCPC's goals
in student programming."
Ramos is seeking the UPC
vice president position . The
current president of UCPC .
she has also served as a
UCPC senator and has served
on many other committees
within UCPC.
··1 feel I am qualified for the
position of vice president
because I have served as both
president and vice president
d UCPC." Ramos said . "l

have constantly worked for
improving programs on campus."
Glo ria Rodriguez and
Alan Iglesias make up the
second UCPC executive tic·
ket. Rodriguez is head of
special events for UCPC. She
is also the President's Leadership Scholarship Program president and a little sister for the
Intercollegiate Knights.
"I feel that UCPC needs a
fresh start in promoting their
programs In campus," Rodriguez said. "This start can only
be achieved by the cooperation of UCPC with all organizations on campus."
Iglesias is running for UCPC
vice president. He is the vice
president for the president's
Leadership Scholarship Program and he is also a member
of the Intercollegiate Knights.
The other positions on the
ballots are for the school
senators. Each school is represented by two senators except Health Related Professions and the dorms which are
only represented by one senator.

School of Humanities
Senator
Ruben "oreno is one candidate for the senator for the
the School of Humanities. He
is the Intercollegiate Knights
vice president. He is also an
Inter-service Council delegate
and the little sister coordinator.
"My leadership qualities will
help me seek this office,"
Moreno said. " I believe
PAUSA is the biggest link be•
tween students and PAU."
Anna de Haro is seeking
the other senate seat. She is
the current School of Humanities senator. She Is coordinating the rally against the
proposed Reagan Administration financial aid budget cuts.
De Haro is also a member of
Alpha Psi Omega.
"After being a senator for
one year. I understand the
responsibility and the effort
that needs to be put out to better the system for the stu•
dents," de Haro said.
Me n's Dorms S enator
Jon Primm is the only
candidate for men's dorm
senator. Primm Is the current
Residence Hall Association
vice president and chairmen
of the freshmen committee.
"I want to make things better for the people in the dorm
and I can try to get more dorm
participation on campus,"
Primm said
Women's Dorm Senator
Norma Almaguer is the
only candidate for women's
dorm senator. She is member
of the Resident H<1ll Associa•

lion and the freshmen committee.
"I feel I am qualified for the
position because I have worked with PAUSA for the past
semester," Almaguer said.
School of Business
Senator
Victor Benavides is one
person running for the position of business senator. He ls
a member of the Alpha Kappa
Psi business fraternity. He also
heads the scholarship committee and is a part of the by-laws
committee.

"My interest includes more
recognition for the professiona I organizations with
PAUSA," Benavides said.

Servando Hinojosa is
another student seeking the
senate position. He is also a
member of the Alpha Kappa
Psi business fraternity and he
has been on the national
Dean's List.
"My ability to deal with people will help me contribute to
the decision-making process
of the School of Business."

Hinojosa said .
dent for HPE&R. She is also a
School of Educ atio n
little sister of the Phi Kappa
Senator
Tau Fraternity.
Ruby Donalson ls seeking
"Because I am active in orher second term as senator. ganizations, this has given me
She is currently president of the experience necessary to
SNEA and she is also hospital- be a good senator," Garza
ity chairperson of UCPC.
!t!id.
"Because I have held this
School of Social Science
office, I know my responsibilSenator
ities and I am able to live up to
Juan Jose Florea is seekthem," Donalson said.
ing the senate position. He
Ne lly Garza Is running for has been involved In many acthe other senate position. She tivities including being a reis a member of the Ladies of presentative for the dorms in
Camelot and is also vice presi·
See election page 9
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_ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ __ _ ___, andldates,- - - - - -- -- - - - -The pageant, which has
been divided into two days,
will take place April 6 and 7 in
the Media Theatre. On April
6, the talent and Interviewing
part of the pageant will take
place .
The actual pageant and
coordination will take place
the following night of April 7.
Only the five talent finalists
will perform on this night.
Other entertainment will be
provided by the PAU stage
band, under the direction of
Wallace Tucker. Also entertaining will be the Mexican
Folkloric dancers, under the
direction of Dr. Amilda
Thomas and by the PAU Jazz
Dancers, under the direction
of Rhonda Johnson

Master of ceremonies will
be Dr. Jerre Gratz from th!!
business school. Judges for
the event will be Johnny
Goodman of Travel Host
Magazine; Leslie Morton from
Channel 5, a former Miss
Dallas; Linda White from
Channel 4; and Melba Huber
of Melba's Dance Studio.
The woman chosen to be
Miss Pan American will represent PAU throughout Texas
and in the annual events and
parades of various cities. In
addition to her title, the winner will also be awarded
scholarships and a wardrobe
expense account.
Tickets for the pageant can
be purchased in the UC Room
205. Tickets will be $2, in-

eluding students. All proceeds
will go directly to the pageant.

UCPC sponsors
Guitarist
The Pan American University Center Program Council is
sponsoring Ron Hudson
Guitarist in concert April 13 ai
8 p.m. in the LRC Media
Theatre. Admission for PAU
students with I.D. is $1 PAU
Faculty/Staff, $2 and General
Admission is $3. Hudson will
also conduct a master class
the same day at 4 p.m. in the
U.C. Ballroom. Admission Is
free to the master class and
anyone wishing to attend may
do so.

- - - - - -- - - - -- - -Ellectlon-- - - - - - - -- - - -- student government.
"I would like to gel involved
with students and give my service to them," Flores said. "I
like to help and hear other
people's problems."
Leroy Rosales is also running for senator. He is the
CAMP reporter and a member of the freshmen committee and the ACLU organization.
"I am willing to train myself
through study and practice to
become an honorable senator," Rosales said.
Health Related
Professions Senator
Sandra Arties is running

unopposed for this position.
She is vice president of the
Residence Hall Association
~nd she is also treasurer for
fhe freshmen committee.
"I want to put into use, a
practical application that will
enable me to best serve Pan

American University," Ariles
said.
School of Science and
Math Senator
Alonso Armendariz is

running unopposed for this
position. He is co-chairperson
of the bandbooking for UCPC
and he is also a member of the
APO service fraternaity.
"I would like the opportunity to keep students informed
on activities and issues pertaining to them." Armendariz
said.
Senator at Large

This is the most heated
senate race because three
candidates are running for the
position.
Eloy Garcia is one candidate. He is currently an executive assistant and he was
co-chairperson of the Homecoming parade. He is also vice
president of the Phi Kappa
Theta Fraternaity.
"I have been very active in
many projects and I am willing

to continue my service to the
students. PAU and the people
of the community," Garcia
said.
Noe Hinojosa is another
candidate for this position He
is the Intercollegiate Knights
treasurer and is also president
of the Inter-service Council.
"Being a senator will be
great pride for me because I
will be trying to represent the
students of PAU," Hinojosa
said.
Ruben Coronado is the
third candidate. He has served and is running for his second term. He has headed the
float committee and has been
involved in the letter writing
are peition signing campaign
to stop the financial aid cuts.
"I feel that the experience
that I have gained has been a
great asset," Coronado said.
"I would like to continue as
senator."
A simple majority is needed
for students to
be elected.

Martha Gomez

Debbie Cordova

Virginia Valdez

lleeky Whitmire

'Schubert's Last Serenade' April 12 Library hours
The Bilingual Theatre Company of Texas A&I is returning to Pan American University April 12. at 7:30 p.m. in
the LRC Media theatre.
The eight member company has achieved international recognition for their performances in Mexico City.

Monday night's performance
of "Schubert's Last Serenade"
will be toured in Mexico again
this year. They will also perform Los Vendidos. The company is being sponsored by
the UCPC. Admission for
PAU students with I.D. is 50
cents. General admission 1s
$1.

Easter will soon be here and
classes will not be in session
April 8-9. Despite the holidays, the LRC will remain
open. the hours are as follows:
Apnl 8. 8 a .m .-5 p.m.
April 9, 8 a .m. -5 p m
April 10. 9 a.m.-6 p.m.
April I I Closed.

Morris, P AU comptroller resigns
Pan American University's
comptroller has resigned to go
into private businessJohn Morris. who has been
at the university for 11 years.
will remain the comptroller
through the latter part of
April.
He will be working at
Weaks-Martin Implement in
Mission as the comptroller.
"This was a tough decision
and I had to weigh the benefits
of the new job before I would
take it," Morris said. "I hate
leaving here because it has

been very enjoyable here.
This office never really slows
down, but right now, it's as
slow as it's ever going to get
and it is the right time to step
down."
Morris said he wished he
had the opportunity to work
with the new equipment and
work in the new Administration Building.
Dr. Roy Flores. vice president for business affairs said
he was sad to see Morris leave
because "it will be difficult to
replace a man with John's experience."

·'The comptroller is the
heartbeat of fiscal affairs within
the University," Flores said.
"We will begin looking for a
replacement immediately. We
will be looking for the most
qualified. We want the search
lo be thorough, yet quickly
because we want to find a
replacement by mid-April."
Flores said there is no real
good time to resign this posl,
but Morris has given the University enough time to find a
replacement.
"I wish John the best in his
career objectives," Flores said.

Krause elected TSA V-P
An executive aide for student government has been
elected vice president of the
Texas Student Association in
a spring meeting.
Kim Krause. 21. of Edinburg, was elected unanimously by TSA. Her support was so
overwhelming that her opponent had to withdraw from the
race, according to Krause.
As vice president, she will
be in charge of the TSA
newsletter and she will be
helping the president in any

activities that need assistance.
"The newsletter is the most
important means of communication with the schools,"
Krause said.
The two day convention in
Nacogdoches was also attended by Eloy Garcia, Wally Trejo and Sondra Sissel.
"We had to campaign hard
to receive this honor," Krause
said. "The people that attended the convention did a great
job. I am still pretty estatic and
this position is going to take a

lot of hard work "
TSA is an organization
dealing exclusively with problems and issues dealing with
Texas students attending post
secondary colleges and
universities in the state of
Texas. TSA will strive to
represent the students of
Texas in all of its activities acting as a means of communication among the
schools in Texas and student
organizations across the nation.

ECONOMY NO. 47

108 W. Champion

NOW SERVING KEGS (HALF BARREL)
383-1371

----------------------------------$3 off any keg of beer
with presentation of this
coupon. Offer expires
April 11, 1982
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Coaching vacancy draws many applicants

SPOITTS

Intramural Softball Results
First Place - Three Up and Three Down
Second Place - Beaver Eaters
Third Place - IK's
Fourth Place - Camp

More than 40 coaches from
around the nation have applied for the vacant position of
head basketball coach, according to Carol Rausch, administrative assistant to the
.,
president.

new coach specify "successful
basketball coaching experience, preferrably In a nationally ranked and recognized university or Junior college,
and proven leadership and integrity."

Applications will continue
to be accepted until a coach is
hired, according to President
Miguel Nevarez. Interviews
are expected to begin soon.

A bachelor's degroi!e is required, but a master's or
higher degree is preferred.
The new coach will be re-

sponsible for coaching the
men's basketball team and for
related activities including
assembling a competent staff,
recruiting talented college
level basketball prospects, and
p~omoting Pan American
University's basketball program.

Lew Comer has assumed
the duties until a replacement
is named.

The opening was created
when Bill White, athletic
director and head basketball
coach, resigned last week.

The University is trying to
hire a head coach as soon as
possible because April 14, the
national letter signing day is
nearing.
The qualifications for the

Robert Kirby (31)

'

'

'

Loose bo/1--BUI Moser battles for the loose ball

Lany Skinner (32)

underneath the basket.

WHITE FLOUR

.----------------------------~---------,
I
I
I
I

I

I

Buy any 3 piece Chicken order

:

and receive a small Drink FREE!

I
I
I

with coupon

II

~--------------------------------------~
OFFER EXPIRES APRIL 8, 1982

Open 24 hours

Our Name Says It ALLI
Open 7 days a week
Sugar Road and Hwy. 107

PATOS

APRIL SPECIAL
Big Special Plate
2 b,g PATOS of same kin~
rice, beans $1. 98

For faster service call in order

Edinburg 383-0725
Across from Pan Am

I

Eat at El Palo
VALLEY WIDE

2 locations/McAllen. Mission
Harlingen & Brownsville
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Broncs defeat MSU,OCU;capture Jody Ramsey Tourney
The Broncs, although dropping their last two games,
managed to win the Jody
Ramsey Tournament this past
weekend registering a 6-2
record followed by Michigan
State University 4-4 and
Oklahoma City University 2-6

Last Saturday, which marked the condusion of the sixday tourney, the Broncs were

presented the championship
trophy by none other than Mr.
and Mrs. Johnny Ramsey.
The Ramseys, parents of
the late Jody Ramsey who
was accidently electricuted on
opening day back in 1973,
presently reside In Brazoria,
Texas.
The Broncs began the
tourney with a 10-1 whipping
of Oklahoma City then barely

POLICE OFFICER
The McAllen Police Department is
currently accepting applications
for the position of police officer.
Applicants must pass an entry level examination which will occur
on April 17, 1982 at 9 a.m. In addition, applicants must:

got by Michigan State 3-1.
The two wins saw the
Broncs break a four-game losing streak which began midway through the Citrus Tournament
Against Michigan State the
Broncs were down 1-0 in the
fifth when Kevin Navarro
began the Bronc attack with a
single. Bobby Williams then
stepped up to the bag and
doubled off the right field
fence advancing Mike Gamer
to third.
The Broncs scored two runs
with Larry Guldry's bunt.
Topping off the scoring for

the Broncs was Steve Ulmer
with a single.
In Friday's games the
Broncs reeled off two more
victories shutlng out both
MSU, 1-0 and OCU, 5-0.
Bronc pitcher Ivan Torres

remained unbeaten 4-0 In the
win over Michigan State.
On Saturday, the Broncs
-had a six-game winning streak
going only to have It broken
when Oklahoma city and

Michigan State defeated the
Broncs 9-2 and 3-1 respectively.
'
At the end of the toumament the Broncs stood at
17-15 for the season.

~**************•***********************•

•

!

••
•
:
it

•
••

Remaining Bronc Baseball Games

!

April 2-3--Unlverslty of Texas-Arllngton--Arllngton
April 9-10--Sam Houston State--Home--5 p.m.
Aprll 16-17-•North Texas State--Home-5 p.m.
April 23-24--Unlverslty of New Orleans--New Orleans
May 7-9--Lubbock Christtan--5 p.m.

•
:
•

!
•
•****************************************•
:
•

1) Be 21 yrs. of age prior to
employment.
2) Be of good moral Character.
3) Pass a medical and psychological exam by city physicians.
Interested applicants should contact McAllen City Hall, personnel
section, before April 12th 1982 to
notify their intent to take the exam. For additional information
contact Sgt. J. Gonzalez or Office
F. Funke 682-4321. Ext. 361 or
363.
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For Back To School An
Eye Examlnadon Is
Suggested By

-~....-~

.

-

- s - --!

High fly--Steve Ulmer (20) pope one to right field In the Bronc• loelng cauee agalnet Michigan State
Unlverelty this past Monday night. The Broncs loet to the Spartane 7-5. During the Jody Rameey Tour•
nament, which concluded last weekend, the Broncs were eupporttng a elx-game winning etreak until
they were derailed by both the Oklahoma City Chiefs 9-2 and the Michigan State Spartan• 3-1. The
Broncs ended up winning the Jody Rameey Tourney with a 6-2 record followed by eecond place winner
Michigan State and third place went to Oklahoma City.

Family Optical

Schlitz IlghtBeer

WE OFFER
• Hard and soft contact lenses
• Sunglasses
• Fashion Eyewear

// h11c J)i/i;nc-r /Jee.,.
1.:/1.!II <)/.1,1\.-..,..._

FAMILY

CiL

-

816 South Main
McAllen. Texas
687-7224
10% DiKount to PAU Studrnu
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Tennis team
wins home
final 8-1
The tennis team, travellng
upstate this weekend to play
dual matches against the
University of Texas-San Antonio and Southwest Texas
State University, closed out
their home season last Saturday afternoon with an impressive 8-1 thumping of
Schreiner College.
The Broncs were forced to
cancel play against nationally
ranked No. 7 Trinity University last Wednesday due to rain.
Against Schreiner the
Broncs laid it on thick disposing of five singles matches and
all three doubles matches.
The Broncs' only loss came
at the hands of No 1 singles
player Mark Roberts. After
taking the first set Roberts met
with disappointment in the
final two sets as Barry Mills
pulled out the victory 3-6,
6-3, 6-4
In other singles play
Magnus Lindstrom defeated
Nich Lawrence. 6-0. 6-2; Luis
Castro-Malaga beat Carlos
Herrera , 6-2. 6-2; Jorge
Suazo managed to get by
Ernest Delgado, 7-6, 6-2:
Kyle Posey downed Mike
Willtamson, 6-1. 6-0 and
Anders Lundberg defeated
Mike Streety. 6-0, 6-0.
Bronc coach Mickey White
was also pleased with the
Broncs' new doubles lineups.
Teaming up for the first
lime ever, Lindstrom and
Suazo defeated Lawrence and
Herrera. 6 3, 3-6, 7-5; Posey
and Santiago de Mucha beat
Mills and Williamson, 4-6,
6-4. 6-1 and Castro-Malaga
and Ruben Nunez trounced
Delgado and Streetv. 6-0.
6-2.

Golfers to
compete in
Houston
Flve Bronc golfers, who
returned from the Morris
Williams Tournament in
Austin this weekend, take to
the greens again this weekend
to compete at the All-America
Tournament in Houston.
Qualifying for both tourneys
are Peter Ryan , Mark Ayala,
Randy Behrends, Urban
Thelin and Steve Belitz.

"Start collectin'your

Co"lffloyMugs today."

l

ltl

Get both a ComJoyMug
and 16oz. Coca-Cota~foron1y$1.09
They're hefty 16oz. collector glass mugs.
Perfect for that ice-cold Coke: Start collecting your set today.

WHATABURGER®
, WHATABURGEA. INC . 1982

Coca-Cola" and ·Coke" are teg151ered uaclefflall<s whlcn ldenbfy 1tle same produCI ol The Coca-Olla Con"4)any Offer good while suppl,es last

'

Leap frog-Kenny Peters leaps over his teammate

UCPC /eoders--Alma Ramos UCPC vice-president,
and Gloria Rodriguez, UCPC president, shake
hands and say they are looking forward to the com•
Ing year of new UCPC activities.

In the leap frog competition. The men's dorms
finished third In the event but won the overall
men's division.

All sml/ea--ln winning the first ever beauty pageant,
Judy Gomez won over a field of 18 contestants.
Marlinda Marroquin wisffrst runner up, Veronlca
Sanchez was second runner 'Up, Beclcy Whltualre
was third runner up and Raenla F.hi was fourtti runner up In the contest.

I
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The list of vice presidential
candidates for academic af•
fairs has been narrowed to six
applicants The applicants are
being interviewed on campus
through May 14 according to
President Miguel Nevarez

which appeared in the book
Mexlco-U.S. Relations by
Susan Purcell. and editor of
Chicanos and Native Americans.

Also speaking tomorrow
will be Dr Adrian Bianchi,
chairperson from the department of international relations
of the University of the
eee Speakers page 4

The Interview sessions will
be open to the faculty, staff,
students and the public, said
Nevare;l. There will also be
some interviews with the administrators.

Presidential Ball
tickets available
Limited tickets are still
available for the Presidential
Ball, scheduled this Saturday
at the McAllen Tourist Center
The ball will be from 8-12
p .m Student couples from
PAU will b1a: charge $5, $3 per
person and $15 for non-PAU
students.
All organizational presidents will be pre~ented at the
formal dance. MAYO will pro
vlde the music and McClalns
Studio will attend for picture
taking.

No. 25

Interview sessions
planned for V-P's

Speakers highlight
Pan Am Days
"U.S Immigration Policy"
will be the topic discussed by a
U S. State department representative today as PAU days
continues in the LA auditorium, activity period
Among tomorrow's guest
speakers will be Dr Rudolfo
de la Garza a professor from
the department of government at the University of
Texas in Austin.
De la Garza will speak on
"Mexican and Mexican American Organizational Ties and
Attitudinal Problems" at 11
a.m., in the Nursing auditorium.
A former assistant dean at
Colorado College, de la Garza
is currently the director at the
Center for Mexican American
Studies at UT. De la Garza,
who has lectured in Mexico,
Canada and the United States,
is also the author of several
books and magazine articles.
Some of his works include
The Chicano Polltlcal Experience, "DemythologiZing
Chicano-Mexican Relations."

.;;

Play opens--Equus begins Its run through Saturday
In the Fine Arts Auditorium at 8 p.m. Students will
be admitted &ee with a.o ID. See review page 4 .

The candidates, their current positions. time and place
of open interviews are:
Dr Ronald Applbaum.
dean of the School of Hu·
manilies at California State
University. Long Beach.
10.30 a .m ., Monday, April
19, UC large dining room.
Dr. Everett Morris. dean of
academic affairs at Louisiana
State University. 10:30 a m .
Wedne~ay, April 21, UC
large dining room.
Dr. George Hendrick, pro•
fessor of English at the Univer·
sity of Illinois, Urbana, 10:30

a .m .. Monday, April 26. UC
large dining room.
Dr. David Alvirez. dean of
the School of Social Sciences
at Pan American University.
10:30 a.m., Thursday. April
29, UC large dining room.
Dr. Clifford Stewart. dean
of academic affairs at Adelphi
University, New York, 10:30
a.m .. Thursday May 6, UC
large dining room.
Dr Williams Vasse. assls•
tant to the chancellor al the
University of Michigan, Flint.
10:30 a.m .. Friday. May 14.
University Center large dining
room .
The position currently is being filled by Dr. Carl Grantz,
acting vice president for academic affairs, who is not a
candidate He succeeded Dr.
J C Nichols. who resigned
the position last summer and
returned to teaching in the
PAU School of Education .
More than 80 applicants
from around the United States
applied for the position

Kruger heads Bronc basketball program

~

•

By Oscar Garza
One of the nation's top
young coaches and former
pro basketball player will head
the Bronc basketball program.
Lon Kruger, an assistant to
head Kansas State basketball
coach Jack Hartman for the
past five years will assum, !he
head basketball duties immediately.
He succeeds Bill White who
resigned as coach and athletic
director In March after a 5-20

season. Kruger will serve only
as basketball coach; a national
search has been Initiated for a
new athletic director While
Kruger was al K-State, the
Wildcats were Invited to the
NCAA playoffs four times.
This year, they advanced to
the regional semifinals
before losing to Boston College.
"Lon Kruger brings the kind
of personal credentials we
were looking for in a head

coach," President Miguel
Nevarez said The contract

Lon Kruger
will be for three years with an
annual salary of $35,000.

Nevarez said more than 40
candidates applied for the
position and the list was narrowed to five in the last week
All five candidates visited the
campus and the decision was
made the night of April 5
Those serving in the screen•
Ing committee were Nevarez.
Lew Comer, Regents Ricardo
Hinjosa. Robert Shepard and
Mrs. Ann LaMantia. The task
of finding a head basketball
coach was completed in less

than two weeks.
Only 29 years old, Kruger
is already considered one of
the most promising young
coaches around the nation
because of his strong athletic
and academic background .
This will be Kruger's first
head coaching assignment.
The K-State basketball program stressed strategy, discipline and patient basketball
He said he would uphold
these three important ele-

ments to a team.
Kruger is one of the few
professional athlet,25 !o ever
asked to tryout in three sports .
After an illustrious career at
Kansas St where he was a
three sport star. Kruger played
pro basketball for the Detnot
Pistons in 1975 He also
played minor leilgue baseball
for the St Louis Cardinals
organiZalion and he was also
Invited to the Dallas Cowboys
see Kruger page 11
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HEP, men's dorms, FCA victorious
Unusual events mark Pan Am Games
Emotion was high and competition was keen at the annual Pan American Days
Tuesday as 20 teams competed in there divisions.

PAU photo by Horoc,o on,,.lez

Jump boll relay-•Recently crowned Pan American
Queen, Judy Gomez displays her athletic talents
In the games. The Kappa Deltas finished third In
the event.

The Women's Fellowship of
Christian Athletes (in the
women's division), HEP (in
the coed division) and the
men's dorms (In the men's
division) took the top prizes in
each category.
After an arousing speech by
University President Miguel
Nevarez, the games got off to
a running start that is a jumping start in the unusual jump
ball relay. After having the ball
slip away, run down somebody's leg and just not stay
between the legs, contestants
finally ended the mini-event
before 200 spirited students.
The teams then hopped to
the leap frog race ad dipped
their faces in the pie eating
contest. After wiping off faces
and hands, the two person
crab race crawled into effect.
Some teams literally dragged
their partners across the 100
foot track to place and receive
one of the ribbons for winning
first, second or third.
The day's most interesting
event was the first raw egg
chug. After several an-

nouncements by emcee Debbie Thomas, Phi Kappa Tau
active Joe Morales set the
tone for the events as he
chugged down five eggs in
every swallow totaling 20 in
the two minute time span.
So many eggs were disposed of that the committee did
not have enough eggs for the
women's division and the
honors were awarded to those
souls who swallowed the most
yellow oval shaped morsels.
Twenty-two eggs were chugged by Ramiro Vera of HEP in
the coed division.
Red and Blue frisbees were
then flung in the air for the
contest as the frisbees went into outer space.
For two long minutes, one
team member from each
squad knew there was a
mountain at the open field by
the Security Building.
Students were forced to run
up and over the hill with only
a small cup of green colored
water.
There were some sprained
ankles and head-on collisions
in the event.

open field . A thin rope was
the only thing between two
teams as strained muscles and
intense expressions could be
seen.
With the sound of the whistle. the heats began and back
and forth the white center
marker went. The most exciting competition was in the
coed division as the ROTC
cadets and HEP battled for
bragging rights.
After a 30 second standstill
the white marker slowly
drifted toward the ROTC side.
A few more chants of "Go!
and Go!" charged the cadets
on to victory in the event even
though losing the skin on their
hands.
The first cockroach race
saw a scant number of entries,
but those that entered saw
how fast or slow the tiny insect
can crawl. The Women's Fellowship of Christian Athletes
and the IK's squared off for
the chance to be the cockroach champ of the Valley.
The Kentucky Derby took a
backseat to the cockroach
race as the "Go!" was yelled at
the top of the announcers

hoarse voice. The roaches
raced on even terms until the
halfway mark in the course
and the IK's went on to win
the event.
"I really would like to thank
the committee that helped in
planning this event," Oscar
Garza, games chairman, said
"I would especially thank
Tony Vela for his help in
building the cockroach race
track."
"The games were just great
and it obviously showed with
the turnout that was here,"
Fred Rod riguez. student
government president, said.
The final results are as
followed:
MEN'S DIVISION--Men's
dorms ... 76, Phi Tau's... 73,
IK ... 54 and Kappa Sigma ...
28.
WOMEN'S DIVISION-FCA... 81, Sigma Alpha Eta...
49, IK Little Sisters ... 36. Student Publications ... 18 and
Kappa Delta ... 15.
COED DIVISION--HEP ...
48, APO and HEP Alumni...
36 (tie) ... ROTC ... 35, and
CAMP Alumni Association ...
29.

Ben Hur would have been
proud at the piggyback races
even though horses or chariots were lacking in the competition. In the tight men's
race, the outcome of the race
was decided as the Intercollegiate Knights tandem lost
traction and went straight into
the ground. The men's dorm's
went on to victory
The gut-wrenching tug of
war was the final event at the

AAUW meet
in Harlinge n
Female seniors are invited
to attend the annual district
meeting of the American
Association of University
Women in Harlingen Saturday where they can participate in self-improvement
workshops.
The theme of the meeting,
which will be held at the Harlingen Ramada Inn from 9
a.m. to 2 p.m., is "lmprovins
Yourself for Participation in
the Future."

Crawlers··A two woman FCA crab te am kicks up dus t In hot pursuit of the
finish line.

PAU-8 honors seniors Friday
Pan American University at
Brownsville, will conduct its
fifth annual Honors Day celebration on Friday at 8 p. m., at
the Texas Southmost College
Student Center.
The founder of Honors Day
was the late president of Pan
Amer ican University at
Brownsville, Dr. Arnulfo
Oliveira.
According to John McAllister, public information director
for the university, Honors Day
for Dr. Oliveira was a way of
saying, "thank you and congratulations" to these too
often overlooked young people who he knew would soon
form the bedrock of society
and convey into the next
generations the goals and

aspirations that he believed
underlay American society.
The purpose of Honors Day
is to honor graduating seniors
for their academic achievements. Honors to be presented at the ceremonies Include
highest grade point average
by majors, among some of the
15 fields that will be recognized are biology, criminal justice, English government, history, marketing and management.
Students who were elected
into the Who's Who in American Colleges and Universities and members of Kappa
Delta Phi. an educatfonal
honor society will also be
honored.
Among other categories of

recognition stand the award
for Outstanding Alumni, and
two special awards. for Outstanding Publications. These
include Jose Herbert Flores,
"Family Disturbances." Texas
Police Journal, March 1981,
and Karen LeFevre-Uribe, "A
Suggestion for the Forgotten
Name of the Celtic ShortHorned God," Frontiers of
Science. Spring 1982 (Coauthored with Dr . Milo
Kearney).
Outstanding members of
clubs and associations will be
honored accordingly. The
Honors Day celebration will
feature three special awards,
the Accounting Excellence
Award. given by the Texas
Society of Certified Public Ac-

countants, rhe Sam Per,'
Award, given by the Brownsville Kiwanis Club to the
outstanding female and male
of the university, and, probably the most prestigious
award, the Arnulfo L. Oliveira
Award, granted to one student for his/her academic excellence throughout their four
years of college.
This year Honors Day will
be dedicated in memory of the
late Marylyn Elison Burns,
master of arts. May 1977 and
the late David Irvine Rucker.
bachelor of science, May 1975 At the conclusion of the
program a reception will be
given for all honorees and
their families.

lnvltatlons--Unlver■lty Pre■ldent

Miguel Nevarez
hands an Invitation to PAUSA Pre■ldent Fred
Rodriguez to attend a reception at the pre■ldent's
house Saturday honoring student leaders and student organizations office rs.
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Gomez crowned 1982 Miss Pan American

Amid the applause and
cheers of more than 350 peopie, Judy Gomez was crowned Miss Pan American 1982,
in the LRC Media Theatre last
week.
Assisting Gomez throughout her year-long reign will be
First Runner-Up Marlinda
Marroquin who represented
Forever living Products, and
second Runner -up Veronica
Sanchez who represented
Sigma Alpha Eta. Also In the
court were third Runner-Up
Becky Whitmire, sponsored
by McAUen Gold and Silver,
and fourth Runner-up Raena
Fix, sponsored by the PAU
Jazz Dancers.
"I didn't expect to win,"
said Gomez, minutes after she
was crowned. "But I'll do my
best to represent PAU ."
Gomez, who also won the
talent competition, was
chosen from 18 candidates.
Gomez sang the theme song
from the motion picture Ice
Castles, "Through the Eyes of
Love."
"I feel real good," said
Gomez about winning. "It was
alot of fun, and the committee
was real nice."
Gomez also said that
through the pageant she
made alot of new friends.
"I would see some of the
girls who competed walking
through the campus all the
lime, but f didn't know them,"
she said. "Now through the

pageant, we've become
friends, and that's nice."
Gomez said she appreclated the gold c~arm the committee gave to each of the
contestants.
"They were very helpful to
all of us," she said. "They
helped us calm down when
we were f!ervous."
A former Miss Edinburg,

Gomez was sponsored by
Kappa Delta Sorority. The
junior mass communications
major said she is especially interested in public relations.
Besides being Miss Edinburg 1978, Gomez has also
served as the Miss Edinburg
for the Edinburg G .I. Forum.
Under the title, she competed
in the state level where she

1982 Spring Election Results
PAUSA Election Executive Tickets
Ricardo Saldlvu/Tomaa Gonzal~ ........ 701
UCPC President
Larry Garcia ............................. 364
Gloria Rodriguez . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 380
UCPC Vice-President
Alma Ramo. ........... , , ............ 418
Alan Iglesias . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 329
Senator At-Large
Eloy Garcia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 289
Noe Hlnoj09a ............... . ......... 226
Betto Ramirez . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 95
School of Education Senators
Ruby Donalson . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 36
Nelly Garza . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 93
School of Business Senators
Victor Benavidez ...................... 130
Servando Hinojosa ..................... 101
School of Humanities Senator
Ruben Moreno ......................... 32
Anna de Haro .......................... 63
School of Science and Math Senator
Alonso Armendariz . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 55
Alva Barbosa ........................... 2
Health Related Professions Senator
Sandra Aviles .......................... 45
Men's Dorms
Jon Primm . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18
Women's Dorms
Norma Almagu~r . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17

Only 733 students vote

was chosen as second Runner-up.
Among her other titles are
Princes of Orange Blossom.
and Queen Cltriana 1981.
"Being Miss Edinburg was
alot of fun," she said. "I got to
represent the city I was from in
a lot of parades.
"However, everything that
I've gotten to represent is
equally important, and now I
get to represent the University
that I attend."
Crowning Gomez was Miss
Pan American 1981, Nelly
Garza. Other honored guests
al the pageant were Miss Rio•
Grande Valley 1981, Teylene
Esparza, Miss Pan American
1980, Dina Garcia and Bronco Queen 1981 Angie Guajardo.
Serving as Master of Ceremonies was Dr. Jerre Gratz
from the school of business.
Judges for the event were
Johnny Goodman of Travel
Host Magazine, Melba Hubert
of Melba's school of Dance &
Gymnastics and Linda White
of Channel 4 KGBT TV
As Miss Pan American 1982, Gomez will receive a $250
scholarship as well as a $100
wardrobe allowance. Gomez
will also represent PAU in the
Fiesta Hidalgo, the Texas
Citrus Fiesta, the Miss Rio
Grande Valley Pageant and
the McAllen International Spr1;;:;;;;•1■
lngfest parade.
Displaying ta/ents--Nelly Diaz entertains ~e audlence during the talent portion of the pageant by
doing her belly dance anangement. Diaz was one
of the five flnanllsts In the talent competition.

Rodriguez, Ramos elected
new UCPC officers

More than 700 students
elected two new presidents of
PAUSA and UCPC last week
in the annual spring election.
Gloria Rodriguez defeated
Larry Garcia by only 16 votes
to capture the UCPC's president position.
In an unusual circumstance,
Alma Ramos (pictured with
Garcia on the campaign posters·defeated Alan Iglesias pictured on the Rodriguez campaign posters) by 89 votes for
vice-president. Threrefore,
Rodriguez and Ramos will
head UCPC.
"UCPC is supposed to be a
representative body of the
students and we should be
able to work with the students," Rodriguez said. "Our
campaigns were never termed
as tickets otherwise; it would
have been designated that
way on the ballot."
After shaking Ramos' hand,
Rodriguez said UCPC will do
a better job of working with
the students and they will try
to be more cooperative with
all the student organizations.
"It's going to be a heck of a
year and also a year of
change," Rodriguez said.
Ramos agrees. "I know we
can both work together and I
know we will do our best,"
Ramos said.
The Ricardo Saldivar/
Tomas Gonzalez PAUSA ex•
ecutlve ticket garnered 701
vote as they run unopposed.
"I am elated that 1e have
won, but I am disappointed in
the number of students that
turned out to vote," Saldivar
said. "Tomas and I are looking forward to working more

closely with the student body,
all organizations and the
University administration."
The two senators from the
respective schools are as
follows: Ruby Donalson and
Nelly Garza. Education; Victor Benavidez and Servando
Hinojosa, Business; Juan
Jose Flores and Leroy Rosalez, Social Sciences; Ruben
Moreno and Anna de Haro,
Humanities; Alonso Armendariz and Alva Barb_gsa,

Science and Math; Sandra
Aviles, Health Related Professions; Jon Primm, Men's
Dorms; Norma Almaguer,
Women's Dorms; and Eloy
Garcia and Noe Hinojosa,
Senators at Large.
All newly elected and reelected officers will assume
their positions May 1.
Susie Guerrero, election
commission chairperson, said
it was hard to explain the low
voter turnout.

"I guess everybody took
their Easter vacation early,"
Guerrero said.
She
expressed gratitude to the members of the
election commission for their
hard work. The commissioners are Pam Sanchez, Bea
Rodriguez, Johnny Silva,
Margie did an excellent job
running and handling the
election", Tony Vela. assistant
dean for student development, said_

Academic planning
sessions planned
Students interested In becoming elementary, bilingual,
and generic special education
teachers may attend academic
advising sessions April 20-21
for assistance in planning their
academic programs.
The sessions will be held in
room 119 of the PAU School
of Education beginning at
10:30 a.m.
Students should bring an
unofficial transcript and the

catalog received when they
entered the university, according to Dr. Jerry L. Pulley,
acting dean of the School of
Education.
Faculty members Amadita
Muniz and Nancy Dowell are
coordinating the sessions.
Other faculty members and
school services staff will also
be available to explain program options and degree requirements.

_______________________________________
Buy any 3 piece Chicken order
and receive a small Drink FREE!
with coupon
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Students must 'fight, fight, fight'
More than 50 students carrying posters saying "Fight for
the Future," and "Will Millions
of Americans be Denied a
College Education" rallied last
week against the proposed
Reagan financial aid budget
cuts.
Students Against Damaging
Financial Aid Cuts (Sad Fae)
marched in unison at the Science Circle before representatives from the state government and University officials.
"SAD FAC is rallying today
because it is a sad fact that
many students will be denied
a college education," Fred
Rodriguez, student government president, said. "More
than 80 precent of the students on this campus are In
need of financial aid. Loans
will be cut, SEOG will be cut
and the SSIG will also be cut."

Rosalee Weisfeld, representing Sen. Hector Uribe,
said students must fight, fight,
fight.
"You must organize cooperatively," WelSfeld said. "We
must continue to move ahead
technically and academically.
We can create a great society
and the White House needs to
listen this year o r they will
hear about It in the polls In

1984."
Ann Richards, candidate
for student treasurer, said she
backed the demonstration.
"This is no better lesson to
all of you that government is a
big part of your life," Richards
said. "I know these cutbacks
will cause personal and social
problems."
As Anna de Haro, committee chairperson, encouraged
students to sign the petitions

that were being passed
around, Dr. Gilberto de los
Santos spoke before the
crowd.
"The cost of living continues to rise, while financial
aid is going way down," de los
Santos said. "Students have
fought in the last year to keep
state tuition down, but the
fight is not over by a long
means. The government is
trying to squeeze the pockets
of our friends and relatives."
Financial Aid Director Clementine Cantu said she hopes

the office can still offer an
education to anybody who
wants it, even with the proposed cutbacks.
"There wUI be dra.stic differences in financial aid with
the cuts," Cantu said.
Rodriguez closed the rally
by asking students to continue
to write to Congressman Kika
dela Garza and Senators
Lloyd Bentsen and John
Tower. Form letters were
passed out and Rodriguez said
the vote for the proposed cuts
will take place April 24.

A.D. search begins
Equus··Dan Donahue and Lance Dupuis play a
psychiatrist and his deeply troubled patie nt In
Peter Sha.Her'• "Equus," a psyc hological thriller
now playing through Saturday In the Fine Art.
Auditorium. Performanc es begin at 8 p.m.
Students wlll be admitted free with I.D. card.

'Equus,

Play receives
excellent review
The University Theatre's
final presentation for the
season is 'Equus'. The play
will run April 14-17, in the
Fine Arts Auditorium.
The play itself is said to be a
bit rlsque. It deals with
violence, supposed insanity,
worship and sex. The story
basically involves a young boy
who has blinded five horses in
the stable where he works.
Rather than sending the boy
to prison, the magistrate decides to send him to a child
psychiatrist because she believes he Is disturbed and she
believes he can be helped.
The psychiatrist helps the boy
but feels bad that In curing the
boy, he will strip young Alan
of all the passion he has locked up inside him.
The acting ability of Dan
Donahue and Lance Dupuis is
just dumbfounding. The
changes in mood and action
are consistent and smoothly
executed. These two are obviously what makes the entire
show so enjoyable. Both portray strong, versatile, emotional characters who never
fail to give their all In each
scene.
Although both have emotional problems and each
becomes aware of the other's,
only Dysart (Donahue) has
the knowledge and technique
needed to help the youth
(Dupuis) be free from his
burden and help him understand his pent up passion for

- - - Speakers - - Americas in Puebla, Mexico.
Bianchi will speak on "Mexican Oil and the Politics of
Energy," which is her speciality according to Dr. Gary
Mounce, Pan American Days
director. She will speak in the
Nursing Auditorium at 10
am.

the 'Equus' his God.
The acting ability of Dupuis
is again outstanding. He has
been consistent in each production that he has been in.
He has captured the audience
using not only his lines but his
lanky, often more descriptive
body--especially those faces.
"Equus"--the story of a boy
and his worship for horses is a
truly enjoyable prod uction.
It is an experience.

The Board of Regents reIn addition, Ricardo Hinocommended that the athletic , josa was re-elected as chairdepartment advertise nationman of the Board in their ofally for the vancant athletic ficer elections. Mrs. Ann Ladirector position immedidate- Mantia was chosen vice-chairperson ; Robert S hepard, sely.
This came after the Board cretary and Scott Chafin, the
named Lon Kruger as head university's general counsel,
basketball coach, April 6. assistant secretary.
Kruger c,ssumes his duties imH inojosa re-ap p o inted
mediately.
The Board approved the three committee chairman-hiring of an assistant for Dr. Shepard to lead the buildings
Roy Flores. vice president of and grounds committee, Dr.
business affairs. The duties Rodolfo E. Margo of Weslaco
will include reviewing docu- the finance committee, and
ments and reports, conduct- LaMantia the academic a nd
ing specific research at the developmental affairs commitvice president's request and tee.
also preparing information
He also na med Ma rgo chairand analysis regarding bud- man of a special committee to
gets, fiscal reports and fund select an architect for the probalances.
posed biology annex. On the
Dr. E. Clare Dugan, .who committee with Margo will be
taught at Pan Am for 19 years LaMantia, Shepard, and Edand retired af a professor of die Cano of McAllen. Cano
English in August 1981, was was attend ing his first regents
awarded the status of profes- meeting, as was Melvin J. Hill
sor emeritus.
of Ho uston.
T he Board set their next
meeting for May 4 .
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SAVE TIME!
H;1ve a professional do it!
Reports
Compositions
Etc.
Reasonable Prices

TYPING
Resumes
Thesis
Term Papers
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ASSOCIATION Of
SECRETARIAL SERVICES

·

Classified Ads
SURPLUS JEEPS $65. CARS
$89, TRUCK $100 Similar
bargains available Call for yc-.,
directory on how to purchase
(602) 998-0575 Ext 0502 Call
Refundable

KARATE INSTRUCTION
IN THE TANG SOO DO STYLE
OFFERED CHILDREN 8 l f
AFTER SCHOOL AND SATUR
DAY ADULTS WEEKDAY
EVENINGS 6-7 p.m $25 0G
per/ month Call 686-5008 or go
by 701 N 15th. McAllen, ask for
Adolfo Pesquera

TEACH OVERSEAS! All fields,
all levels! Graduating seniors are
encouraged to apply For details,
please send a self-addressed.
stamped. long envelope to·
FRIENDS OF WORLD TEACH ING, P O Box 1049. San
Diego, CA 92112-1049
Need Credit? Get Visa • Master
Card
No Credit Check' Gu
ranteed' Free details' Send selfaddressed. Stamped envelope
Credithne. Box 334 -DX. Rye.
NH 03870

Rallylng- J . R. Garza and a fellow supporter ex•
press their dislike of the propoeed financial aid
cuta with their upraised posters at the Students
Against Damaging Flnanclal Aid Cuts (SADFAC)
rally.
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Business school grows, revamps
Having received accreditation for Its undergraduate program in 1979, the School of
Business Administration is
currently seeking accreditation
of its master's degree program
as well.
In pursuit of this accreditation, the school recently received a grant of $400.000
from Gulf Oil Corp. This largest single donation will be used to increase the number of
assistantships for graduate
business students. to supplment faculty salaries, to support research and faculty development and to increase
equipment and supplies.
After five years of self-stud y, visitations and evaluations, the School of Business
Administration was accredited
In 1979 by the American Assembly of Collegiate Schools
of Business which is the sole
accrediting agency recognized
by the U.S. Office of Education for bachelor's and master's degree programs in business administration .
Less than one-fifth of all
business schools in the country are accredited and Pan
Am's is only the tenth statesupported school in Texas to
receive that endorsement.
The master's program has
30 students enrolled currently, with eight of them planning
to graduate in the spring.
Since the inception of the program in 1975, 39 students
have graduated from the master of business administration
program.

The master of business administration degree at PAU is
designed primarily for people
in executive or administrativ,
p ositions in business and other
enterprises .who wish to enhance their career opportunities. The program will assist
these people by broadening
their knowledge of one or
more specific areas.
The program is also designed for students who wish to
acquire broader and more intensive knowledge of management and administration in
organizations. Persons who
wish a career in the teaching
of business or in business research will benefit from this
training as well.
The masters program required the completion of 36
credit hours of graduate work,
of which six hours may be
taken outside the School of
Business.
For admission to the program, students should have
950 points or more based on
the following formula: 200
limes the overall grade point
average plus Graduate Management Admission Test
score. It should be noted that
the minimum acceptable
GMAT score for entrance in
the program is 350 regardless
of student classification.
The school has about 2.400
students enrolled in its undergraduate program which
0ffers eight major options.
The largest number of business students are in accounting
The primary objective of the
undergraduate degree program is to prepare students for
managerial level positions in
business. Many students,
however will choose the busl-

ness curriculum as a route to
employment in administrative
positions in public and nonprofit agencies, in public accounting or in teaching or as a
preparation for more advance
study.
All bachelor of business administration degree plans
follow a common format of
the general education core.
business foundation courses,
specialization courses and free
electives The general education courses provide, in the
first two years, a base for the
study of business, emphasizing general education as well
as introductory and tool
courses for business. The
business foundation courses,
primarily at the junior level,
provide broadly integrated
work in the institutions. functions, processes and environment of business, along with
further training in the use of
analytical techniques. The
specialization courses allow
the student greater concentration in the area of his professional interest The free electives may be chosen from any
academic area.
All degree programs and
the faculty in the school are
administered through three
academic departments. In addition to classroom instruction
and scheduling of classes,
departments are responsible
for counseling students and
assisting them in degree planning.
Eight major options are offered in the school with requirements for the various
degree programs differing
from one another in only the
area of specialization.
One of the departments is
accounting and economics.
This department offers bachelor of business administration
degrees in accounting and
economics as well as a
bachelor of arts degree In
economics. Dr. Ron Kettering
heads the department.
The department of marketing, finance and general
business is headed by Dr. Bill
Platzer. Bachelor of business
administration degrees in
these three majors are offered
in this department which also

1111111....
Business Home--Th e 49,000 square-foot Business Administration Building houses facilities for some
2 ,400 students majoring In business. The School of Business Administration ne xt week will host the
Managem ent P lanning and Strategy Conference, featuring eight top International executives.

coordinates student teaching
requirements for students
seeking certification to teach
business subjects.
Because many students are
employed full or part time
during their college training,
the School regularly offers a
full schedule of courses in the
evening as well as during the
day. It takes a little longer, but
1t is possible to earn an undergraduate or graduate degree entirely in evening
school.
The School of Business Administration maintains units
which provide community service. One of these is the
Bureau of Business and Economic Research directed by
Dr. Carl H . Rush.
The bureau is the research
arm of the school and has the
objective of providing an environment within which facu,
ty, students. governmental
agencies and business firms
can interact to solve problems
of mutual Interest. The bureau

supplies specialized course
material, research-oriented
personnel and physical facilities to encourage and support research activities Research projects are engaged
under contract with business
firms and governmental agencies.
Another is the Division of
Community Programs for
which Dr. James Wilson is the
director. The increasing complexity and changing nature of
job demands requires individuals to continue to learn
throughout their productive
lifetime or face obsolescence
of their knoweledge and their
skills.
To meet this need. the
School of Business Administration offers special training
and continuing education programs in management, real
estate. insurance. marketing.
accounting and human resources for professionals in
business and government.
While the primary goal of

Department heads--The School of Ruslness was reorganized t his year under
the dlrecti n of D ean F. J. Bre ~,ton. H eading the t hree areas are Dr. Les
Rydl, management and Information systems; Dr. Ron Kettering, accounting
and economics; and D r. Bill Platzer, m ark eting, finance and general
buelneu.

Community Programs is to
develop and enhance the entrepreneurial abilities of the
business community. programs designed to meet the
specific needs of local-interest
groups are offered on demand.
A third community service
unit is the Small Business Institute directed by Douglas
Bartley. The School is working with the district office of
the Small Business Administration to provide the institute
which has served the Lower
Rio Grande Valley since 19-

73.
Students enrolled in the Institute. which is a regular
class. are assigned to serve as
consultants for the client firms
by the faculty director of the
program. Participating firms
may be selected by the Small
Business Administration in
consultation with the faculty
director of the SBI, or they

may apply directly to the
School of Business Administration to become part of the
program.
In addition to the faculty
director, all other School of
Business Administration faculty members are available to
"coach" the students in the
various problem areas. In this
way, faculty members and
fourth year university students
work together to assist small
business clients in correcting
problem areas.
To date the SBI has rendered management assistance
to approximately 120 companies located throughout the
Lower Rio Grande Valley. It
also has provided valuable
learning experiences in the
real world of business to
several hundreds participating
students
To maintain regular contacts with the business world.
the School of Business AdSee

Busines s
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School awaits
board approval
The University is wailing
approval by the Texas State
Coordinating Board on the
reorganizational plan that
went into effect this semester.
As part of the plan the
School of Business named
three new department heads.
according to F J Brewerton,
Dean of the School.
New department heads are
Dr Les Rydl. department of
management and computer
information. Dr Bill Platzer.
department of marketing. fi.
nance and general business.
an Dr Ron Kettering, depart
ment of accounting and economics
Other appointments are Dr
Vern Vincent. director of
graduate studies. Dr James
Wilson. director of community
programs; and Dr. Carl Rush.
director of the bureau of
business research

With these new departmental arrangements. the division
of academic programs and the
division of student services no
longer exist Advising and related student service functions
are handled through the separate departments. while the
academic programs division
has been split into the three
departments. according to
Brewerton.
The school needed to reorganize because 11 was a functional organization where the
d1v1sions existed to perform
one function " he said. and
the school had outgrown that
type
Progressive growth within
the school also prompted the
change in the program which
have been in effect since the
beginning of the school in

1965
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lWelco1ne
It is with great pleasure that I welcome you lo this
special Management Planning and Strategy Co nference
This program will focus on the importance of planning
and the development and implementation of strategies in
the manageme nt of today's world We are proud to be
able to share with you valuable information and insight as
presented by our speakers. I extend my personal thanks
to our speakers who have genero usly donated their time
and effort, and I am also indebted to the speakers' respective firms for underwriting the travel expenses Incurred by
their executives in participating In this conference.

Miguel A. Nevarez
Prealdent
I am pleased to welcome you and our other special
guests to the School of Business Administration's 1982
strategic management conference. We are extremely fortunate to be able to assemble an outstanding group of
top corporate executives and management strategists tor
this conference. These executives represent some of the
most prominent firms in the United States, and are here
to share their assessment of strategic Issues as well as their
management approaches to setting objectives and for, mu la ting strategies for the future . It is not often that so
much managerial talent is concentrated in a one-day conference such as this.
The Conference Coordinator Is Dr. Darrell T. Piersol, a
former IBM executive and a member of our faculty, and it
is largely through his efforts that we are able to bring these
speakers to you today. Dr. Piersol has been ably assisted
by Dr. James Wilson and the Division of Community Programs staff who have been responsible for the facilities arrangements. I hope that you enjoy hearing these speakers
as much as we enjoy sponsoring this conference, and that
you will attend and support other such School of Business
Administration conferences in the future.

F.J. Brewerton, Dean
School of Bu•lne•• Admlnl•tratlon
Li.tenlng lntently--Pan Am atudenta take notea In one of their accounting
clauea.

Lecturing--Leamlog the varloua computer language• la essential to enable
atudenta In thla computer lecture claN to uae any computer.

Input begeta output••Bualneaa atudenta get handa-on experience with atateof-the-art equipment In Information ayatema clauea. Checking a printout la
part of the training.

I. • _____.:;,__..,:
Punching In-Creating a Ole and feeding It Into the computer'a memory
banks can come In handy later when the Information entered will be needed
to aolve a problem.

- - - - - - - - - -- - - - -

Management Planning
and Strategy Conference

1

April 22, 1982 Learning Resource Center
Auditorium
8 :00 - 8:30 a.m. Coffee - LRC Foyer
8:30 - 8:45 a.m Introduction to the Conference
Dean , F. J Brewerton
Welcome to the University
President, Miguel A.
Nevarez
8 :45 - 9:35 a.m . "Developing and Implementing a Planning
Strategy"
Mr. William G.
Sharwell,
Vice President
American Telephone
& Telegraph Co.
New York, N. Y

Edinburg, Texas

The Pan American
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9:45 - 10:45 a.m. "Human Resource Issues In
the 1980's
Mr. Walton E
Burdick,
Vice President
International Business
Machines Corp.
Armonk, NY
10;45 • 11:00 a .m. Break
11:00. 12:30 a.m "Critical Management and
Planning issues in
Selected Industries"
Mr. Melvin J . Hill,
Corporate Executive
Vice President
Gulf Oil Corporation
Houston, TX
Mr. Robert B. Erskine,
Senior Vice
President
Holiday Inns, Inc.
Memphis, TN
12:30 • 1:30 p.m. Lunch
1:30. 3:00 p.m. "Critical Management and
Planning Issues in
Selected Industries"
Mr Mark L Rigg ,
Vice President
Southland Corporation
Dallas, TX
Mr. Sam Coats. Vice
President
Braniff Airlines
Dallas, TX
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8 international vice presidents
speak at business seminar
Vice presidents from eight
international corporations will
share their views on issues of
management planning at a
conference here April 22
The School of Business Administration will bring executives from banking, com•
munications, oil and other industries for the Management
Planning and Strategy Conference
The speakers include:
William G. Sharwell, vice
president of staff at American
Telephone & Telegraph Co.
who will speak on "Developing and Implementing a Plan•
ning Strategy " This 29-year
veteran of the Bell System has
been general manager, personnel vice president, comptroller, vice president of
operations and vice president
In charge of long range planning and policy development.
Sharwell, who holds a doctorate from the Harvard
Business School, has published various articles in several
business publications.
Walton E. Burdick, vice
president of personnel at IBM
since August 1980, who wlll
speak on "Human Resources
Issues In the 1980's." Since
joining IBM in 1955, he has
held a number of management personnel positions Including director of personnel
plans and programs. In 1972,
he was elected a vice president. Burdick received his
bachelor 5 degree In Industrial
and labor relations from Cornell University.
In addition, four speakers
will address the topic "Critical
Management and Planning
Issues in Selected Industries "
The first will be Melvin J .
HIii. executive vice president
of Gulf Oil Corp . who was
appointed to the PAU Board

of Regents last month by Gov
Bill Clements Since he joined
GuH in 1941. Hill has held
various positions including
worldwide coordinator of ex
ploration and production and
president of different com
panies within the coporation .
He received his bachelor's
degree from the University of
California at Berkeley in
1941.
The second speaker will be
Robert B Erskine, who has
been senior vice president of
planning and development for
Holiday Inns Inc. since 1978
He 1s responsible for strategy
development and financial
planning among other ac
tivities for the corporation
Before joining Holiday Inn, he
held vice presidential positions
at other coporations Erskine
holds a bachelor of
mechanical engineering
degree from Villanova Univer
sity.
Third will be Mark L. Rigg
who is vice president of
human
resources
at
Southland Corp. Before join
ing Southland, where he has
held several positions, Rigg
worked with Texas In
struments, Hunt Oil and
Parke Davis, He currently
serves as chairman for the
Governor's Task Force State
Personnel Management and
for the Southland Political Ac•
lion Committee. He received
his bachelor's degree in accounting.
The fourth speaker on "Critical Management and Plann
Ing Issues" will be Sam Coats
who Is vice president of domestic and lnlernatlonal affairs
at Braniff International. He
has held executive positions
with Texas International Air•

many top level executives I~
one place on one program,
said Dr Francis J Brewerton.
dean of the School of
Business Administration "I
hope our students realize how
Two banking vice presi- truly great this opportunity Is
dents from New York City will to go and here these people
speak on "Strategic Issues and speak."
Trends in Domestic and International Banking."
Ann L McLeod Is vice
Later that evening, Dr. Paul
president of international Wrotenbery, director of budcredit card services for get and planning for Gov. CleCitibank. She previously held ments, will speak on "New
the position of area director Long Term Planning Initiafor the New York Banking tives In Texas State GovernDivision. Queens Region ment" reception and dinner at
where she managed 18 bran- La Posada Hotel In McAllen.
ches of Citibank with a staff of Wrotenbery will present the
200. Ms. McLeod also has results of the Texas 2000
been senior personnel officer Study at the Invitation-only
for Citicorp's lnternatinal Per- event.
sonnel Relations and for ;ts
In addition to his responOperating Group Personnel. sibilities as budget and plannShe has also been a man- ing director, Wrotenbery
power specialist for E.F. serves as co-chairman with
Shelley and Company and a
Gov., Clements of the Texas
researcher for Time Inc. She State Agency Management
received her bachelor's degree Effectiveness Council, as
in English and Journalism from director of the State governthe University of Arkansas in
ment Effectiveness Program
1966
and as co-chairman of AdBradley F Kerr is vice presivisory Councils to the Goverdent of international operanor on Higher Education and
tions for Chase Manhattan
Medical Education. He Is a
Bank For the past ten years
member of the governor's
he has held various manageTexas 2000 Advisory Council
and chairman of Clements'
ment positions In bank operations In the United States and
Long-Term Care Planning
abroad His experience spans
Group.
the fields of funds collectlon
and disbursement, securities
handling, consumer credit
and demand deposit accountl n g . He received his
bachelor's degree from
Rutgers University and his
master's degree in business
administration from the
University of Tennessee
"It's not very o!ten that any
school is able to assemble so
lines and with Texas Research
League The Harlingen High
School graduate, received his
law degree from the University of Texas in Austin

Or. Paul Wrotenbery
Govemor'• Office

3 :00 - 3:15 p .m . Break
3 :15 • 4 :30 p .m.
"Strategic Issues and
Trends in Domestic and
International Banking"
Ms. Ann L. Mcleod,
Vice President
Citibank
(International Credit
Card Services)
New York, NY
Mr Bradley F. Kerr,
Vice President
Chase Manhattan
Bank
(International Operations)
New York, NY
Adjourn

Ann L. McLeod

Sam Coats

Bradley F. Kerr

Mark L. Rigg

Branlff Alrllnff

Chaff Manhattan Bank

Southland Corp.

Citibank

Sponsored by
School of Business
Administration
Pan American University

Robert 8. EHkine

Walton E. Burdick

Holiday lnne

IBM

William G. Sharwell

Melvin J. HIii

AT&T

G.UOll
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- - - - -Business

Advisory Council
l

-•
Gasper Mir

Mike Frost

William Cameron

Frank Birkhead

Dale Cunningham

Porter Mitchell

Thomas Backus

Mark Rigg

Robert McAllen

Eddie Cano

Joe Garza

Carl Chilton

.....

Advisory council guides school
Composed of 15 outstanding business leaders from
throughout the State of
Texas, the Business Advisory
Council serves as a liaison between the business community
and the School of Business
Administration.
The members for this year
are;
Thomas Backus Jr., of iBM
Corporation from Austin,
Frank Birkhead from the

McAllen Industrial Board of
McAllen, William P . Cameron
of Gulf 011 Exploration & Production Co. from Houston,
Eddie Cano of Cano Coors
Distributing Co. from McAllen, Carl S. Chilton, Long,
Chilton, Payte, & Hardin of
Brownsville and Dale E. Cunningham, Texas Instruments,
Inc. from Dallas.
Additional members are
Pete Diaz Jr., of Valley Mart

Food Stores from Rio Grande
City, Mike Frost of McAllen
Fruit & Vegetable of McAllen,
Joe G. Garza, Valley Federal
Savings & Loan from McAllen, Robert A. McAllen from
First National Bank of Weslaco and Gasper Mir Ill of
Peat, Marwick, Mitchell &
Co., from Houston.
Also Porter P. Mitchell from
Southwestern Bell Telephone

Glen R4>ney
---------Re-organization---------------------------The idea started as a discussion in the fall of 1980, he
said.
Although one-third of PAU
students are business majors,
the business school was the
only school within the univer-

sity which was not departmentalized.
"We were different in the
University," he said.
Although the reorganization
is not necessary for fulfillment
of a masters' accreditation in

Winning bunch-For the fifth conaecuttve ye ar the
Pan Am chapter of Alpha Kappa Psi, nattonal aervlce &eternity for buslneN majors, took flret place
honors In national competition. Judged In ftve

the business program, Brewerton said the school does
everything to accomodate accreditation efforts.
"We feel this kind of ar•
rangement will enable us to
achieve those goals," he said.

A faculty search committee
worked in coming up with
qualified candidates to fill the
positions. The committee
could nominate prospective
applicants or faculty members
could apply.

categorles--membershlp, finance , scholarship,
general administration and professional activlties•the group tallied 100,000 points o ut of a possible
100,000 to merit the prestigious award.

Also Porter P. Mitchell from
Southwestern Bell Telephone
Co. in San Antonio; Mark L.
Rigg of the Southland Corporation from Dallas; Robert
J. Riley of International Paper

Co. from Houston; Glen Roney of McAllen State Bank
from McAllen; and L.L. Rudd
of Mobil Oil Corporation from
Dallas.

--------Business-------ministration has established a own $1.5 million building
Visiting Executives Program completed in 1975 the
and a Business Advisory 49,000 square-foot building
Council.
contains all faculty offices,
The ,Visiting Executives classrooms conducive to maxProgram brings top-level ad- imum learning, a student
ministrators\ from business reading room, a student
firms and public agencies to lounge and the University
campus for one-to-five-day Computer Center.
time periods. The visiting exFaculty members in the
ecutives serve as guest lec- department of accounting and
turers in classes and hold con- economic are Dr. Gilbert
ferences with students and fa. Cardenas, Dr. Forest Carter,
culty members. This program Dr. Mike Crews. Beth Dietz,
provides students and faculty Dr. Charles Ellard, Dr. Ronald
with first-hand access to cur- Kettering who is department
rent administrative problems, head. John Stevens, Dr
policies and business activi- Charles Strong, Dr. Edward
ties.
Vento and Charles Yundt.
It is school policy to enThe departml•nt of marketcourage and support student ing. finance and general
participation in campus organ- business is made up of
izations during their college Margaret Allison. Clara
training With faculty sponsor- Buitenbos. Dr Jerre Gratz.
ship these organizations pro- Nick Nichols, Arthur Palmer,
vide valuable learning experi- P~trick Pardi. Dr. Bill Platzer
ences in specific business dis- who is department head. Dr
ciplines and recognition for Jerry Prock. Dr. Donald
scholastic achievement. There Slacum, Ben Smith. Sylvia
is a local chapter, for exam- Weber and Ivan Williams.
ple. of Beta Gamma Sigma
Faculty memhers in ihe
which is the national honor department of management
society in the field of business and computer information
found only in accredited systt 'll~ are Doug Bartley.
schools.
Robert Cell, Patti S. Chiang,
Other local chapters of na- Fred Emry Jon Harrison, Dr.
tional organizations include Les Munneke, Dr Darrell
the American Society for Per- Piersol, Dr. Carl Rush, Dr
sonnel Administration and the Les Rydl who is department
Theta Rho chapter of Alpha head, Dr Vern Vincent, Dr
Kappa Psi. Student clubs are James M. Wilson and Roger
also active in the fields of ac- Wu.
counting and computer inforDr. F. J Brewerton is the
mation systems.
Dean of the School of BusiThe school is situated in its ness.
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ROTC Days draws more than 500 students
Despite temperatures in the
90's , 570 JROTC students
participated in the various outdoor events at PAU's ROTC
Day.
Calling the April 1 event a
success, Capt. Ed Elkins of
the Pan Am ROTC ..,. he
hopes 1,200 student~ •11ster
in the second cel,-,l- on of
the Army
tl,e completior
ROTC program here next
year.

After registering at the Fine
Arts Auditorium the students
from McAllen High, Edinburg,
Pharr-San Juan- Alamo ,
Weslaco and Harlingen high
schools gathered inside to
hear the scheduled program.
Cheers from the various
schools were heard as well as
chants for the different armed
forces they represented. Several times during the welcoming address by Maj .
Richard Atkinson, head of the
military science department,
the chants interrupted as the
cadets yelled louder in unison.

"It was a little more than expected," he said. "We were
happy with the turnout."

As quickly as the students'
spirit had started, it stopped.
Then Atkinson emphasized,
"This is a great time in our

country to be In ROTC."
Afterwards, the 63-member
Air Force ROTC unit from
Harlingen interrupted with

"Blue Knights, Blue Knights."
Harlingen's efforts were then
dwarfed by the roar of 134
boys and girls from the Wes-

Several competitive events
awaited the high schoolers
after their tour. Held just
south of the Science Building,
ROTC Olympic games provided the ultimate test of
strength and endurance. The
five schools fought against
each other for mythical title of
number one.
Edinburg's 86 students
placed first in the overall
catagory followed by the 140
who represented McAllen
High Placing third was
Weslaco
Most of the day's activities
centered on having the most
fun and spirit as students placed more energy during the
presentation of the Spirit
Awards . Wesla co. who
organized an ROTC unit this
year. beat all the other teams
McAllen was second, followed
by the 127-member P-SJ-A
unit, who was organized this
year as well.

Recruiters visit
Valley schools
With enrollment figures
dropping ever slowly for the
past few semesters, the University has set out to combat
the slippage with a strong
recruitment program.
Headed by director Rick
Maville, a small staff of
recruiters have met with close
to 5,000 students. Visiting
schools from as far away as
Eagles Pass to Brownsville
Maville has spoken to groups
of 20-30 students at a lime.
He feels he can give more individual attention to the
smaller group of students.
This is the first time the
University has stepped this far
outside the Valley to recruit.
Accompanying Maville on his
high school treks are representatives of the offices of
financial aid, CAMP, cooperative education, criminal
justice and representatives
from ROTC. In addition to
scheduled visits with the high
school seniors, the large PAU
continuent has also meet with
students at the students' request.
Besides visiting the Valley
high schools, Maville has also
visited Eagle Pass, Crystal City, Carrizo Springs and Laredo schools for the first time.
The recruitment program did
not stop with the visits to
schools.
More than 16 Valley high
schools were bussed to the
campus to tour it and they
also were greeted by University officials. After being treated

to lunch, the students were
helped in filling out their applications for admission and
financial aid.
The recruitment comes al a
time when many senior students may not have the opportunity to attend a university because of the proposed
budget cuts.
Although the University is
working to increase enrollment, financial aid cuts are a
major problem to overcome.
The Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grant (SEOG),
the National Direct Student
Loan (NDSL) and the Texas
Public Education Grant
(f PEG) have been cut though
they will still be available for
the 1982-83 school year.
Workstudy has been cut
$56,576.
With a continuing college
day/ night program In several
schools In and just outside the
Valley, Maville said the recruitment should visit with
more than 7,000 students by
the end of the semester.
To keep closer ties to the
University. Maville has established a student Pan Am
representative program to
keep in touch with the Valley
high schools.
The PAU representatives
are Janie Chapa, Sandra
Guerrero, Berta Longoria,
Albert Ramos, Jerry Solis,
Sylvia Garza, Clarissa Guerra,
Maria Medina and Leticia
Medina.

laco Army unit.
Setting the stage for a day
of excitement and surprises,
members of Pan Am's ROTC
repelled off the scaffold in the
auditorium, surprising most of
the cadets.

Hanging in there--An Edinburg JROTC student competes In the rope bridge
relay during ROTC Day April 1.
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- - -Letters to the Editor- - - - - - Dear Editor,
In regards to the recent Letter to the Editor of the Pan
American concerning typewriters in the PAU Library, I
would like to first state that the
Library always welcomes
comments, suggestions and
complains from students and
faculty and. when it is at all
possible to change certain
policies o r procedures to
satisfy patron needs, we try
our best to do so. Therefore,
this reply lo Mr. BecelTa's letter is not meant to be a criticism of his comments. Two
of our librarians have already
been in contact with him and
we know that he is sincere in
his attempts to provide better
service to PAU students.
However. since we have received other complaints from
students concerning the
typewriters. I felt that all
students deserve to have an
explanation of the typewriter
problem.
In the "old" Library (prior to
1978), there were no typewriters for patron use When
the move to the present

building was made, the Library was fortunate enough to
be able to provide four new
manual typewriters. Shortly
thereafter, the Business
School donated five used IBM
electric typewriters to the
Library. These were all placed
in the typing room on the second floor and, since that
date, the Library has borne
the entire maintenance contract charges with no contribution from other sources, e.g.
student service fees. However, during the first few months of use, ribbons an other
parts of the typewriters began
disappearing. The most expensive parts that were being
"borrowed" were the typil 1g
elements from the electric
typewriters (about $20 each
and not replaced through the
maintenance contract). Since
it was impossible to have a
full-time employee in the
room and guard the typewriters form eight in the morning to eleven at night. a
system was devised whereby
the typing element could be
"locked" into the typewriters.
This did not phase some of

FREE

our more ambitious and ingenious patrons who began
attempting to pry the elements
loose with any type of tool
they happened to have with
them. This is still going on.
These damaged typewriters
naturally have to be sent to
the shop for repair-another
unwarranted expense-which
removes the machine from
service.
Even without taking common vandalism into account,
it should be kept in mind that
these typewriters are used approximately 10 hours per day
(300 hours per month), frequently by students who have
little or no typing experience
and who lake their frustrations
out on the typewriters. Although I have no national
statistics to back me up. I
would estimate that the
average typewriter owner
does not use his or her typewriter more than 30 hours per
month. This means that the
Library's typewriters get the
same use over a period on
one year as a "personal"
typewriter would get in ten
years! Further. the average individual who owns a typewriter takes relatively good
care of it because It is an expensive investment. Unfortunately, many people who
use items not belonging to
them personally are not too
concernced with keeping

them in good condition.
Witness the grafitti scrawled
on furniture and walls
throughout the Library, the
number of patrons who are
seen daily with their feel on
chairs, couches and tables,
and the individuals who
"sneak" soda pop into the
Library and spill ii on furniture, books and carpets.
The original decision to
supply typewriters for patron
use was altruistically motivated, but, because we have
had these typewriters for four
years. I think many students
assume that this is common
practice In all libraries. In my
14 years of experience as a
university libraria n, I have yet
to see or hear of a university
library in the United States
that furnished free typewriters
for student use. It is true that
some have coin-operated
typewriters and we have looked into this possibility, but
there is no vendor in the
Valley who provides this type
of equipment. In any event,
coin-operated typewriters are
as susceptible to vandalism as
non-coin operated ones
(more so because of the coin
boxes), so this would not do
much to solve the problem At
the last university I worked,
the Business School allowed
students to use the typewriters
located in the typing classes.
but soon had to take away this

Pregnancy Test
CONFIDENTIAL COUNSELiNG
TERMINA.,.,ON OF PREGNANCY

OS & WATCH

BIRTH CONTROL INFORMATION

NE JEWELRY I
RALL OCCASI

\

ALL CALLS CONFIDENTIAL

Treasure Hills Womens'

Center

428-6242

privilege because the machines deteriorated so fast.
The Student Government
then purchased three typewriters for studi>nt use In the
Library. After two years there
were so many complaints
about their condition, the
policy of providing typewrite rs
for student use was dropped.
As a librarian whose job is
to provide better service to
patrons, I sympathize with the
more responsible students
who need the use of typewriters. However, since the
library has nothing in the
budget for the purchase of additional typewriters, I simply
do not know how this problem
can be solved.
Robert L. McDowell
Assistant University
Librarian for Readers'
Services
Editor's note: This ls the
first In a weekly column
from the Learning Resource Center. The column wlll appear H Library
Nota after thte reply to a
rece nt letter.

To the Editor:

In my opinion, the proposed cuts in financial aid are
wrong for the most part. To be
exact only idiots should have
their aid cut. When I took
chemistry. I was given a fact
sheet on tutors It said the
average student al PAU has a
1.8 GPA. his freshman year.
Let's think about how low that
is. My dog could do better
than that
Channel 4 news showed a

ALMA'S

I

'His
-nHers'

3-2432

• Gift
Wrappin&
• Engravin&

• Jewelry
and Watch
Repairs

422 1/2 E. University

Edinburg

383-9035

**********

report about fina ncial aid cuts
a few da ys ago. They said
over half the "stude nts" (term
used loosely) a t PAU are on
financial aid. No w I'm not saying all the people receiving aid
do badly. Probably most of
our best students are on
government aid. But let's face
It. A lo t of the stude nts o n aid
do pretty poorly.
I do not believe stupid peop Ie belong In college .
Especially when the taxpaye rs
are paying their tuition.
Maybe first year grants should
be based on famUy income,
but after that, grants and other
aid should be based on grades
and advancement. Why not
set the c ut of point at around
2. 75. Any hard working student with reasonable intelligence should be able to get
a 2. 75 and if you can't get a
2 .75, it's beca use either yo u
do did not devote e nough
time o r you don't have the
mental capacity to ha ndle college level work. If the reason
you did not get the good
grades needed is the first, this
shows a lack of maturity. And
only mental adults belong in
college. Maybe you can join
the service .
If the latter reason is the
cause of your low grades, I'm
sorry. But what can we do?
There are many happy people
without college degrees and I
truly hope you join them. But
you don't belong in college
By now you've probably
decided I'm just some rich
while-boy. Well, yo u're
wrong. I'm a MexicanAmerican. And I'm not rich.
I've paid for every class and
bought every book myself
with no help from "Daddy."
You see, I work 40 hours a
week, have an 18 hour course
load (sciences & math) and
still have a 3.2 GPA.
If you don't like my opinion
fine! I really don't care . I have
the drive to work for what I
want. And even though I
could get a grant o r aid, I
won't, because I don't want
anything on a silver platter
A PAU student
Pablo A . Urtbe .

**
ELECT

FIDENCIO M.
GUERRA, JR.
STATE REPRESENTATIVE
DISTRICT 40
DISTRICT 40 PRECINCTS
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• Voluminous home study notes on all
areas of basic science.
• Teachine tests accompanied by comprehensive teaching tapes to be used at
any of our tape centers.
• Materials constantly updated.
• Over 40 years of
experience and ~ ~~
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field of test
preparation.
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EDUCATIONAL
CENTER

Call for infonnatwni
3600 N 23rd
McAllen, Tx 7850!
631-2961
11617 N. Central
Dalla~. TX 75243

Native of Hidalgo County
Graduate of Pan American University - 1971
Law Degree - St. Mary's University - 1974
Pan American University Alumni Association
Outstanding Young Man of America Award - 1980
President - Elect of Hidalgo County Bar Association
President-Elect Hidalgo County Bar Association
Member of State Bar of Texas
Member of American Bar As,;ociation

YOUR VOTE AND SUPPORT APPRECIAT ED
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WHITE FLOUR

PATOS
APRIL SPECIAL

819 Special Plate
2 big PATOS of same kind
rice. beans $1 98

Edinburg 383-0725
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Baseball team beats SHSU
after losing to UTA
•

----- - - K roger------football camp in 1974. He did
not suit up there, however.
In addition to his athletic
honors, Kruger has also excelled off the field. He earned
academic All-American honors at Kansas St. in 1974. He
was a straight A student in
graduate school at Pittsburg
State University (Kans,>s),
where he earned his master's
degree. He was on the Dean's
list three years at K-State,
where he earned his bachelor
of science degree in 1975.
He served as assistant
coach for two other universities before taking the position with his alma mater in

1977.
Kruger admitted that the
Pan Am may be a little behind
In recruiting as of now, but he
would do the best he could
with the amount of time he
had left till national letter signing day April 14.
The former Wildcat point
guard said the team material
would designate the style of
play the team would play.
" I am totally flexible in
whatever we do, "Kruger
said. "I do believe that you
have a solid defensive background to build on, though."

The new head coach said
that would initially rely on
junior college players, but
would later blend junior college talent with four year
players.

"I look at this opportunity as
a long term situation and I am
real happy that you decided to
have me," Kruger said. As an
assistant, you are always looking for the right opportunity
and this position offered a lot
of positive things and I am
happy and delighted I received the position."
Kruger said the sole objective is to put the best five
players on the court and make
sure the team plays as close to
their potential as possible.
As of not, Kruger said he
would be hiring two assistant
coaches, but he would not say
if coaches John McDowell
and Kelly Bass would remain
in their positions.
Kruger said he will also review the remaining talent on
the Bronc team before making
recruiting decisions.
He plans to move his wife,
Barbara, and a daughter,
Angie, 2, to the Valley as
soon as possible.

This weeken~. the Br~nc
baseball team _w,11 be looking.
to improve their season record
of 21-23 when they hoSt
North Texas State. Game
Ii
f
b th F 'd
d
mes or O
ri ay an
Saturd~y ~ill be at 5 ~-~·
Behmd the hard hitting of
Rafa_el Barbosa and Tommy
Donigan, the Broncs swept a
pair this past Friday night
against Sam Houston State
3-2 and 9-1.
.
Barbosa had three hits for

Tennl•S
teaDl
• ns
WI

This past weekend, the
Bronc tennis team continued
thei r winning ways by
defeating both Lamar University and the University of
Houston on the road.
Lamar led Pan Am in
singles play 3-2 but Bronc
Jorge Suazo managed to pull
out a tough 5-7, 7-5, 7-5 win
over David Wong to even the
matches at three all.
Other Bronc winners were
Luis Castro-Malaga over Jeff
Boychuk 7-5, 6-1 and Santiago de Mucha defeated
Chris Faggard 7-6, 7-6.
Magnus Lindstrom was
defeated by Victor Arana 6-3,
7-6; Mark Roberts was beaten
by Jose Llamas 6-7, 6-1, 7-6
and Kyle Posey lost to Tom
Weber 7-6, 4-6, 6-1.
In doubles play, the Bronc'
only loss came at the No. 1
position Llamas and Arana
downed Lindstrom and
Roberts 6-7, 7-6. default.
Lindstrom and Roberts
decided to default the last set
because Roberts was complaining of cramps.
Winning their doubles matches were Suazo and de
Mucha over Weber and Wong
6-4. 2-6. 6-1. with Posey and
Castro-Malaga
beating
Boychuk and Faggard 6-1,

the night while teammate
Donigan celebrated with a
three-run homer.
The Broncs came into Friday night's g m tr ·
t
a e ymg 0
forget about their disastrous
outings against the University
of Texas at Arlington the
previous weekend. The
Broncs lost both doubleheaders by scores of 4-0 and
8-7 and 7-2 and 10-2.
The second game in the first
doubl~header against the
Mavericks left the Broncs with
a bad taste in their mouth.
The Broncs questioned the
last run of the game in which
Trey Hillman slid home to
give UTA the 8-7 win.
Bronc catcher Kenny Peters
disputed the call saying he
tagged Hillman out, but ii was
all for naught as the umpire
awarded Hillman the run.
Going into the series against
UTA, the Broncs were facing
a team that had a 25-9 season
record and were 21-1 at
home.
The only good news that
the Broncs had to talk about
was the three UTA runners
pitcher Danny Roma pickedoff in the second inning in the
second doubleheader.

The Broncs ended up dosing out their Saturday night
doubleheader against Sam

\

Your out- Bronc Kenny Peters (1) tags out a Sam
_Houston player at home plate.

6-3.

New bas ketball coach••Lon Kruger was named
basketball coach at the Board of Regents meeting
April 6. Krueger succeeds BIii White who resigned
In March.

Golf season ends on
a bad stroke
The Broncs goll team,
which recently attended the
Morris Williams Intercollegiate
Golf Tournament in Austin
and the All-America Interco llegiate Tournament in
Houston, ended the season
on a down note.
At the Morris Williams Golf
Tourney, which was shortened from 54 to 36 holes due to
rain, the Broncs came In dead

last.
In a field of 24 teams
Oklahoma
State
and
Oklahoma finished first and
second respectively.
Urban Thelin led the Broncs
shooting a ( 14) for a total
score of 158, some 20 shots
away from tournament winner
Rick Cramer from Colorado
who was at (-6) 138.
. Other Bronc finishers were
Randy Behrends at ( 17) 161;

Marc Ayala ( 18) 162; Peter

Ryan ( 20) 164 and Steve
Belitz ( 21) 166.
At the All-America Intercollegiate Tourney in Houstqn
the Broncs did not make the
cut.
Houston finished first in the
tournamel}t with Oklahoma
State finishing second.
Coach Guerrero currently is
ln the process of organizing,
for the first time in 15 years, a
goH tournament to raise funds
for the golf team
The tournament which will
be a Florida Pro-Am type
tournament is tentatively set
for May 16 at the Shary
Municipal Golf Course in Mission.
Entry fee will be $15 and
anyone interested in participating should get In contact
with Coach Guerrero at
381-2238 or call the athletic
department.

Houston State losing the
opener 5-3 but coming back
to take the final game 2-0.

'J

The Broncs also celebrated
Easter by slaughtering the
University of Houston 8-1
The only loss came when
Lindstrom lost to Mike Lipshutz 6-4. 6-3.
The Broncs will travel to
Corpus Christi April 22 to play
the Rice Owls and then to San
Antonio April 24 to play the
always-tough Trinity Tigers.
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Broncs run In big meets-·Track team members are from left to right kneeling
Rolando Perez, Herman Figuroa, Fernando Moya, Oscar Rivas and Armando
Reyna. Standing are Tony Martinez , Frank Tamez, Ricky Perez, Pat Saenz,
Sven Jonhagen and Magnus Carlegrtm. Saenz won the 800 meter and
Carlegrlm won the 5,000 meter at the Bluebonnet Relays. Martinez placed
second In the 5,000 meter and third In the 1,500 at the Border Olympics.
The Broncs are coached by Homer Martinez.

ELECT
Esteban Trevifio
FOR DISTRICT CLERK

)

•
•

/
ant has worked In all
he county offices

•

9 Years As Adult Probation Officer
11 Years Worki ng With Private Business
Attended Purdue University
B.A. Degree in Community Services - Pan American
University
Master's Degree in Counseling & Gu idance . Pan
American University
Former P T A President
Participant in " Leadership McAllen Program"
Former President of Soc ial Worker Student Association
Former Vice Pres., of Val ley Probation & Parole
Association
Believes in expanding technolo gical advancements in
admi nistrative record keeping

POL. AO. PO. FOR BY CANDIDATE, ESTEBAN TREVINO

005 NYSSA - PH. 882-2610
McALLEN, TEXAS
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Papers must adapt: publisher says
By Douglas Croy
and
Kimberley Lewis
Newspapers must adapt to
face the challenges before
them during the 1980s, the
publisher and chief operating
officer of the Dallas Times
Herald told communications
students last week.
Speaking in Pan American
University's media theater,
Thomas McCartin of the
Dallas nmes Herald said that
newspapers have successfully
faced the challenges of radio
and television and must now
change to reflect the changing
lifestyles and needs of their
audiences.
"We find that many people
are talking about the death of
newspapers, particularly in
the afternoon field," McCartin
said. He assured the audience
that newspapers are not dying
but are in a transition period.
"Because of increased
speed in the print media," McCarlin said, "there is a cycle of
evolution in which newspapers are moving from afternoon
to morning delivery as a· consequence of changing lifestyles and as the economy
changes from an industrial
based to a service economy."
Directing his speech to the
industry, McCartin offered the
Dallas Time Herald as an example of a newspaper making
rapid changes but also standing firm with what must be

preserved.
In recent years, he said the
Times Herald has emphasized
international news and cultur>al affairs as Dallas has
become a "world-class city."
The Dallas Times Herald is
one of the most profitable
newspapers in the United
States and is the only newspaper in Texas to have won
two Pulitzer Prizes, McCartlri
said.
McCartin has held major
positions at the Washington
Post and the Los Angeles
Times and is on the board of
directors of Metropolitan Sunday Newspapers, Inc.
In another session, "Careers in Communications,"
the speakers painted a rosy
future for students considering
entering the communications
career field.
Dr. Jane Work, director of
legislative analysis al the national association of manufactures in Washington, D. C.,
and Dr. Robert Jeffery, professor and dean of the college
of communication al the University of Texas discussed problems and trends in the field .
Work presented problems
which presently face the communications major seeking
employment in the field. She
seems to feel that public ignorance .is the major stumbling block to such a career.
"The public doesn't know
what we can do and how we
can help," said Work. "Our

challenge is to let those outside the academic community
know what ii is we do."
She went on to discuss
ways in which students can
better prepare themselves to
bridge this information gap,
specifying such tools as
resumes, shop jargon, and
development of career goals.
Whereas Work spoke on

the individual, the second
speaker, Jeffery, discussed
what he called the "five social
trends". These consisted of
changing views of the public
which are affectir.g ideas
about communications, specifically social pluralism, a growing need for others, status
symbols in todays world, the
acceptance of technology, a

..

new focus on the home life
and an acceptance of communications as an omnipotent
cure in todays world.
The presentation was concluded with a brief look at
employment areas presently
indicative of growth potential,
such as corporate media,
newsletter writing and computer intelligence.

..

TAET
awards
offered
Two $350 scholarships are
being offered by the Texas
Association for Educational
Technology (TAETI for the
1982-83 academic year.
Recipients will also be given
an award to assist him/her in
attending the annual fall conference.
Candidates for the scholarships must meet the following
requirements.

-,

1. Be a college senior or
graduate student.

2. Be eligible to pursue a
full-time graduate course of
study in Media, mass communication, library, learning
resources. film, radio-TV, etc.
3 . Be enrolled in a full-time
course of study

'
'\

4. Must return completed
application to the scholarship
chairman by May 28.

\

5. Have three professors or
administrators (or combination of both) fill out recommendation form and send to
the scholarship chairman.

Communications speakers communlcate--Robert Jeffery, dean of the College
of Communications at UT-Austin, left, and Tom McCartln, right, publisher
of the Dallas Times Herald, talk with PAU student Oscar Salina. of Mlselon.
Both speakers stressed the Importance of blllnguallsm In the field of
communication.

Polaris

For applications and further
information students should
contact the Financial Aid Of.
fice UC 108.
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Applbatim visits campus
By Randy Klutts

To perform--A Joint effort by the Folkloric Deneen and the Juz Deneen tltl•
ed ..A Festival of Dance" will be take place tonight at the Fine Arts
Auditorium at 8:15 p.m.

Dancers perform tonight
"A Festival of Dance," a
joint performance by the PAU
Folkloric Dancers and the Jazz
Dances, will take place tonight
at 8: 15 p , m . In the Fine Arts
Auditorium.
This will be the first lime
that the two groups will per•
fom, together according to Dr.
Amilda Thomas, folkloric
dancers director.

The folkloric oa11cers, In•
structed and choreographed
by Mary Garza-Munoz and
Frank Alvarez-Munoz, will
feature a suite of dances
devoted to the Mexican Re•
volutlon.
The Jazz Dancers, directed
by Rhonda Johnson and assisted by Raena Fix and Gracy
Garza, will feature a dance
routine to ·'This Will Be" by

Publications win
honors at TIPA
Student Publications won
13 certificates at the 70th annual Texas Intercollegiate
Press Association convention
in San Angelo April 15-17
Horacio Gonzalez, copy
editor on the newspaper staff
received an honorable mention in rodio newswnling and
the 1981 " El Bronco" yearbook received one first place,
10 second place honors and
one third place award.
" El Bronco" won second In
sweepstakes.
"I asked for advice from
fellow students during the
drive to San Angelo," Gonzalez said. "I also sought advice from our adviser Mrs.
Prock on what types of words
would be used , because I
write newspaper style."
Ernie Chavez & Luis Betancourt received second place
for picture story. Oscar Garza
second for sports section. for
typography, layout and
design \nna Martinez second
In student lire section, Sandra
Barbosa second in academics
section. Rosie Gonzalez first in
orgar zalions section, BetanCCl --t second for special effects
phu,o, second for sports
photo and third for feature
photo.
Chavez and Garza also received second place honors in
color photo, the '"El Bronco"
yearbook place and placed second in the best overall com-

petition and second In
sweepstakes.
"Everybody around me was
clapping and telling me I had
won," Martinez said. "It was
exciting going up to receive
the award"
Barbosa said that the academics was helped by the use
of candid shots of faculty and
hoped the changes would
help.
"The thought of winning
never entered my mind," Bar•
bosa said.
Garza expressed pride his
staff.
''The book showed that the
staff put in a lot of hard work
into the yearbook, Garza,
1981 yearbook editor, said.
Betancourt felt satisfied In
winning because it showed
success in his work.
"I really didn't think I was
going to win," Betancourt
said "Now I will try and make
photos better than before."
"Next year I will continue
on a voluntary basis lo contribute to the yearbook and
newspaper especially on special effects, color shots and
work more with sports."
Publications members at•
tending were Joyce Prock,
adviser, Garza. Eliseo Rodriguez. Ella de los Santos,
Belinda Barbosa , Delcia
Lopez. Carol Prukop, Nora
Lopez, Frank de la Rosa, Martinez. Barbosa. Billy Cuellar,
David Ferguson Joseph
Mangin and Gonzalez

Diana Ross and "Uptown Serenade" by Walter Murphy
Guest artist at the event will
be Myrna Renaud who is a
guest Instructor of modern
dance at PAU. Renaud Is currently working with the Edinburg Consolidated Independent School District under the
sponsorshlp of the Texas
Commission of Fne Arts.
The groups will also put on
a children's concert at 9:30
a.m., today. This concert w!I
beopen to the public schools.
Admission will be SI.SO
with PAU I D and $2,
general admission. Tickets
can be obtained at the

HPE&R office or at the door.

One of the six applicants
for the position of vice president of academic affairs during an interview session stressed more faculty Involvement
In policy-making and greater
communication within the
university as a whole.
Dr Ronald Applbaum, current dean of Humanities at
California State-Long Beach,
has a PhD in Speech communications. He earned both
his BA and MA at Cal State.
Applbaum said he would
like to bring to Pan Am a
philosophy he calls "Participative Management," a
plan in which policy could
begin in lower-level commit•
tees instead of only from
above.

"As vice president," said
Applbaum, "I feel we need an
open climate to discuss ideas.
The faculty has good ideas.
The deans have good Ideas-all of which can be used to effect policy."
In the School of Education,
Applbaum said the faculty
should have two goals:
"The first is to produce topquality Instructors to go out Into the public schools This
kind of person would have a
strong knowledge In basic
areas. He would be a person
of breadth and depth."
"The second Is to teach
people to be educators outside of pubUc schools. So
much of education now is In
business and idustry. Industry
spends more money on

education
schools,"

than

public

Applbaum also expressed a
belief that the faculty and adm In is ta ti on should be
evaluated on a regular basis.
At Cal State, the faculty Is
evaluated by both students
and other faculty members.
The administration Is
evaluated by the faculty,
"What I am about," said
Applbaum, "Is a person who
has been very fortunate In his
career. I have been In the right
place at the right time. I have
had the experience of seeing a
school formed basically In my
own image . The challenge
now is a more responsible administrative post."

Academic interoiews continue
Four vice president can•
dldates for academic affairs
will be interviewed through
May 14.
The lntervlew sessions are
open to staff, faculty, students
and the public said University
President Miguel Nevarez.
The candidates, their current positions, time and place
of the open Interviews are:

Dr. George Hendrick, professor of English at the University of Illinois, Urbana, 10:30
a.m., Monday, April 26, UC
large dining room.

Graduate School at the
University
of
Illinois
(1967-71). Academically. a
full professor since 1%7. he
has taught since 1954. Hendrick has various publication
to his credit.
Hendrick is presently a Professor of English al the University of llllnols Urbana. He
received his Ph D In English
from the University of Texas.
Administratively, he has served as department head
(1971-76). and also as
Associate Dean of t h e

Dr. David Alvirez, dean of
the School of Social Sciences
at Pan American University,
10 30 am , Thursday, April
29, UC large dining room.
Alvirez Is presently Dean of
the School of Social Sciences
at Pan American University.
He received his Ph.D In
Sociology from the University
of Texas, Austin. Administration, he has served as dean
(1977-present) and department head (1973-77) al PAU.
He was also field director of
the Populations Research
Center, University of Texas,
Austin
(1968-71).
Academically. a full professor
since 1977, he has taught
since 1971 . Alvirez has
various publications to his
credit.

Dr Clifford Stewart, Ot:ou
of academic affairs at Adelphi
University, New York. 10:30
a ,m .. Thursday, May 6, UC
large dining room.
u, w1111ams Vasse, assistant to the chancellor at the
University or Michigan. Flint,
10.30 a m . Friday, May 14,
University Center large dining
room
The position currently is beIng filled by Dr Carl Grantz,
acting vice president ror academic affairs, who is not a
candidate . He succeeded Dr
J C Nichols. who resigned
the position last summer l!nd
returned to teaching 1n the
PAU School of Education

PAU photo bl/ Ha,Kio GONOla

Neu, oJfcers--The recent spring election brought In a new executive ticke t

and aenatore. The officers are Servando Hinojosa, senator for the school of
buelnea; Ruby Donalson, senator, School of Education; Victor Benavidez
senator, School of Buelnen: Alva Barbosa, eenator, School of Science an<.
Math; Wally Trejo, aenator, Greek Council; Tomae Gonzalez, PAUSA vice
preeldent; Ricardo Saldivar, PAUSA preeldent~ J. J. Aorea, eenator School
of Social Sciences; Sandra Avllee, senator health related profeealona: Noe
Hlnojoea, •enator at large and Norma Almaguer, eenator, Women'• Donne..
These new offlcera take their poeltlon• May 1.

More than 80 applicants
from around the United States
applied for the position
Two candidates have
already been interviewed. Dr.
Ronald Applbaum. dean of
the school of humanities at
California St. University and
Dr Everett Moms, dean of
academic affairs al Louisiana
St. University have been Inter•
viewed on campus.
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Letters to the E d i t o r - - - - - - - - - - - Letter to the Editor
It is appropriate that
"ROTC Days" was celebrated
at PAU on April Fool's Day.
Yes, I know, playing soldier Is
fun. But I also know that being
a soldier, at least a solider in
combat, Is no fun at all.
Unfortunately, those who
play at soldiering lend support
to a war machine that can and
will consume them totally.
Evidence of such consumption was manifest during
ROTC Days as the various
high school corps engaged in
their version of inter-service
rivalry--yea army, yea air
force, yea navy.
Chants and cheers are Innocent enough some say.
Perhaps. But they are mindless. They are a means of encouraging a sense of regimentation, of conditioned response, of "we" versus
"they".
It is a part ofanoverall conditioning process of the military
to turn individuals Into automatons who do not think,
who act, who follow orders
without question. It Is one
thing to engage In such conditioning among adults who are
in the military, who (as adults)
have developed their personality, who (at least hopefully)
have a well developed and secure sense of identity. But I
am bothered when we begin
employing such brainwashing-and that is precisely what It is-on high school students.
Yes, the uniforms are fun.
The teamwork is fun. The out'door adventurism is fun. But
sadly there Is more to It than
fun for the military Is deadly
serious. And their seriousness
can be deadly to those who
play soldier. By playing soldier, young people may think
that they want to become soldiers. And that Is where total
consumption occurs.
Because what real soldiers
discover too late stuck in some
hell hole In Vietnam or El
Salvador is that It is no fun
watching your buddy stare in
disbelief as his Intestines spill
out on the ground after a grenade or mortar round blew
him open. There Is a sickening
feeling that races through you,
starting in the pit of your own
gut and radiating throughout
your entire body as you try to
help him hold his Intestines in,
only to feel them sliding
through your fingers.
Intestines have a very interesting texture and color. In
fact, studying the changes in
.), the color of Intestines Is
fascinatlng--assumlng of
course that you're not too
busy dodging bullets or puking
up your own guts. But If you
want real fun, think of it in
terms of your being the one
who was Just blown open.
Ah, you say you would like
to earn the "red badge of
courage," to prove that you
are man enough. Then I suggest you think about Just what
that "badge" is going to cost
you. It could cost you your
life. Or worse than that, you
could survive. Believe me,
there are times when the living
envy the dead. Try life as a
paraplegic, or as a double or
triple amputee, or as a
vegetable with half a brain .
For what? For what are you
putting your life on the line?
For defending your country? In Vietnam? In El Salvador?

Most of the "defending your
country" and "natiolnal security" arguments are lies. If
you want to get a taste of what
Vietnam was all about (Instead Reagan's fairy tales),
and what El Salvador will be
all about if Reagan and the
war mongers get their way, go
see "Hearts and Minds," a
documentary on the Vietnam
War, when It Is shown on
April 29-30 at 1 p .m. and
7:30 p.m. and May 1st at
7:30 p.m. In SB Auditorium
II.
We were not threatened In
Vietnam and we are not
threatened in El Salvador.
Our primary threats are from a
war machine that wants to
turn you into cannon fodder
in some God-forsaken war
and a President that wants to
tum It loose in El Salvador.
What real soldiers in combat learn, as someone once
said, is that "there is nothing
sweet or fitting in dying for
your country. You will die like
a dog for no good reason."
How do I know? Because I
was there.
Samuel Freeman, Captain
(SAR)

Advisor, 2nd Company
8th Airborne Batalllon,
Airborne lnfantJy Division
Army of the Republic of
South Vietnam, 1969-70
P.S. It is sad that Instead of
sponsoring ROH~ Days, Pan
American University does not
sponsor a World Peace Day.
That says something about us.

To the Editor:
In response to Mr. Uribe's
letter of April 15, the following
comments are In order. First,
Uribe states that any hardworking student of reasonable
Intelligence should be able to
obtain a 2. 75 GPA. Unfortunately, Pan Am does not have
statistics readily available on
GPA by classification; however, If a 2.75 GPA were to be
used as a cut-off point ar;id in
effect, the average student at
PAU would be placed on probation or suspension.
The mean GPA of students
by schools for the spring of
1981 were: School of Humanities 2.48; School of Education 2.50; School of Business
Administration 2.30; School
of Science and Mathematics
2.33; School of Social Sciences 2.17; (Division of
Health Related Professions
2.26, and Inter-American Institute 2.39).
The average student at
PAU does not make a 2 . 75
GPA. Although according to
Dr. Gilberto de los Santos
(Dean of Student Affairs), the
average student on financial
aid does slightly better than
the average student who does
not receive financial assistance.
Second, there are no general statistics available on all
Pan Am students receiving
financial aid in relation to their
GPA: however, the mean
GPA of CAMP students, all of
whom receive financial
assistance, all of whom are
Mexican-Americans, and all
of whom are freshmen, is
2.30.
The CAMP GPA has generally be.en acknowledged to
be higher than the average
PAU freshman GPA.
Third, Uribe stated that first
year grants should be based

..

on family Income and not
grades; but then, why did he
scold the freshmen for having
low GPA's in the first place? Is
Uribe not contradicting himself? If Uribe believes In cutting
off financial assistance to
"Idiots" (lower than 2. 75
GPA), and approximately 75
to 80 percent of all Pan Am
students receive some type of
financial assistance while
maintaining no higher than a
2.50 GPA, then his proposal
would eliminate most of the
student body at PAU (Unfortunately, median GPA's were
not available.)
Fourth, we do agree that all
students who have low scholastic standing should be
reprimanded; however, for
Mr. Uribe to arbitrarily set a
2.75 GPA is unrealistic.
A more viable alternative
would be the Standards of
Progress for Students on
Financial Aid to be Implemented in the Fall '82. This
proposal states that a student
on financial aid must satisfactorily complete the hours he

attempted.
If he does not, then he will
be placed on probation for
three semesters, he must
"prove" himself by making up
his point deficiency.
If during the probation period {still on financial aid), he
were not to satisfactorily complete the hours he attempted,
then he would be placed on
one-semester financial aid
suspension. When a student Is
placed on suspension, he will
not receive any type of financial assistance, and must
satisfactorily complete the
hours he attempted. After
satisfactorily completing the
suspension period, he will
once again receive financial
aid, but he will also be placed
on three semester probation.
After completing the probation period, he will receive
financial aid under regular
conditions. This system also
allows for an appeals hearing
in which the student~ allowed
to present extenuating circumstances to Justify his low
scholastic standing. The three

semester probation-suspension Idea should be considered for all students.
Fifth, Mr. Uribe should be
complimented on having a
high GPA, carrying 18 hours
and not wanting to receive
financial aid: however, for
him to ''blast'' students with
low GPA's with his contemptuous style is uncalled for and
ill-mannered. Basically, that
was what most students and
myself objected to when we
read his letter in last week's
issue.
David Cutillo
David Martinez
John Medrano
Rafael Garcia
Roclrlgo Garcia
Carlos Rios
Saul Ortega

Letter to the Editor
I would like to respond to
Mr. Pablo Uribe in regard to
his letter to the editor of April
15, 1982.
Mr. Uribe, it must real.ly be
nice to be perfect; and, believe me, we less perfect

fellow PAU students really appreciate the fact that you
decided to attend PAU instead of Stanford, Princeton;
or MIT.
Well their loss is our pain,
again. Perhaps you could
ameliorate MIT's great loss by
sending your brillant dog there
instead.
I'm sure he's not as perfect
as you, but who is. Your dog
probably lacks your great Intellectual and material values,
and doesn't place the emphasis on GPA or college degree.
Heaven forbid-your dog
might be an advocate of
Stephen Jay Gould and his
"What Color Is a Zebra?"
(Essay in Natural History
August 1981) or of his book
"the Mismeasure of Man."
Maybe you've noticed I'm
speaking tongue-In-cheek, I'll
remove my tongue-in-cheek If
you'll remove your foot from
your mouth Mr. Uribe.

Marlo Narro
see Letters page 3

TliE PEN AMERICAN
©~J]l~©©JillIC~@JIUI~Ien WH~ DO I feel Ltke TIil
VICTIM AND NOT THE Pt!iCE~
MflKER?

l4rt~

- - -Library Notes- - Some students may not know that there are three
classes of employees working the PAU library-librarians,
clerks and student assistants. All of these employees can
answer informational or locator type questions such as:
What hours is the Library open? Where is the Government Documents section? For how long can I check out
this bok? Who do I see about Interlibrary Loan? etc.
However, if you need reference assistance for a research
paper or are having difficulty In getting information you
need, you should ask to see a Reference Librarian. There
Is one on duty at the second floor Reference Desk at all
times the Library Is open.
Robert McDowell
Aulstant Ubrarlan for Readers' Services
When you're looking for information and a little dab'll
do you try the Vertical File on the second floor. This a collection of pamphlets, clippings, brochures, etc.--free
material from all over. You'll find a hodgepodge of subjects like Peccaries (a hlfalut In name for the lowly
javelina), Fole Medicine, Peso (what's happening to it in
Mexico?) Bees, etc.
In all, we've lost count of subject headings, but we
figure there may be as many as 3,500. We use the Library
of Congress subject headings to match those in the main
card catalog. There is information on geography,
statistics, history, people, politics, wars, battles, education, psychology, ''things," and much more.
Don't overlook this reference source. It may not be
much, but when you need something quick and easy it
can save you lots of valuable time. Don't ask us why the
collection is called the Vertical File. It must be one of
Freud's "archaic rcemalns."

We hear there are a lot of those running around loose.
(P.S. These materials don't check out, but they can be
photocopied right there on the second floor.)

Martha Nichols
p,.f,.Tence Ubrarlan
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do graduate will become conTo Mr. Pablo A. Uribe
tributing members to society-(P.A.U.)
through their taxes paid and
Mr Uribe, (if that Is your rea hopefully their cure of Igname), your opinion printed norance.
last week was very amusing. If
For those who do not gradthere was a serious argument uate, it can be said that their
stated In your letter, It went right to an education was not
unnoticed due to your lack of denied. After all, an educated
tact and logic. Perhaps you population is the key to a
should have sought your stronger and better republic.
smart dog's advice.
I do agree that students with
Your state only "idiots" low GPA's should do someshould have their financial aid thing to Improve their stancut and that "stupid" people ding, however, this Is their
with GPA's lower than 2.75 problem and not yours, or
shouldn't be In college.
mine. Yo u also fall to
You use the term "idiot'' acknowledge that a GPA Is
and "stupid" without really not a true measure of one's
defining It. After all, it Is possi- potential capabilities in life. Or
ble for a student to have a 3.2 have forgotten that Albert
GPA and also be a "stupid Elnstien failed his first college
idiot." The term "ignorant'' mathematics course.
would have been a much
I also agree that there are
more effective and precise many happy people out there
description of some students. without a college degree, but
However, isn't a university's you must admit there are also
function to cure ignorance? I many happy people "with"
think it is. I feel they will do college degrees driving
better in school and in the around in Mercedes Benzes.
armed services (as you sugI respect your drive to go
gest) . I, for one, would not be through school without anyable to sleep knowing that one's help. However, if you
there were "idiots" and qualify for financial aid and
"stupid" people In charge of refuse to use ii, you may be
our national defense.
disappointed to find out that
Another point you fail to your tax bill will not be reducsee Is that many students on ed. These funds will simply be
financial aid are taxpayers made available to someone
themselves. Thus financial aid else.
Is really a direct return of the
Joe L. Rangel
taxes they pay in .
Financial aid gives many Letter• to the Editor
students the opportunity to an
Mr. Pablo /Jr; Uribe, you are
education which otherwise just another one of our high
would not be possible due to IQ, low-in-common sense ineconomic barriers. You also dividuals. I do admire your
fail to see that those students courage for speaking out what

you feel, but I detest the man-.
ner in which you utilize your
capabilities.
Mr. Uribe you state that you
GPA Is 3.2 and that sir, makes
you no better than anyone
else on this campus.
You use the words, mental·
adults, lo catagorlze people
who have a 2 .75 GPA or
above, but fail to criticize you
own Immaturity. That Is mainly the reason for writing this
letter and also to identify you
as a person who has what ii
takes but does not know how
to use it.
Realize Mr. Uribe, that
those so-called idiots do not
come to school to obtain
financial aid, so that they may
live like kings and queens.
The amount provided by
financial aid is not sufficient to
purchase that famous sliver
platter you talk about.
You suggest that people
join the service. don't you
realize that whatever the situa•
tlon, those are still tax dollars?
Let me assure you of one
thing, " WE ALL PAY
TAXES."

CAMARILLO
County
Commissioner
Precint 4 • Hidalgo County

Saturday, May 1, 1982

1320 N. CLOSNEII
N. HWY, 211

Past President, Hidalgo County Farm Bureau
Past President, Hidalgo County Program Building Committee
Past President, Parent Advisor Committee
Director of the North Alamo Water Supply Corp.
Director, Edinburg Co-op
President of the Legion of Mary
Active member of St. Joseph the Worker, San Carlos

EDINIIOIIG

TEXAS
715311
no. TnUOIIA, A,_
PH. A.C. '512) 383-822
--II

POL. ADV. PAID FOR BY THE COMMITTEE TO ELECT CAMARILW
ROBERT VELA, CHAIRMAN, EDINBURG, TEXAS
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DISTRICT 40
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Native of Hidalgo County
Graduate of Pan American University - 1971
Law Degree - St. Mary's University - 1974
Pan American University Alumni Association
Outstanding Young Man of America Award - 1980
President - Elect of Hidalgo County Bar Association
A DEDICATED APPROACH
AN EFFECTIVE VOICE
A RESPONSIBLE CONCERN
INDEPENDENT REPRESENTATION

_________________

YOUR VOTE AND SUPPORT APPRECIATED
POLITICAL AOVERTI 'iEMENT PAID FUil

FIDENCIO M . GUERRA, JR -

"Allocation and amnesty
programs do not work," said
Abeyta. "They are, In my opi·
nion, a panacea. They only

postpone the Inevitable. We
are going to have to deal with
this problem.
"When we do deal with
this, it will have to be on a
one-to-one basis."
Mexico's 14-to 15 percent
unemployment rate and 30
percent Inflation rate--whlch
could double by the end of
this year--are the reasons that
Mexico has been reluctant to
negotiate. Because of these
Internal problems, Abeyta
sees no solution in the near
future.
"Regardless of what the administration does at this
point," said Abeyta, "the demand for illegal aliens will
continue to increase. I don't
have any solutions. I don't
think anyone has any solu•
tions. We can only hope Mex•
lr.o remains stable.
"The Administration actually has no policy towards the illegal aliens. And so long as we
do not undertake a serious
discussion with Mexico, the
problem simply will not go
away."

LEONARDO

With the purchase of hamburger
you will receive FREE
fries with coupon.

.__

Speaking at a gathering of
students and faculty members
during Pan American Days, a
spokesman of the U.S. State
Department said the Illegal
alien problem will not be solved until the U.S. and Mexico
undertake serious negotiations.
Victor Abeyta, principle of.
fleer of the U.S. consulate In
Nuevo Laredo, Mexico, spoke
on the "U.S. Immigration
Policy," describing It as a
"broad overview of our relations with Mexico."
The problem of the illegal
alien, according to Abeyta,
was not recognized as a problem until the Carter Administration, when Inflation
and unemployment became
prime concerns. Since then,
the U.S. has tried to solve this
problem with amnesty and allocation programs neither of
which has been successful.

-~--EIYCT____ _

"Come Try Our Delicious F i ~ o
. od"
Chicken Plates • Fish Plates
;
Shrimp • French Fries •
·
Onion Rings
·

•
•
•
•

Negotiations needed
to solve problem

Indenendent - Experienced - Efficient

SPOT BURGER

FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE
CALL ORDERS TO GO 383-9093
319 EAST CANO, EDINBURG

Let us not condemn those
who are trying to educate
themselves. Everyone should
have an opportunity to better
themselves It be on their own
or by receiving help.
I do not enjoy criticizing
you, but it sure is hard not to.
If what you demonstrated are
your best qualities, then you
have no hope. By the way
there Is no such thing as an
idiot trying to educate him/
herself, but there Is such a
thing as acting like one. To
make It clear I talk not of
myself but of people who
don't take lime to 1;>lan their
strategies, like you.
I am not suggesting you Join
the service, but I would like to
recommend that you not express yourself angrily, but be
reasonable. You'd be surprised how much you can ac•
complish. Mr. Uribe It does
not take a high IQ to be
reasonable, therefore It Is
within your reach.
Maybe It would be better to
encourage people to try and
do better instead of puUing the
rug from under their feet. By
the way I see your Initials are
P.A.U., how conlncidental.
Maybe it is a fictlcious name.?
Franco Carbajal

ELECTION COMMITTEE

i(

_;~

~
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BND's dredging permit expected June 1
By Ella de los Santo•
Eclltor'• note: In thle report, the BND dlecueeee
the project of dredging the Brownevllle ehlp channel In order to deepen the channel.
The Brownsvllle Navigatlon District (BND), located in
the turning basin at the Port of Brownsville, has submitted
to the Army Corps of Engineers, a proposal to deepen
the Brownsville ship channel fTom 36 feet to 55 feet fTom
the northernmost part of the jetties to half a mile Into the
turning basin. Thie half mile in the turning basin will be
deepened fTom 36 feel to 46 feet.
According to Ersel Lantz, of BND the estlmated cost at
this time ls $315 million.
" We should be hearing from the Corps of Engineers
soon about our permit," Lantz said "As soon as we get
the permit, then we can start work on the project. The
financing for the project will come from local industries
with some money from revenue bonds. The actual dredging will begin at the end of the year."
Lantz also said that the Brownsville Navigatlon District
has satisfied all the government agencies. The final en-

~-,

&
HAIRSTYLING
phone I« an appo!ntment
S20 E. UNIVERSITY
EDINBURG

available directly because of the deepening of the channel."
There will be 300 to 400 job openings when the project
begins and as many as 1,000 jobs avoilable when the
channel Is deepened because of the new plants that are
expected Jo open once the project Is finished. This Is Important to the Valley economy because the newly
established plants will pay local taxes "
According to Lantz, there are people who oppose the
project.
"We have received many letters, (each of which was
answered) and they were mostly form letters," he said.
"Out of the letters that we have received, three were fTom
Brownsville residents, one from Harlingen, one each
from Houston and Galveston, and the rest were from
people in the Weslaco, Edinburg and McAllen areas
"I believe that they are opposing the project because
they don't want the Valley to grow. The Valley will be
directly benfltted If we can get a refinery established at the
turning basin.
There will be no real air pollution or change In water
quality In the channel although some fishing areas will be

Vole's Drive Inn

BARBER

383-9012

vironmental Impact statement will be published next week
and Lantz said, the permit is expected to be Issued on
June 1
The BND will have to meet some restrictions that the
Corps of Engineers have set up. These restrictions in•
elude:
(1) maintaining historical shipwrecks that the BND might
come across during the dredging
(2) no leasing of mudflats
(3) replacing 14.5 acres of black Mangroves which wiU be
torn down In the process of the dredging and
(4) adding a rock blanket on the Inside of the jetties to
help stabilize them.
As for new Industry that might come lo the Valley
directly because of the deepening of the channel, Lantz
said that petroco, a petroleum company has assured the
BND that II will be expanding its present facilities at the
turning basin.
"The reason this Is all being done is to attract Industry to
the Valley," Lantz said "There will be lots of jobs

gone
"All-in-all there are more positive than negative aspects
in the bulk of the project."
Although PAU, PAU-8, and TSC do not graduate any
students with engineering degrees, Lantz believes that the
Job market for business majors will become better because
of the project.
At first, graduates of Valley schools were leasing the
Valley for better job opportunities. but now, they seem to
be staying. The Valley needs leadership, Lantz said, and
the college graduates should slay The reason they are
staying is due to better job and the project will help keep
the people here.

CHICKEN PLATE
ONLY $2.15
lncludes3 pieces of chicken, fries, bread,
tomatoes, onions, and Jalapeflos
720 North Closner (Corner of 281 & Schunlor) Edinburg, Texos
ORDERS TO GO WELCOMED
381-.9623

Hinojosa speaks today

ELECT
Esteban Trevifio

State Representative Juan

"Consumer Protection" today counseling as part of the Stuin the overflow room, actlvity dent Legal Seminar, sponperiod.
sored by PAUSA.

FOR DISTRICT CLERK

)
/
ant has worked in all
he county offices

•
•
•

9 Years As Adult Probation Officer
11 Years Working With Private Business
Attended Purdue University
B.A. Degree in Community Services • Pan American
University
Master's Degree in Counseling & Guidance. Pan
American University
Former P T A President
Participant in "Leadership McAllen Program"
Former President of Social Worker Student Association
Former Vice Pres., of Valley Probation & Parole
Association
Believes in expanding technological advancements In
administrative record keeping

POL AD. PD FOR BY CANOIDAT~,_ESTEIAN TREVINO
905 NYSSA - PH 11112°2110
McALLEN, TEXAS

Hinojosa will be the second

J. Hlno,osa w!ll speak on ~peaker to provide legal

Classified Ads
SURPLUS JEEPS $65, CARS
$89. TRUCK SlOO Simllor
· borgoins ovoiloble Call for your
directory on how lo purchose.
(602) 998-0575 Ext. 0502 Coll
Refundable,

KARATE INSTRUCTION
IN THE TANG SOO DO STYLE
OFFERED CHILDREN 8-1~
AFTER SCHOOL AND SATUR
DAY. ADULTS WE"EKDAY
EVf- ,, GS 6 7 p m $25 00
per/ month _Coll 686-5008 or go
by 701 N 15th. McAllen, osk for
Adolfo Pesquera

TEACH OVERSEAS1 All fields.
~u levels• Groduoting seniors ore
encouroged lo opply. For de101ls,
please send II self-oddressed,
stamped, long envelope to:
FRIENDS OF WORLD TEACHING. P O Box 1049. Son
Diego. CA 92112-1049
Need Cred11? Gel Viso Moster
Cord - No Credit Check1 Gur.,nleed1 Free de101ls' Send selfaddressed, Stomped envelope
-Credltline Box 334 DX, Rye,
NH 03870

Room Mate Needed lo shore
lorge 3 bedroom house directly
ocross from compus room ovoUoble moy lsl, has own bolh
$225.00 mon1h plus electricty
211 No Sugar Rd , ond Wesl
Kuhn Coll 383-0288
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Open 24 hours

Our Name Says It ALL!
Open 7 days a week

•

To put your
degree lo work as on
Officer m the Unlled
Stales Air Force lmmedlole openings In lhe
Molh. Science. engmeerfng, and Avfotlon
career oreos In some
cases
If you
have o strong Science
and Molh bockground
we con even send
you back to school to
pack up a second degree In Aeronoutlcol or
electrical Engineering.
Excellenl salary ond
beneflls this 1s lhe
coreer starter you've
been lool<ng for !!'
Conlocl:

CAPT BIU STEWART
SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS
(512) 671-3012
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• b Congressman
Alumn1• d.1recto.r ta k es new JO
opposes cuts
The director of the alumni
association has resigned effective April 29, according to Edward Mercer, vice president
for Institutional advancement.
Jerry Baldwin, will assume
director of development at

Lamar University May 16.
Initially, Baldwin was contacted by Lamar to do consulting work for their alumni
affairs and she was later offered the position.
"They came to me an<!_,

gosh y~. I was surprised,"
Baldwin said.
"I have had a warm affinity
for Lamar for many years as a
student, a faculty wife and as
an alumna," Baldwin said. "It
Is a very special privilege to
Join the staff of what I have
always considered "my"
school. It's good to be going
home."
She has worked with the
university for seven years as
curriculum coordinator for
CAMP and as alumni director
for three and a haH years
Baldwin started as a volunteer member of the association three years ago and
she has watched the program
grow since More than 713
alumni are part of the association.
"The Alumni AssOclatlon
opened up a whole new world
to me," Baldwin said. "I have
worked here for the past three
years and I feel the association
Is well established and a vital
part of the university. I can
only see good things from the
association In the future ,"
A native of Port Arthur,
Baldwin Is an alumna of Lamar. She also attended the
Universl of the Americas In ·

Puebla, Mexico, and graduated magna cum laude from
Pan Am.
She has recently been elected secretary of the Southwest
district of the International
professional association, the
Council for Advancement and
Support of Education. Other
professional memberships Include the Texas Association of
Women Administrators and
Counselors and the 1972
chairmanship of the assOclatlon of college alumni Directors of Texas.

For information writP: Pr-ac.- Corps.
P.0- Box 370, Unllns. TX 7)221 or call
toll frre:

Twenty-seven concerned
PAU students marched from
the campus to Congressman
Kika de la Garza's office to
show opposition against the
proposed Reagan administration education cuts.
Organized by Greg Trevino,
president of El Sol. the trek
began with a short short prayer service by Father Jeny
Frank at the chapel
The 14 mile walk began
shortly before 9 a.m. Marchers carried signs which read
"Fight for Ftnanclal Aid" and
"Save your Education "
A truck travelled along side
the marchers containing cool
water and a portable bathroom.
One marcher was so worried about the cuts that she left
her two children at home.
As the march hit the outskirts of McAllen, the PAU
students were joined by high
school students. The high
school students were fearful
1
,the financial aid cuts would af!fect them next year.
For safety purposes, the
McAllen Police Department
briefed the marchers upon
entering McAllen. The officers
told the students to walk very
1

I
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BIRTH CONTROL INFORMATION
ALL CALLS CONFIDENTIAL

Treasure Hills Womens'
Center
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COME ROARIIIC BACK WITH CUFFS IOTES
Cliffs Notes help you save time and earn better grades
by isolating key facts in literature assignments. They're
a fast and easy way to review for exams, too.
Over 200 Cliffs Notes titles available to help you
Available at:
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
UNIVERSITY AT 4th STREET
PAN AMERICAN UNIVERSITY
EDINBURG, TX 78539
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close to the side of the road.
Finally at 12:30 p .m., the
marchers reached their destination, La Posada, the offices
of Congressman de la Garza.
In minutes the Congressman
began shaking hands with the
crowd that had grown to 50
students.
"I am concerned as you
are, "de la Garza said. "The
Financial Aid program does
not need to be cut and it is my
guess that we (the government) need to tighten up on
the abuse."
The Congressman assured
the students he would continue to fight against the bill
because "young people are
the future of this country."
"I don't think it's fair that
students should get cut and
more money Is given for de
fense," said Valentin Moreno.
"It's senseless and I believe
education is Important."
"People shouldn't be afraid
to march," Ofelia de los Santos said .
"I feel like we did what we
set out to do, Kim Krause
said, who walked the entire
14 miles. "I'm very proud for
the people who partici ated."
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Corporate executi~es speak
at business conference today
Students and faculty, as
well as off-campus people,
will have the chance to hear
vice presidents from eight International corporations today
during the Management Planning and Strategy Conference.
The conference at the LRC
Media Theater begins at 8
a.m., with a coffee wtiich will
be followed by the Introduction to the conference by Dr.
Francis J. Brewerton, dean of
the School of Business Administration and Dr. Miguel A.
Nevarez, president.
"Developing and Implementing a Planning Strategy,"
the first topic to be discussed,
Melvin J. Hill, corporate vice
president for Gulf Oil Corp.
will be followed by Robert B.
Erskine, senior vice president
for Holiday Inns Inc.
After an hour break for
lunc_hL two speakers will con-
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tlnue with the topic, "Critical
Management and Planning lssues in Selected Industries,"
from 1:30 p.m., to 3 p .m.
The speakers are Mark L.
Rigg, vice presld.ent of the
Southland Corp. and Sam
Coats, vice president for
Braniff Airlines.
A 15-minute break will follow and from 3:15 p.m., to
4:30 p.m .. two executives In
will begin at 8:45 a.m., and
continue through 9 :35 a.m.,
William G. Sharwell, vice
president of the American
Telephone & Telegraph Co.
will speak.
A vice president for the International Business Machines
Corp. (IBM), Walton E. Bur•
dick, will speak from 9:45
a.m., to 1045 a.m., on "Human Resource Issues In the
1980s."
A 15-minute break will follow, then at 11 a .m., "Critical

Management and Planning lssues in Selected Industries"
will be discussed by two
speakers until 12:30 p.m.
international banking will
speak on "Strategic Issues and
Trends In Domestic and International Banking." Ann L.
McLeod, Is vice president of
International credit card services for Citibank and Bradley
F. Kerr is vice president of International operations for
Chase Manhattan Bank.
Later that evening at a reception and dinner in conjunction with the conference,
Dr. Paul Wrotenbery, director
of budget and planning for
Gov. Clements will speak on
"New Long Terrn Planning Initiatives in Texas State
Government." He will present
the results of the Texas 2000
al the invitation-only event.

UCPC sponsors rape seminar
Representatives from MuJeres Unidas will be present to
provide information and show
films.

UCPC will be sponsoring a
rape seminar April 28 on the
3rd floor of the women's dorm
from 7 p.m. - 10 p .m.

Summer cards
due May 12

Students, who are enrolled
this semester, must have a
summer card pulled at the Of.
fice of Admissions and Records to receive a registration
and 28 at 2:30 p .m. and 8 packet for the summer sesp.m. on both days at the LRC sion(s). according to Linda
Media Theatre.
Renner, assistant director of
that office.
The student's name and soThe Pan American Music cial security number Is all that
Department and University is needed for a summer card
Center Program Council is to be pulled. The deadllne Is
May 12.
sponsoring Ricardo Visus,
Those students who were
tenor, In concert April 24,
not
enrolled this semester
1982 at 8 p.m. In the Fine Arts
must file a new application for
Auditorium.
admission. An application
may be obtained from the Of.
flee of Admission and Records
Monday through Friday betStudents will have the op- ween 8 a.m. and 5 p .m.
The office is located in the
portunity to learn more about
the Viet Nam War next week Student Services Building.
in SB Auditorium II by wat- (Old Library), Room 108. Apching the movie "Hearts and plications may also be obtainMinds." The doucumentary ed by mall or phone. The
will be shown April 29 at 1 deadline for applying is April
30.
p.m. and 7:30 p.m.

'The Rose' to be shown
The Academy Awardwinning motion picture "The
Rose" will be shown April 27

Car wash
Saturday

Tenor to sing

The Phi Kappa Tau Fraternity will sponsor a car wash
Saturday at the Pizza Hut on
the corner of University and
Sugar Road from 10 a .M.-5
p.m.

IK's slate dance Documentary
scheduled

The Intercollegiate Knights
will present the group "Romance" April 29 at the Science Circle during activity
period.
Food and refreshments will
be sold.

Country Western Dance

with
Texas Tradition Band

sponsored by
Alpha Phi Omega

April 30, 1982

Ballroom

Favorite Beverages will be sold
$4.00 Door
$3.00 pre-sale
FOR INFORMATION & TICKETS,
CONTACT ANY APO MEMBER OR
CALL 381-2517

------

/l(ean

Power
Theres only one thing you can do when you get
Homitos. Give in. Because when you get Sauza Homitos
Tequila, you get the taste of 100% Agave. That means
its the real thing. So the only way to appreciate a
tequila this good is to drink it the traditional waystraight up with lemon or lime and salt.
So sidle up to a bar and say whats on your mind.
You won't believe how fast you'll get Homitos.
Chances are you'll want to remember the first time
you got Homitos. And heres the T-shirt that will help
you do it. Sama Bornitos Tequila.

r-------------- ·------------ I

1 I love the taste of Souza Hornitos. I love your T-shirt, too. It seems
I to reflect my state of mind. So heres my five bucks. Please hurry
'...J!ll---'--and send me the T-shirt, since I'm extremely Homitos.

Os

OM

Name

OL

I

□ XL

I
I
I

!Ploaael"U>ll

I

Address
City/State/Zip

,~,....

Mail check or money order payable to:
Sauza Tequila T-shirt Offer. Dept. C
PO. Box 2736, Grand Central Station
New York. N.Y 10017

T-sluniswlu!ev:1lhgroontnmandgmenandyellowlet1enng Thebockreods.1hke11the

IIIIIIIIU•

Tequ,la, 80 Prool Sole US lml)()l1er Nal!ONI Olshllers Products Co • New Yor~. NY

I
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I
I

e ~ ' i : " ~ ~ g e handhng and

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - I L __ - - - - __ - - -- -- - - - - - - - -_____ j

I
I
1
1

I
I

I
I

Mickey's
Malt Liquor

When 1ust
• a beer 1sn
• ,I enough
< 1980 G HEILEMAN BREWING COMPANY INC , LA CROSSE W•SCONSIN AND OTHER CITIES
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Broncs win three out.of four
against NTSU's Mean Green

SPOITTS
Baseball season schedule
comes to a close
Just 11 baseball games remain on tap for Pan American's schedule, but the University of Houston, ranked
No. 2 nationally, has contacted Pan Am about the possibility of adding another
doubleheader.
The Broncs have five home

Edinburg, Texas

games left which are against
Lubbock Christian on May 7,
8 and 9.
The road games include
two at Lamar and four at the
University of New Orleans.
Additional games against
the Houston Cougars have
not been confirmed yet.

The Broncs evened their
season record at 24-24 this
past weekend by sweeping a
pair Friday night 8-7 and 10-1
and splitting a pair Saturday
night 2-0 and 9-4 against
North Texas State University.
Previously, NTSIJ had lost
their last 10 outings against
the Broncs before breaking
their losing streak by scoring
the 2-0 win in 10 Innings of
the first game of the doubleheader Saturday night.
Pitcher Mike Collins was the
winning pitcher for the Mean
Green.
Bronc Rafael Barbosa slammed his third homer of the
season and Dave Kasprzynski

pitched a 10- hitter.
NTSU chalked up the win
with a sacrifice fly by Craig
Cox and an Infield single by
Keith Boydston In the tenth.
In the second game of the
doubleheader the Broncs got
their act together to call off the
Mean Green celebration.
Lonnell Booth tripled and
singled, while Blppert and
Barbosa each had two hits.
The Broncs opened the
series Friday night falling
behind the Mean Green 7-1
before Bronc Kevin Nevarez
let one rip over the screen In
the sixth to cut NTSU's lead to
7-5.
The Broncs beg~n their

cond and then scored on a hit
by Gilbert Trevino.
The winning run came from
Kild Beltran on an infield
single by Bobby WIiiiams.

winning really when Eric Martinez sent the game into an extra Inning when he walked to
lead off the seventh. Pinchrunner Mike Gamer stole se-

Spring tennis classic
slated May 14-16
The second annual Spring
Tennis Classic, held to benefit
the Pan American tennis program and sponsored by Kent
Biel Buick, Discount Sports
and KRIO Radio, will be held
May 14-15-16.
Pan Am Tennis Coach Mickey White will direct the tournament, which is open to all
tennis players.
"This will be an 'everyone a
winner' tournament, because
all participants will receive a
T-shirt from Kent Biel and Discount Sports," White said.
Entry deadline Is Wednes-

day, May 12. Entry forms can
be picked up at Kent Biel
Buick, Discount Sports and
KRIO Radio, all in McAllen,
or at the Pan American athletlc department.
The champions and runners-up all will receive
trophies. There are 21 divlsions, 10 singles and 11
doubles.
Women's matches will be
held at The Racquet Club,
McAllen. All other events will
be played at Orville I. Cox
Tennis Stadium on the campus.

___ _________
.....,

DAVID ESTRADA

Uecatilaal CNter

• 1lewelry
and Watch

• Gift

Wr1ppin1
• Enar1vin1
- . ·_,·

Sf'(CIAllm SINCE 11311 .

ltepairs

.................................... -...
.

. TUT l'IO'AUYION

.-

3800 N. 23rd · McAllen · 831-2981
11817 N. Central • Dall■•• TX 7!ii~•~

......

~ ~-

--

- -

Course
avallable yHr
round.
Call tor further
Information.

J

--

I wish to remember the untimely
departure of a dear friend David
Estrada who died on Saturday
April 10, 1982 in a ghastly motor
accident at Harlingen. It's too bad
that the ugly death couldn't let
you see your graduation this
August.
MAY YOUR SOUL REST IN
PERFECT PEACE
Sign: Blessing Nnabuife

Polaris

Rally X

Xenon

Star Castle

Qui

Sea Wolf

uonkey Kong

EL CENTRO MALL
VIDEO ARCADE

3orf

COUPONS ALSO GOOD AT ONE-STOP ON NORTH AND SOUTH 10TH

Scramble
V~nture
Centipede

r----~---------,
1
k!!s

·~::t:!; :~~

I

I

Name

:

Address

I

________

I

_ _ _ _ _ __

:

Battle Zone

l

Phoenix

I
Tuesday, April 20
I
I
Good for 3 Tokens
I
Name
- ~ - - - - -II
II
I
Address
_ __
I
I
City _ ___ _ _ _
I
.,.. ____ I
II _________
ONE PER CUSTOMER

Plealdes

L- --·
City

I

Space Enco1m-..e.-

Space lattes

-

--- . - - -

------~---------· I
-:0Nr PER !,;_IJ_STO_M_J]I _

-

·r-...;...:.. ..... ____ .... ~_.:..;i
I
I
I
I
I

Monday, April 19
Good for 3 Tokens
Name

Address

City

·---

_____
ONE PER c.w,roMER

I
I
I

Space Zap
Pinball

t-----------------:

I
EL CENTRO MALL
Jackson Road
Pharr - McAllen

___

Space Panic
:

Wednesday April 21
<.,ood for 3 Tokens

Name
Address

_
_

.._, ________
City

Galaxlan
Trlpool

25 Tokens for $5
All Games .1 Token
Win A T-Shirt With A High Scon:

I
I
I

I
I
I

_____ _ _

._.
ONE PER CUSTOMER

Crazy Climber
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Broncs
•
sign
recruits
Coach Lon Kruger has signed three promising basketball
players. all of them solid
scorers and good students
with B averages, to national
letters of Intent that they will
play for Pan American next
season.
They are 6-4 Cary Doehring, 6-0 Eric Hoskins and 6-6
James Ward. All are from the
Midwest originally, but Doehring played for Lee Junior College In Baytown, Tex
"That's a good start (on
recruiting) and we're going to
sign some more," Coach
Kruger said. He became the
new Bronc head basketball
coach on April 6. The national signing date for NCAA
Division I letters of intent
came April 14. However,
more players can sign after
that date.
Ward. the tallest new
Bronc, averaged 12 points
and 11 rebounds for State Fair
Community College In Sedalia, Mo. He also sank 51 per
cent of his field-goal attempts.
Ward is from Kansas City,
Mo.
Hoskins averaged 27
points, seven rebounds and
five assists for Winnetonka
High in Kansas City, Mo. He
earned All-Metro and AllState honors.
Doehring averaged 16
points, seven rebounds and
five assists for Baytown Lee
JC, for which he played both
guard and forward. He was
chosen as a JC All-District
player.
The three recruits who have
already signed letters of Intent
to play for the Broncs next
season are all atop players
commented Kruger.
For next year's team Kruger
will also be looking at
freshman players, he added.
Looking at the prospect of
returning any of this year's
players, Kruger said that he
hasn't seen them play yet, but
will look at previous game
fllms.

t.,;i

~
~~ii-

WHITE FLOUR

PATOS

APRIL SPECIAL
Big Special Plate
2 big PATOS of same kind
nee. beans S l. 98

For faster service call in order

.,

Edinburg 383-0725
Across from Pan Am.
Eat at El Pato
VALLEY WIDE
2 locations, McAllen. Mission
Harlingen & Brownsville

You can't train somebody to
be a hero. And the Army Guard
people on this page would be
the last to label themselves that.
But it was Army Guard people like these who helped sweep
a six-year-old boy out of the path
of a killer flood last summer. And
it's Army Guard people like these
working in their own communities, who have helped their
neighbors and friends survive
ev~rything from floods to blizzards to tornadoes.
Put Army Guard people in

situations like those and they
perform at their flat-out best.
In the Army Guard, you're
ready to meet any kind of challenge head-on. The training is
geared to develop important
hwnan skills that work hand-inglove with military readiness.
You1ljoin your friends and
neighbors who train at home.
But it won't just happen.
You've got to do something first.
Call us right now. It's toll-free
and won't cost you a penny. The
number is 800638-7 600.* Or

see your Army Guard recruiter.
He has the whole story. Ask about
the benefits that can last a lifetime and the money you11 earn.
Then get on the Guard team.
And be your best.
•In Hawaii: 737-5225; Puerto Rico, 723-4550; Virgin
Islands (St Croix): 773-6438; Maryland: 728-3388;
in Alaska consult local phone directoiy.

•===:
NATIONAL

GUARD
TheGuardis
America at its best.

Professors unionize, oppose policy
By H oracio Gonzalez

A teachers' union has been
constituted as a result of the
adoption by the Board of Regents of a controversial cosponsorship policy, according
to Dr. James Aldridge, local
union president.
Pan American United Faculty is the new guild of the
Texas United Faculty (TUF)
formed at the heels of the recent passage by the Board on
a policy which prevents the
University from co-sponsoring
any program or activity with
any politically partisan group.
Aldridge, assistant professor in behavioral science, was
elected to head the 25-member PAU guild three weeks
ago. TUF is the higher educa-

tion unit of Texas Federation
of Teachers (TFT). the state
component of the American
Federation of Teachers (AFT)
which is affiliated across the
country with the AFL-CIO.
To be a guild, a minimum
of 10 members is needed as
required by TUF. Four members from the School of
Humanities began forming the
guild last spring, while
Aldridge joined in December.
However, with the adoption
of the policy in March and In•
action by the Board on resolutions concerning the policy,
the membership has since
grown its present size of 25,
he said.
In Marc h , the p olicy
brought immediate opposition
from several constituents on

campus, and TUF maintains
that opposition.
"I'm extremely unhappy
with it," Aldridge said. "What
it does, It keeps us from offerIng anything except classroom
instruction."
According to Aldridge, the
policy is a direct attack on the
University's programs.
"The way it is written," he
said. "It prohibits us from
sponsoring any organization
that supports candidates and
political positions."
The main problem he said,
Is that the rule doesn't focus
on the nature of ltle program,
but on the group sponsoring
the activity.
Aldridge said TUF is willing
to meet and discuss the situation.

"We are not looking for a
fight, but we are protecting the
academic nature of the uni-•
versity," he said. "This (the
policy) is something you
would not find at another
respectable university."
One of the departments
most affected by the policy is
the political science department, according to Jerry
Polinard, head of that department. A letter asking for
reconsideration of the policy
was sent to the Board on
March 4.
Polinard said he was disappointed that the Regents'
chairman (Ricardo Hinojosa)
has not responded to the letter
sent by him. He also said, he
feels "the policy was Initially
developed in response to two

programs the political science
department co-sponsored."
Those programs were a
forum on first amendment
freedom held In November In
McAllen and a voter education conference In February
held on campus.
According to Polinard, a
lengthy conversation by
telephone with Hinojosa
followed concerning the
forum .and the department's
co-sponsorship with McAllen
Organized for Public Service
(MOPS).
The voter education conference was co-sponsored
with the Hidalgo County
Women's political Caucus.
According to Polinard, when
Hinojosa was invited to speak
at the conference he "got

upset." Hinojosa declined the
invitation.
Afterwards, Polinard said,
Hinojosa told the administra·
tion he wanted a policy on cosponsorship by the next Board
meeting.
According to Hinojosa, he
first received a request for a
co-sponsorship policy from
the adminis!Jation following
the conference. He denied
allegations that he redrafted
the original policy submitted
by the deans to change the
focus from the program to the
group.
University attorney Scott
Chafin said the university
received a request for a cosponsorship policy statement
see Union page 5
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Barbosa, Martinez
head publications

New edltors--Anna Marta Martinez and Sandra Barbosa h.ave bee n named
editors of The Pan American and El Bronco respective staffs by th.e seve n·
member Publications Committee.

Alvirez speaks
in dining room
Interviews with candidates
for vice president for academic affairs remain continuing through May 14 .
Dr. David Alvirez, dean of
the School of Social Sciences,
will be Interviewed today during activity period at the UC
large dining room.
Presently dean of the
School of Social Sciences at
Pan American University, he
received his doctorate In
sociology from the University
of Texas, Austin. Admln!s·
tratively, he has served as

dean (1977-present) and
department head (1973-77)
at PAU. He was also field
director of the Populations
Research Center, University
of Texas, Austin (1968-71) .
Academically a full prfoessor
since 1977 he has taught since
1971.
Alvirez has various publications to his credit.
Dr. Clifford Stewart, dean
of academic affairs at Adelphi
University, New York, will be
interviewed May 6 at 10:30
see V -P's page 4

Summer schedule next week
The Summer Class Schedule will appear In the last

issue of the Pan American
next week according lo the
Register's Office.

Two women have been
chosen editors of The Pan
American and El Bronco
for next year.
Anna Marla Martinez will
head the student newspaper
and Sandra Barbosa will edit
the yearbook for the second
year in the row.
Barbosa and Martinez were
recommended by the Publications Committee' Monday
after interviewing the one candidate for yearbook editor and
three
applicants
for
newspaper editor.
"I am delighted to have
Sandra back as editor of the
yearbook for one more year,"
Dr. Giberto de los Santos,
dean of students and instructional services, said. "Her experience last year and this
year will Increase her effectiveness this next year. She
has already proven an able

and talented editor."
Barbosa said with one year
of experience behind her, she
feels confident about the coming yearbook.
" I am very proud to be
chosen editor for the second
year," Barbosa said. "I plan to
follow some basic lines with
more new improvements."
Barbosa. 21 year-old, is
from Weslaco and majoring in
English.
De los Santos said Martinez
certainly had the qualifications
and experience to do a good
job as The Pan American
editor.
"She appears to have a
sound philosophy, supplemented with high initiative
and determinated," de los
Santos said. "She has also
proven record of high quality
work In both the El Bronco
and The Pan American.

In the fall semesler,".Marlinez lived in Adak, Alaska.
She called that stay in Alaska
a good learning experience
because it allowed her to grow
and mature.
"I am really looking forward
to an exciting opinion editoral
page," Martinez said. "There
1s a lot of news on this on and
off campus. We need to expand our coverage off campus
because students do have
other Interests beyond the
campus."
Martinez, 20 years-old, is
from McAllen and majoring in
communications.
Student publications adviser Joyce Prock said she was
looking forward to working
with the new editors next
year.
"We have had a very prose e Editors page 3

Students honored at convocation

"One must have the abilities ciation, If not a love, for lifeto analyze, synthesize and long learning," Nevarez said.
determine values so that one "I think the parents, especialcan build upon the past In a ly, appreciate the value of
way that makes life better from 'education because many have
someone down the road," worked so hard to provide if
President Miguel Nevarez said for their children."
Nevarez stated substantial
at the third annual Awards
and Recognition Convocation progress had been made In
planning the University ColSunday.
Speaking before 300 par- lege model with implementaents and award recipients, tion in September 1983.
The curriculum of the UniNevarez expressed the need
for a liberal arts education versity coUege would be liberal
because it Is based on the arts-based. After each student
traditional fields of intellectual has completed the basic requirements, he Is than able to
study.
He said that education Is !Jansfer into one of the other
more than learning a job skill schools within the University
and also more than learning
The progress would be
how to read and write. Stu- closely monitored and those
dents must have an under- who do not make the necesstanding of the past and what sary grade would be referred
has gone on before them and to the LAC, according to
what has been thought before. Nevarez.
In addition, Nevarez said
"One must have an appre-

the University model allows
Pan Am maintain an open admissions policy and raise the
academic standards.
"lf we were to impose strict
entrance requirements to Pan
American University we would
close the doors to many
young people in the Valley
who want and need a' college
education," Nevarez said.
"On the other hand, if we do
not try our utmost to improve
the quality of education at Pan
American, we do students like
you a disservice."
Nevarez congratulated not
only the honorees, but the
parents because he said they
have made just as much a sa·
criflce as the students.
After a round of applause
for the parents, Nevarez added that the celebration was
also for the teachers and
members of the community

because of their work with the
University.
"I think they the (students)
will use their education to
more than get a Job," Nevarez
said. "I think they, too, will
help make life better for 5ome
one down the road."
Among the students receiving awards were: Cathy Davis. McAllen; Ofelia de los
Santos, La Joya; and Dolores
Yvonne Rodriguez, Edinburg;
dean's outstanding service
awards. School of Social
Sciences.
Frances Dube, Edinburg:
Michael Ray Gomez, McAllen; and Patricia Hughes, Edcouch; dean's outstanding
service awards, School of
Science and Mathematics.
Georgia Loidl, McAllen;
Mark Roberts, Edinburg: and
Thomas Ray Supak, Edinsee Awards page 9
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On the
Lighter
Side
Making a comparison
Beauty contestants and politicians have a lot in common in that what you see is not what you get and, for the
losers, hot cross buns is more of a description than a
meal.
. Both, it Is said, must take background courses in unfulfilled promises and do undercover practicum in a linen
department. All have good teeth and exceptionally strong
smile muscles or, use spray starch on their faces while
campaigning.
Neither is given to serious consideration they deserve
as congress and current commercials strongly indicate.
Neither is given credit for keeping unemployment lines
free of dentists, journalists and statisticians.
Hugh Huff'n'puff of "Skin is In" magazine would not be
able to publish or sell his masterpiece without the heartwarming Interviews of politicians and others who have
lusted In their hearts while viewing his centerfolds. Hugh's
journalistic staff also trains politicians in how not to drool
or leer while judging beauty pageants or campaigning on
college campuses. They also teach pageant entrants how
to show their best side, outside and inside to gain the
most points in any contest.
And dentists, those pain pushing patriots of porcelain,
would not be able to retire after one successful spring
season. They would probably end up polishing potties
and trying to explain that toilets don't really have a sinus
problem - they just sound that way.
Statisticians, who can usually be found at the stadium
caressing the scoreboard, would be left to count their toes
if there were no political races or pageants to decide.
Statistics, It must be remembered, play a vital role In any
beauty contest where not only physical measurements are
compared, but bounce and jiggle sets must be computed.
Politicians could not survive without constant surveys
and polls (which are Indeed In Europe and under Communist control) or measures of popularity, votes and
funds.
Social and political scientists, too, would be left speechless (a rare happening Indeed) were it not for the
great American skin and grin events.
So while spring has sprung and skin Is In and candidates all wear a grin, participate, appreciate and care.

Ted Frazier

Letters to the Editor
Letter to the Editor,
In response to Samuel
Freeman ln his criticism of
ROTC tra.inlng I can agree
with only one thing-- that war
is a terrible waste of human
lives and property. I dislike the
idea of war as much as he
does.
While I do not support the
ROTC program at PAU, I was
a member In the Corps of
Cadets at Texas A&M for two
yeas. This Is a very Intense
program where the cadet
learns many things besides
how to be a war machine. :The
objective Is to offer a sound
collegiate education In both
mind and body under a strict
military discipline. This
discipline enables students to
achieve two educations. One
provides the information,
while the other teaches the
student how to use this information.

ROTC stresses organization, which can be applied to
all facets of the real world.
While I have never fought
in war, I am proud to be an
American and am willing to
give my life for our country.
You say, "there Is nothing
sweet or fitting In dying for
your country. You will die like
a dog for no good reason."
Our forefathers gave their
lives so that we may have a
better life.
You may not see anything
fitting in what they did for us, I
do. You may not appreciate
what they did for you, but I
appreciate what you did for
me.
You say that we were not
threatened in Vietnam and
are not threatened In El
Salvador and "Our primary
threats are from a war
machine that wants to turn
you Into a cannon fodder"

Kathy Rankin
Catalog Ubrarlan

Kevin Burandt
Kurk Nielsen
Clan aof '83
To the Editor:
In response to Mr. Freeman's
letter --BRAVO!! very well
written! Reading It reminded
me of the following poem I
found in a magazine:
When he was five, his mother
bought him a toy cannon.
And he played war with his
friends. His father was proud
of his war efforts.

Library Notes
Hidden away on the third floor of the LRC on the north
side Is much useful material. I say "hidden' because the
casual observer only sees a number of ftle cabinets and
small boxes. This is the material on microfiche or microfilm which is located In the Microforms Department.
Some of these collections are the "Official Documents
of the Organization of American States, which includes
Information on the countries of Latin American; newspapers such as the "New York Times," the "Wall Street
Journal," and the "Houston Post" on microfilm; "CBS
News on Microfiche," which Include transcripts of CBS
news pcograms such as "60 Minutes" and "Face the Nation"; and "Newsbank", which Is a collection of
newspaper articles covering various subject areas and
review of the arts.
The LRC also owns census record on microfilm. These
include the Texas census records from 1850 to 1880 for
selected counties, statistics from the United States Census
for 1790 through 1970 (some 1980 census figures are
now available In booklet form at the Reference Desk), and
the "International Population Census: Mexico, Latin
America and the Caribbean" for the period 1895 through
1960.
Some other materials available In mlcroform Include
"Phoneflche", a collection of telephone books on
microfiche (Including some phone books not available In
paper form In the Reference room); a collection of U.S.
and foreign college catalogs on microfiche (we only have
a Texas college catalog In paperback form); Corporate
Mlcrofile, a collection of annual reports of various companies, and the "Human Area Resources File," (HRAF),
which provides detailed Information on world cultures
and customs.
These are only a few examples of materials we own In
mlaoform. The card catalog and various Indexes In the
Reference Room will lead you to others.

(whatever a fodder Is) "in
some God-forsaken war and a
president that wants to tum it
loose in El Salvador."
I do not believe that President Reagan wants to lead us
"war machines" into was just
for the sake of having a war.
Maybe administrations are
sadistic S.O.B.'s looking for a
thrill.
I still think a President's
prmlary concern is for the
people, after all we put him
there.

When he was six, he broke
the toy cannon, And cried in
his room all day. His father
told him big boys don't cry, So
he choked back the tears and
went on with life.

The LRC will extend its hours during the Final exam
period to allow students longer hours to study. The hours
will be as follows:
Saturday, May 8
Sunday, May 9
Monday, May 10
Tuesday, May 11
Wednesday, May 12

9 p.m. 10 p.m.
2 p.m. 12 p.m.
7:45 p.m. to 12 p.m.
7:45 p.m. 12 p.m.
7:45 p.m. 12 p.m.

The LRC will open for studying "only" during these extended hours. Regular services (Circulation, Reserves,
Microforms and the Periodicals check-out desk) will close
at the normal hours --6 p.m. Saturday, 10 p.m. Sunday
and 11 p.m. Monday thru Wednesday.

'Cinco de Mayo' celebration Tuesday
PAU will celebrate the
~0noo de Mayo" Tuesday during
activity period al the UC circle.
The celebration Is the 120
anniversary of the Puebla Battle in Mexico and has been a National Memorial Day since 1862.

Every year thousands of
Mexican students pay homage at
the Zaragoza monument in Mexico.
Banks and governmental institutions In Mexico will dose and
classes will be dismissed.

When he was ten, his mother
bought his a machine gun
That sounded just like the real
ones. All his friends had guns,

and they played war in the
backyard Under the watchful
eyes of their proud parents.
When he was thirteen, his
father told him To throw away
the machine gun, Because big
boys don't play with guns. He
wanted to cry, but remembered What his father has told
him when he was young.
When he was eighteen, Uncle
Sam bought him a rifle, And
sent him off to war. So he
went to war, wondering about
What his father had told him
when he was young. ·
When his parents got the letter, His father cried.
- Ron Maclean
Too bad viewing tile film
"Hearts and Minds" and
reading Johnny Got HI•
Gun by Dalton Trumbo aren't
prerequisites to Joining the
military or signing up for a
ROTC class' -I bet a lot of kids
would think twice before doIng so. This film should be
seen by, and the book read to
all of our leaders in Washington and leaders elsewhere.
To quote a Jewish proverb,
"The Soldiers Fight, and the
kings are heroes."
• After viewing and/or reading,

Elisa de la Cruz
see Letters page 3
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Editorial

Candidates do not
appear on campus
By Oscar Garza
Election time is here, but many of the candidates locally
and state-wide have refused to include students in the
process.
There have been no debates on campus, no Informal
meetings In the U.C. circle where students could gather
and listen. It has been relatively quiet during election
time.
There are many interesting local races taking place, but
the candidates have neglected to talk with the students.
Yes, the locals have placed campaign posters and
literature on the pillars, but that is not enough to draw Interest in the election process.
Although Pan Am Is a commuter school, many
students do not have the opportunity to watch television
or even listen to the radio. We are being forced to vote for
candidates by the pictures on the posters or billboars and
without even questioning them about specific issues.
Having candidates appear in small lecture rooms
around the campus with no publicity is foolish and lacks
student planning for the past few weeks, the UC circle has
been empty during the activity period. The university is
supposed to create some type of stimulating thought.
The lack of candidates on campus could be the result of
the recent Board of Regents co-sponsorship policy. The
new policy has foced student organizations to sponsor
speakers on campus with University department being
unable to do so. This for sure has kept many candidates
off campus because student organizations have not had to
the time with finals coming In two weeks.
Even with that restriction, 5,000 registered student
voters on campus would surely sway one candidate from
winning or losing.
Even with the student newspaper being allowed to sell
political advertising, only a few candidates have decided
to advertise with us. One candidate who wanted to advertise last year in an off year election has refused to advertise this year
Therefore, candidates, don't expect a big student voter
turnout. Each candidate has expressed a need for the student vote, but because of thelr lack of attendance on campus, students will be hampered in choosing the best candidate.

Letter to the Editor
PAU is known as a commuter college, a college where
the majority of students live
off campus and commute to
school. Many of these commuting students work as well,
and It's time that Pan Am gave
assistance to this vast majority
of students by not forcing
them to endure, every Tuesday and Thursday, an "Activity Period" that more often
than not is spent in idling
away time before the next
class.
Why should the many workIng students at PAU (and most
of the non-working students)
be forced to sit through an
hour until their next class so
that so-called "active"
students can fraternize? Most
students prefer to take morning classes and be done with
it, yet with Activity Period
looming up at prime time
every Tuesday and Thursday morning, it's nearly impossible to take a full load of
classes and be home or at
work before one o'clock.
Activity Period seems to be
an effort to force students to
be active, perhaps an attempt
to alleviate PAU's notorious
apathy. But what other university, even a university
known fo'f its active student

A&I is "the most complete
university in South Texas."
We take Issue with that claim
because the concept of a
"complete university" ls not
capable of any recognized or
reasonable definition. More
importantly, however, such a

body (and we're talking about Rick Arriola
big names here--UT, SMU, Mary Ann Eklund
TCU), has an activity period? Armando Rodriguez
Extra-curricular describes Laura Raders
something not included In the
regular curriculum. and so Editor's note: This letter Is
extra-curricular clubs and being sent to the chairman
organizations should be forced of the Texas A&I Unlvenlto schedule their meetings ty Board of Regents after
outside of class time--and viewing a commercial
10:30 a.m.-11:30 a.m. is, about the educational opportunities at A&I Univerafter all, prime class time.
Let's face lt--Activlty Period sity.
is nothing If not reminiscent of
recess, and with PAU already Mr. Ricardo Gutierrez
being called a "big high Chairman, Board of Regents
school," it's foolish to resort to Texas A&l University
elementary school practices. Kingsville, Texas 78363
No one is denying the importance of social activities, but as Dear Richard:
at any other university, these
activities should occur at the
In recent months, Texas
convenience of the individual A&I University has run televisclubs--not at the Inconve- ed promotions here in the Rio
nience of the majority of Grande Valley, and, I undersstudents. It's time to quit play- tand, In San Antonio as well.
ing. Pan Am ls, above all, an While we certainly have no
Institution of learning, and it objection to Texas A&l's efmust recognize this fact and forts t recruit students, either
do away with play-time per- here in the Valley or elseiod.
where, concern has been expressed over some of the
Signed,
claims made In the promoMembers of the Editorial tions which we believe are inWriting class
tended to reflect negatively on
Jane Kruger-Smith
Pan American.
Adele Newman
Specifically, the promotions
Pedro Torres
make the claim that Texas
Betto Ramirez

claim serves only to create an
unhealthy competitive atmosphere where competition
ought not to exist. We believe
all universities should
endeavor to recruit students
on institutional merits and not
by casting aspersions on other
universities.
While perhaps no affront to
Pan American was intended,
the televising of A&l's promotion has been perceived in that
light. We respectfully request,
therefore, that television promotions on behalf of Texas
A&I concentrate on the positive attractions of Texas A&I.
and omit the kind of competitive statement that seems
directed at other institutions.
Sincerely,

Ricardo H. Hinojosa
Chairman, Board of
Regents
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- - - - - - - -Editors - - - - - - - - ductive year and we will start
imm~d!ately planning for next
year," Prock said. "I was
especially pleased that the
follow up action on the committee's recommendation was
taken as soon as It was.''
The members of the

Publications Committee are
Dr. Marian Monta. Dr. Bill Arnold, William Shockley, Dr.
Jerry Pulley, Dr. Jerre Gratz,
chairman; Kim Krause and
Mary Moreno. Exoficio
members are Tony Vela, de
los Santos and Prock.

KARATE INSTRUCTION
IN THE TANG SOO DO STYLE
OFFERED. CHILDREN 8-12
AFTER SCHOOL AND SATURDAY . ADULTS WEEKDAY
EVENINGS 6-7 p m. $25 00
per/ month. Call 686-5008 or go
by 701 N 15th. McAllen. ask for
Adolfo Pesquera
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Classified Ads
SURPLUS JEEPS $65, CARS
$89, TRUCK $100 Similar
bargains available. Call for your
directory on how to purchase.
(602) 998-0575 Ext. 0502 Call
Reiundable,

~Jpeg.a **

TEACH OVERSEAS! All fields,
all levels' Graduating seniors are
encouraged to apply For details,
please send a self-addressed.
stamped, long envelope to:
FRIENDS OF WORLD TEACH·
ING. P O Box 1049, San
Diego, CA 92112·1049
Need Credit? Get Visa - Master
No Credit Check! GuCard
ranteed! Free details' Send self.
addressed. Stamped envelope
-Credltline, Box 334 •DX. Rye.
NH 03870
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SPOT BURGER
"Come Try Our Delicious F<~ood"
.
Chicken Plates • Fish Plates
Shrimp • French Fries •
Onion Rings

·

FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE
CALL ORDERS TO GO 383-9093
319 EAST CANO. EDINBURG
With th<' purchase of hamburger

you will rece/1•e FREE
fries "'"h coupon

OFFER EXPIRES MAY 5, 1982
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Annual Evening of Dance slated
Aoout 400 dance students
will participate in "An Evening
of Dance" at 7:30 p.m. Mon-

education and recreation.
The PAU Jaz.z Dancers, directed by Rhonda Johnson,

dances of Mexico to tradt1onal
folkloric music as choreographed by instructors Frank

day, May 3, in the Pan American University fieldhouse.
Various styles of dance-modern jaz.z. folk, square and

will perform such numbers as
Walter Murphy's "Uptown
Serenade" and "This Will Be"

Alvarez Munoz and Mary Garza Munoz.
Tickets are $1 general ad-

by Natalie Cole.
Also featured will be the
PAU Folkloric Dancers di-

mission. and may be purchas- •----■
ed at the door or from any
dance student or by contac-

rected by Dr. Amilda Thomas.
They will perform regional

ting the department of HPER
at 381-3501

folkloric--will be presented by
students enrolled in dance
classes at PAU. The program
will be sponsored by the
department of health. physical

■ CAN
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Dandng-Mo,e than 400 ,tudents wlll participate tn the annual Evening of
Dance Monday In the Fieldhouse. Music will range from country-western to
jazz. The Jazz Dancers and the Folkloric Dancers wlll also perform In the
show.

By Randy Klutts
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UNIVERSITY
BOOKSTORE
BEGINNING WEDNESDAY, MAY 5TH
THRU FRIDAY, MAY 28TH

*
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HOURS - 7:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

*
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(OPEN THURSDAY, MAY 13TH UNTIL 7:00 p.m.
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OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
OWNED AND OPERATED BY

*
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PAN AMERICAN UNIVERSITY
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* • BRING YOUR STUDENT 1.0. • *
! UNIVERSITY AT 4TH STREET !
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Twenty Pan Am students
participated as victims in a
mock "Code D" disaster drill
at Edinburg General Hospital
last week to test the hospital's
ability to cope with a major
disaster.
The scenario for the imaginary disaster was a headon collison of a school bus
with an oncoming train. The
bus overturned, killing the
driver immediately and starting a fire at the rear of !he
bus. The injured students
were to be taken to Edinburg
General for treatment.
The students, recruited
from Dr. Marian Monla's
Communications 1300 class,
were made up with simulated
cuts, bruises, lacerations,
burns and broken bones by
Jack Strawn in the LRC
Costume Shop. Each student
wore a red paper heart with
his injury printed on it.
After being made up, the
student victims waited in the
North parking lot of Edinburg
General for the drill to begin.
De Leon and Catalina ambulances soon drove up and
took the most serious cases to
the Emergency Room first.

THREE REASONS WHY THE **NEW**
SCHLITZ LIGHT IS BETTER
THAN A NEW FOREIGN CAR.
you may wonder how we can make this claim, but
1. Schlitz Light never needs an oil change.

2. Schlitz Light is much easier to handle.
3. You can afford to buy one for your date.
CLASS DISMISSED.

Schlitz ]ghtBeer
The Light that stays light all night.

•

Victims with broken bones
were treated on the spot with
bandages and splints.
Meanwhile, the hospital
staff prepared the hospital for
the disaster. The staff was
alerted, the cafeteria was set
up for First Aid, and the
Board Room was transformed
into a Casualty Information
Center to keep up with the
condition and whereabouts of
the victims.
Doctor and nurse teams
"triaged" the victims as they
were brought into the Emergency Room, sorting the injured for various kinds of
treatment based on the seriousness of their injuries. The
injured were then taken to patient rooms and surgery for
simulated treatment.
Reporter Leslie Norton of
channel Five was on hand to

film a report of the mock
disaster drill and talked to
students briefly after the drill
was over.
Students were treated to
juice, coffee, and cookies by
the staff. Administrator Robert
Tamez thanked the students
for their participation and
praised them for the realism of
their acting.
Students participating in the
drill were Josephus Burnisdes, Jennifer Mains. Kerri
Logsdon, Maria Soria, Ruth
Valdez. Merit Gainley, Maria
Aguilar, Ofelia Navarro. Martha Zazueta, Greg Eldridge,
Holly Zimmerman, Ana DeHaro, Addie Alvarez. Marie
Martinez, Elsa Garza, Eddie
Del Rio. Javier Hurtado,
Rosie Hernandez. Dana Garza and Randy Klutts.

- - V-P's - - - -- - - - a.m. In the UC large dinningroom
Stewart is presently Dean of
Academic Affairs at Adelphi
University in New York. He
received his Ph D. in
Psychology from the University of Denver Administratively, he has served as dean

( 1976-present). Associate
Provost and Assistant Provost
Director of Institutional
Research (1956-76) at Claremont, and Director of Institutional Research al the Univer·
sity of Southern Florida
(1962-65) Academically, a
full professor since 1976 he
has taught since 1960.
Stewart has vanous publications to his credit.
Dr. William Vasse, assistant
to the chancellor at the
University of Michigan, Flint
will be interviewed May 14 at
10:30 a.m. in the large dinning room.
Vasse is presently Assistant
to the Chancellor at the
University of Michigan-Flint,
(Part-time) and Professor of
English. He received his
Ph.D. in English from the
University of California,
Berkeley. Administratively, he
has served as Assistant to the
Chancellor. I 981 to present,
as Actin~ Provost and Vice
Chancellor for Academic Affairs. 1980-81 to present He
has also served as Acting
Chancellor al the University of
Michigan-Flint, 1979-80. and
Chairman of the Department
of
English
1978-79
Academically. a full professor
since 1977. he has taught
since 1953 Vasse has various
publications to his credit
More than 80 applicants
from around the United States
applied for the pos1hon
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• • EXAMINATION SCHEDULE• •
(Edinburg Campo• Only)
SPRING SEMESTER

1981-82
Day Cla•sa
Thureday, May 6
9:30 a.m. All 1T English 1301 classes
11:30 a.m. All MWF English 1301 classes
6:45 p.m. Evening English 1301 classes

7:45 a.m.
9:45 a.m.
5:00 p.m.

7:45 a.m.
9:45 a.m.
12:45 p.m.

Friday, May 7
• 9:30 a.m. Math 1335 cl11sses
11:30 a.m. Math 1300 classes
2:30 'p.m. Math 1340 classes

7:45 a.m.
9:45 a.m.
12:45 p.m.
2:45 p.m.

-

7:4511.m.
9:45 <'l.m.
12:45 p.m.
2:45 p.m.

-

7:45 a.m.
9:45 a.m.
12:45 p.m.
2:45 p.m.

-

•

.

Monday, May 10
9:30 a.m. MWF-1 classes
11:30 a.m. MWF-5 classes
2:30 p.m.
TT-2 cl11sses
4:30 p.m.
TT-5 classes

( 7:45- 8:35)
(11:35-12:35)
( 9:10-10:25)
( 2:25- 3:40)

Tueeday, May 11
9:30 a.m.
lT•l classes
11:30 p.m. MWF-2 classes
2:30 p.m. MWF-6 classes
4:30 p.m.
TI-7 classes

( 7:45- 9:00)
( 8:45- 9:35)
(12:45- 1:35)
( 5:15- 6:30)

Wedneeday, May 12
9:30 a.m.
TT-3 classes
11:30 a.m.
MW· 7 classes
2:30 p.m. MWF-4 classes
4:30p.m. MW-8 classes

( 11 :35-12:50)
( 1:45- 3:00)
(10:45-11:35)
( 3: 10- 4:25)

nur.sa,. May u
7:45 a.m.
9:45 a.m.
12:45 p.m.
2:45p.m.

9:30 a.m.
11:30 a.m.
2:30 p.m.
4:30p.m.

MWF-3 classes
MW-9 classes
lT-4 classes
TT-6 classes

(9:45-10:30)
( 4:35- · 5:50)
( 1:00- 2:15)
( 3:50• 5:05)

SalunlaJ claNa: Examinc,tlons will be given at regular class
lime on May 8 .
£"811111 c . _: Anal examinations will be given at regular
class time beginning on Thursday, May 6, 1982, and ending on
Wednesday, May 12, 1982.

Note: Examinations shou.ld be given only at the times
designated. If an examination needs to be shifted from the
scheduled time, prior approval by the appropriate school dean Is
required. Examinations for double period classes should be
given at the time scheduled for the fir5t hour the class meets.
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Hendrick hopes for student, faculty input
The academic vice president should try to get as much
Input from the deans, faculty
and students, said the third
candidate for vice president
for academic affairs Monday.
Dr. Ge'orge Hendrick, presently a professor of English at
the University of Dlinois Orbana, spoke before 20 faculty
members and students In the
large dining room.
Covering a wide range of
questions, Hendrick said he
looks at alternatives to be.Ing a
published professor or being a
good instructor.
"Setting up course curriculums could be as important
as being published in a journal," Hendrick said.
As he walked through the
crowd, Hendrick said his

strongest qualification is being
able to solve problems and
work toward finding a solution. He sees his duties as
overseeing the academic programs throughout the University.
"I would also be working
with deans to see that the
needs of certain student programs are met," Hendrick
said.
In addition, one needs to
know exactly what the faculty
is thinking.
"If the faculty is opposed to
something, I find It difficult to
see how It will work," Hendrick said. "I do believe In
government by consensus. I
also believe in weekly meetings with the deans and timely

A candidate for the position

of vice president of academic
affairs during an on-campus
Interview expressed his views
on administration evaluation
and changes he would like to
see made at Pan Am.
Interviewed was Dr. Everett
Morris, the present dean of
Academic Affairs at Louisiana
State University. Morris is the
Former Dean of the School of
Nursing at Purdue and former
Chairman of the department
of biological sciences at

Western ntlnols University.
Moms said he felt the
evaluation of the administration was a "real problem,"
especially since the faculty
tends to give the administration good grades regardless of
the kind of job they d o.
"Just sitting in an administration post shouldn't
automatically guarantee top
grades," said Morris.
"I also think there should be
terms for the administrators," Morris said, "every four

ACLU chapter meeting today
American Civil Liberties
Union in LA 101 Tuesday at
activity period.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Union - - - -- - - -- - - - - - -

Discussion will also center
on the ACLU 10th anniversary Banquet which is set for
May 15. New officers will also
be elected.

The President's Council,
which meets every Monday,
submitted the policy statement. The date of when the
policy was sumbltted Is not
known since Carol Rausch,
administrative assistant was
unavailable for comment
yesterday.
The final policy before It
was adopted went through
different revisions before It
was sumbitted to the Board.
Chafin said he preferred not
to discuss "the history of the
policy," but would comment
on the final policy and Its interpretation.
" I think a lot of people have
misconceptions about the
policy," he said. "This policy
Is not directed at any one
group or individual."
Chafin then repeated what
he had said on March 10
before the faculty senate. He
said that the policy adopted by
the Regents violates no laws,
nor Is it illegal or unconstitutional.
He also said the- policy
would not prohibit any group
or activity that has occurred
on campus from being re-

peated in the future.
"Politically partisan groups
are not prohibited from presenting a program on campus," he said. "As long as •he
group is not with the univetsity they can have a program."
Bruce Erickson, public information director and Chafin
are readying an interpretation
on the policy for Nevarez.
According to Polinard , the
policy has hurt the university.
"It has clearly had an adverse effect on the school's
reputation," he said. "It's an
undesirable policy."
On April 20, Polinard and
other constituents had requested to be placed on the
Board's agenda for the May 4
meeting. However, on Tuesday, they received a letter
from President Dr. Miguel A.
Nevarez which stated "lo give
unhurried attention to your
point of view, the Board requests that your concerns
regarding the co-sponsorship
policy be sumbitted in writing."
With that letter, Polinard
and Aldridge will submit
another letter to Nevarez so
he can forward their comments to each Board mem•
ber. Polinard, however, said
administrators of the School
of Social Sciences had already
placed their concerns in the
March 4 letter.
TUF President Don Smith
wrote a letter on April 5
delineating the different violations he felt the policy has
committed. The president,
who's with the biology depart•

needed to be met now.
"Even If we look at the
University five years from
now, you really can't evaluate
things because that ls too short
a lime and universities don't
make noticable changes In
that period of time," Hendrick
said.
He received his doctorate In
English from the University of
Texas. Administratively, he
ha~ served as department
head (1917-76) and also as
association dean of the
graduate school at the University of Illinois (1967-1071).
Academically, a full professor
since 1967, Hendrick has
taught since 1954. He has
also various publications to his
credit.

Administration evaluation needed

Raul Izaguirre, niitional director for the national council of
La Raza, will speak to the
PAU student chapter of the

after the Caucus' conference.
"It was at least a couple of
weeks before the Board
meeting," he said.
The conference was Feb.
20 exactly 10 days before the
March Regents' meeting. The
Regents' policy requires an
Item to be placed on the agenda two weeks in advance of
the meeting.

action on Issues when It can
be done."
Hendrick believes In faculty
evaluations ltecause he said
this Is one method In grading
someone to see if he qualifies
for a promotion. He expressed that both the faculty and
deans have considerable role
in promotions.
Communications is the key
because once It breaks down,
both sides are apart and the _
problem wlll not be solved he
said. Both sides should continue to ask questions because
more information will be passed during the discussion.
He said it would be difficult
to evaluate the university In
the next 10 years because he
did not know what areas are

ment at North Texas State in
Denton, sent copies of the letter to each Regent, the Pan
Am TUF guild and Governor
Bill Clements. The local guild
also distributed copies to the
PAU faculty, according to
Aldridqe.
Besides Aldridge as president, other officers are Dr.
Jose Hinojosa, assistant professor/ po Ii tlcal science
department, vice president;
Dr. Manuel Lopez, assistant
professor/behavioral science
department, treasurer; and
Dr. Clyde Miller, associate
professor /English department, secretary.
Among those requesting an
answer on the policy are
Aldridge; Dr. Al Nelson, professor and head of the behavioral science department;
Polinard; Dr. Charles Ellard,
associate p rofessor in the
School of Business and chairman of the faculty senate; a
representative of the Texas
Association of College
Teachers; a representative of
the American Association of
University Professors; and a
member of the Pan American
University Student Assocla•
tion.

or five years. This would
avoid a sudden vote of no
confidence. It probably
wouldn't work for the pres!•
dent or chancellor, but for the
rest of the administrators, I
think It would be a good
idea."
Another of Morris' concerns
was that the university has an
obligation to the area It serves.
Buisness courses, according
to Morris, should be geared
more to the needs of small
business, where so much of

the demand Is today. Nursing
education, too, should reflect
the needs of the area.
Morris also favored making
changes at Pan Am similar to
those he made while Dean at
Purdue.
"The first thing I did was cut
down on teaching loads,
which ls essential to quality
education. the second thing I
tried to do, although without
great success, was push research and scholarship. This ls
almost imposslJ;>le without
some reduction In teaching
loads."
Morris said he felt that the
administration and faculty are
too often headed In opposite
"El Bronco," PAU's year- directions; being aware of
book, is now in the final stages these directions is the vice
of completion, with only president's job. Morris made
proofreading and minor cor- his own position clear.
rections remaining before
"I'm a fundamentalist," He
publication In early May.
said. " I believe In ,reading,
According to yearbook edi- writing, and arithmetic.
tor Sandra Barbosa, the 19- Teaching these will teach the
81-82 edition of "El Bronco" students to think. All the rest is
will contain more features. window dressing.''

Yearbooks
arrive in May

r,,11,,,,,,.,,,,,.,,,.,,,,.,,.,,,,.,,,,,.,,,,,.,,,,,.,,,,,.,,,,,.,,,,,.,,,,,.,,,,,.,,,,,.,,,,,.,,,,,.,,,,,.,,,,,.,,,,,.,,,,,.,,,,,.,,.,,,,.,,~
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County Commissioner

J. R. MILO
PONCE
Pct. 4, Hidalgo Co.
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My public service record stands, 32 years of public service to my community. My
qualifcations speak for themselves! I'm a proven public servant with only one in~ tercst in mine. SERVING YOU TO THE BEST OF MY ABLLITY!

~
I

I
~

Youth rally Sunday

~

The PAU Campus Ministry
and the Catholic Diocese of
Brownsville are sponsoring a
youth rally this Sunday at the
McAllen Civic Center at 9
a.m.
The conference will focus
on male/female relationships
among young people.

~
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~
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~
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Active member of lite Edinburg
Chamber of Commerce
Member-County Judges and Commissioners Association of Texas
Board Member of Hidalgo County
Drainage District No. I
Board Member of Foster Grandparents Program
Board Member of Hidalgo Finance
Corporation
Member of Lions Club

Member of Sacred Heart Churclt
(Past Parislt Board Council)
8. Member of Hidalgo County Farm
Bureau
9. Member of Veterans of Foreign
Wars
JO. Member-American Legion (Post
408-Past 2nd Vice Commander)
11 . Member Beef Club-Edinburg
12. Recently appointed to tlte 28 Mem•
ber Slate Advisory Council of tlte
Texas Department of Aging
7.

~

~
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Terrorism activities 1ncreas1ng dramatically
Various sessions including
"Bomb Threats • Recommended Responses" and "Familiarization with Explosives,"
were presented at the Terrorism Institute hosted by the
Pan American University
Criminal Justice Department
recently.

"Terrorism is a threat or an
act of violence which instills
fear but more particularly it is
the malicious killing of non·
combatents," said Davis.
"Terrorism is growing
dramatically."
This growth is the reason
for the institute according to
Dr. David Carter, criminal
justic department head.

Criminologist James R.
Davis from DanCor Ltd, a
firm that provides training on
terrorism and extraordinary
violence to public agencies,
private corporations and
universities, was the guest

"There is hardly any training in the Valley In terms of
what terrorism is and how to
deal with It," said Carter. "It is

speaker.

better to plan ahead."
Davis also discussed terrorist groups and gangs that
are well known. Films, videotapes and slides showing confrontations with such groups
as the Ku Klu Klan were
shown to the participants.
How to deal with a hostage
situation as well as a weapon
display were also presented.
According to Davis, the
most common terrorist is the
political terrorist. A criminal
terrorist-one who commits
acts for profit-and the dera nged terrorist- an in-

Terrorfam /nstltute-Tenortsm Is a growing problem In the United States,
criminologist James R. Davis tells participants at a tenorlsm institute. Sixty members of law enforcement departments, security services, mllltary
units and the criminal justice department here attended.

HPE&R presents awards at banquet
Sixteen students received
academic awards at the
Health, Physical Education
and recreation Majors' Club
spring banquet April 14.
Presented awards were
Brenda Aaron, Mary Cruz,
Rita Gonzalez, Jose Mena,
Kimberly Mynatt, Raul
Aguilar, Juan Arellano ,
Eduardo Arrambide, Cynthia
Billescas , Nelida Garza,
aGabrfiel Mike Rodriguez,
Rebecca de los Santos, Lloyd
Michael S,tubbs, Guadalupe
Vasquez asnd Maria Enedina
Orozco for having a 3.0 GPA
or better.

Betha Chavana and Guadalupe Vasquez received the
Outstanding Majors Award.
Ruben Vela, regional director for the American Heart
Association gave special
awards of recognition to
Betha Chavana, Kathie
Westby Gibson, Imelda Mendiola, Idalia Mendiola and
Danny Olivarez for assisting in
the Jump-A-Thon.
HPE&R officers for next
year are Danny Olivarez,
president; Marie Garcia, vice
president; Kim Mynatt ;
secretary; Rita Gonzales

JlffigLii

treasurer and Mike Stubbs,
Norma Eguia, Irene Moya,
Bill Cameron as board
members.

WHITE FLOUR

PATOS
APRIL SPECIAL

.w-.l-/-l'--

612 No-th Mcw,,(Acrou 1tom .,_ lOOfW~- teacca

1.-.,,,one 1~•21 ... ?•So

SAVE TIME!

Big Special Plate
2 big PATOS of same kind
rict beans $1 98

Have a professional do it!
TYPING
Resumes
Thesis
Term Papers

Reports
Compositions
Etc.
Reasonable Prices

THENATIOIW
ASSOCIAJlONOf
SECIEWtlAI. SEIMCES

tl\9i

For laster service call in order

Edinburg 383-0725
Across from Pan Am .
Eat at El Palo
VALLEY WIDE
2 locations/McAllen. M1ss1on

Ha rlingen & Brownsville

dividual who simply commits
acts of terror-are the other
two types of terrorists
Dr. Marson H . Johnson institute coordinator, defined a
terrorist as someone who will
use any means necessary to
achieve his goals.
Davis is the author of "The
Terrorists," a book about
street gangs, outlaw motorcycle gangs and prison gangs.
Davis went undercover, to
write this book. He has also
written "Help me, I'm Hurt," a
book on child abuse and
and

"The Death Alphabet... a
book about terrorism in the

1980's.
Davis. who said he enjoyed
being at PAU, said the highlight of his trip was dinner in
Reynosa hosted by Chief
Franklin Barrera.

"It was one of the few occasions in which I have seen
comraderie and socializing between agencies that share a
common border." said David.
"It was a very professional
working relationship."

War documentary scheduled
Students will have the opb t
portunity to learn more a ou
the Vietnam War by watching the movie "Hearts and
Minds" at the SB Auditorium

ALEJANDRO "ALEX"
MORENO, JR.
• Legislative staff experience
• Practising attorney
• Trained in Economics
• Graduate of Mercedes High
School
• Edinburg resident;
Wife from Elsa
(Formerly Carmen Madrigal)
• Son of Alejandro and Esther
Moreno of Mercedes

II. The movie is scheduled to
be shown today 1 p.m. and
7:30 p .m .. Friday at 1:45
p .m. and 7 :30 p .m. and
Saturday at 7:30 p.m.

"-•-•h,.,,-.,,..,. ,.,._....,.,.,.,
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Audubon Society opposes BND project
Editor'• note:
Thi• 19 the third article In a Hrles of five concerning
the luue of the dredging of the Brown.ville ship
channel. In thl• report, the Frontera Audubon
Society •peaks out against the project.

dam on the Rio Grande to supply water for Industry will
promote erosion of Padre Island
"People still have until June first to comment on the
dredging project to the Corps of Engineers office In
Galveston," Chapman said. "Although it has been said
that the BND expects to receive their permit on June first,
it will not be issued then due to the law requiring the
month for public comment on the final environmental impact statement."
"It Is still not too late to comment on the situation.
Public opinion Is Important on a matter like this because
the public needs to take a stand on something that will undoubtedly will effect them."
Finally, the Frontera Audubon society states "those involved directly with the Navigation District Industry,
which gets improvements without having to pay, are the
people who benefit"
The ultimate results, they say, will be. (1) permanent
loss of the Valley's natural ecosystem which is the life-line
of the tourism and fisheries Industries, (2) Increased air
pollution, (3) increased water consumption, (4) increased
water pollution and (5) increased health and social problems.

Frontera Audubon Society has distributed literature on
the subject, advising the public to attend the public hearings and speak against the proposed project
Some of the society's major points against the project
are concerned with tax Increases, pollution, the loss of
"what little remains of the Valley's natural ecosystem."
They also maintain the "we should not pay our tax dollars
to make our environment worse."
"The public is not aware of what exactly is going on
concerning the dredging project," Chapman said. "We
did get a lot of response at one of the public hearings but
that was because we, the Audubon Society. did make
some people aware of the problem. As a result there were
hundreds of people at the public hearing. There was
some public commentary that was made and we submitted 20 pages of comments to the Corps of engineers."

By Ella de los Santos
One of the major conservation groups that is against
the Brownsville Navigation District's (BND) dredging project is the Frontera Audubon Society.
The group Is very concerned about what harm this project coukl do to wildlife as well as the increase of pollution
In the immedidate area.
Cindy Chapman, chairperson of the Audubon's conservation committee said the committee did research on
the project and presented Its findings to the society. The
Board of Directors of the Frontera Audubon Society then
decided to oppose the BND's project.

According to Society literature, the development of
such kind as the proposed dredging will cause an Increase
in people coming to the area, an Increase in school overcrowding and more of a demand for water. The Frontera
Audubon Society states that the Southmost Regional
Water Authority promoted by the BND to construct a

"We Lelieve that this dredging project has the potential
lo effect everyone tourists, fishermen, farmers to ltie rest
of the citizens of the Valley." said Chapman. The

Business department sponsors legal seminar for women
By Anna Martinez
Credit is not a right but a
privilege, a local banker told a
group of about 40 people here
during a seminar on "Current
Legal T op1cs Relevant to Women."
Peggy Mlller, a vice pres!•
dent at McAllen State Bank
was one of three speakers at
the April 19 seminar sponsored by the community programs department of the
School of Business Administration.

She told the almost exclusively female audience that
the Equal Credit Opportunity
Act of 1975 did not guarantee
access to credit but Instead
gave all people. including
women, equal rights concerning credit
This means that a woman
can obtain credit in her own
name and that she does not
lose her credit rating in the
event that she is widowed
also, if someone is denied

Polaris

Flight 2000

Xenon

Qulx

credit, she can ask for and
receive the reasons for that
denial.
Miller said the ECO Act was
necessary because of the
myths that existed about women and credit. While women
make up 40 percent of the
work force, women earn
much less than men but they
are not a worse credit risk than
are men, said Miller.

any credit disputes must be
resolved within a certain period. The Truth in Lending Act
protects the borrower and
mandates that the amount of
Interest be disclosed
Through the Fair Credit
Reporting Act, a person can
request the names of people
who has seen his or her file at
the credit bureau Also, inaccurate information can be
changed or deleted.

She also said that according
to the Fair Credit Billing Act,

In order to establish a credit

rating, Miller said that a person can begin by opening a
savings account and regularly
depositing into it before making a small loan and then repairing it on a regular basis.
Kalie Pearson Klein, who
has a private practice specializing in family, corporate
and real estate law, ls also city
attorney for the City of Pharr.
She explained some of the
legal aspects of getting divorced .

Klein also advised people to
go to a counselor if they are
thinking about getting divorced and to an attorney only if
the final decision ls already
made to obtain the divorce
Marlane A. Meyer, a partner In a McAllen law firm,
discussed prenuptial and
antenuptial agreements and
their consequences on women's property rights
Susan S . Jarvis. who teachhere, was the moderator

Fire Power

Rally X
Star Castle

Sea Wolf

Donkey Kong

EL CENTRO MALL
VIDEO ARCADE

Gorf

COUPONS ALSO GOOD AT ONE-STOP ON NORTH AND SOUTH 10TH
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FAA seeks air
controllers

Scholarships available to students
With the financial aid cutbacks there are four scholarships available to students. The
El Sol,
Joe
and Jess Crump and the KRGV
T elevlsion Scholarship respectively.
Applicants must meet the fo).
lowing criteria for each
scholarship:
~

El Sol
1. Be actively involved In
the high school or college
publications or express a
desire to become actively involved in PAU publications.
2. Be in the top 35 percent
of his/her class in the semester preceding award of the
scholarship.
3. Be recommended by someone from the profession,
field, or academic discipline of
mass communication.
4. Be enrolled as a full-time
student (12 hours) at PAU.
5. Contribute to publishing
at least four Issues of El Sol
during the semester of the

the award.
Deadine for applications is
30 days before each semester.
This scholarship is open to
all studednts.
1. Preference shall be given
to students who do not qualify
for financial aid, but have
financial need.
2. Preference shall be given
to national merit scholarship
finalists and semi-finalists.
3. Preference shall be given
to full-time students.
4. Preference shall be given
to Hidalgo County residents.
5. Be enrolled students and
have a 2.5 GPA or above is required.
Two letters of reference and
an unofficial transcript from
school last attended should
accompany application. Re•
newal applications should be
filed annually with an unofficial transcript.
Deadline for application submitting applicatlons Is June

30.

scholarship.
6. Maintain a 2.0 GPA during

Joe And Jae Crump

the two semesters preceding

1. Be accepted for admit-

Scholarship

tance as a student at PAU.
2. Be able to demonstrate
an outstanding academic
record.
3. Be a ~aduate of a Hidalgo
County high school.
4. Be planning to enroll as
full-time students.
5. Be In need of financial
assistance in order to attend
Pan American University.
6. Provide two references attesting to a background of
clean moral conduct, as well
as a reputation of honesty and
In tergrity.
7 . Renew applications an•
nually.
Deadline for accepting completed applications is July 15.
KRGV Television

Scholanhlp
Minority students majoring In

mass communication are eligible to appl,y for this scholarship for the fall semester. Interested students should contact:
KRGV-TV

P. 0. Box 5
Weslaco, Tx. 785%
(512) 968-5555

KGBT scholarships available
Communications majors are
cllgtble to apply for three
KGBT scholarships for the
1982-83 school year. The
majors should reside in Starr,
Hidalgo, Willacy and Cameron counties.
The scholarships being of•
fered are the Don Mallory/
KGBT 1V Mass Communications scholarship amounting
to $1500 and the offer of
summer employment with the
station in 1983; KGBT AM

Spanish Radio Mass Com•
munlcatlons
scholarship Is also $1500 and the of.
fer of summer employment
with the station In 1983 and
the KELT Radio Mass Commun lc a II on scholarship
amounting to $1000.
Students must meet the
following criteria;
2. Must have a permanent
residency in the Rio Grande
Valley.
3. Must be enrolled as a full-

time student at an accredited
college or university for the
upcoming academic year.
4. Will plan to or already be
majoring in Mass Communications.
5. Must have an overall 2.5
GPA and a 3.0 GPA In Mass
Communications if currently
enrolled as a college student.
Appicalions are available in
the Financial Aid Office, UC

108.

Byrom to guest conduct PAU-Valley Symphony
Edward Byrom choral director will guest conduct the
PAU-Valley Symphony Orchestra on their two final concerts of the season May 7 at
the PAU Fne Arts Auditor!-

um, and May 9 at the Har•
lingen MuniciparAuditorium.
Both concerts are at 8 p.m.
and tickets at a discount for
next year's symphony series
which includes, among others,

Manuscript accepted for publication
Dr. J. Castrlllon's manuscript titled "The Controlled
Oxidation of Organic Sulfides
to Sulfoxides by means of lo•
dosobenzene Diacetate" has
been accepted for publication
fn the "Revlsta Latin Ame-

rlcana de Qulmica."
The manuscript summarizes
experimental work performed
as undergraduate chemical
research by several Pan American students.

IK Scholarship-T. Edward Mercer, vice president
for Institutional advancement accepts a check
from Jorge Saenz, IK president for the eatabllah•
ment of a student scholarship.

the renowned Flamenco Guitarist, Carlos Montoya.
The performance will feature the "Unfinished Symphony" of Franz Schubert.

'Romance' to play
The Intercollegiate Knights
are sponsoring "Romance" today during activity period at
the Science Circle.
Food and refreshments will
be sold by the IK little sisters
and pages.

47 PLSP's awarded
Pan American University
will award 47 Presider.l's
Leadership Scholarships for
the fall semester to graduating
seniors from Valley high
schools.

Judy Vinson, assistant dean
of students for student life,
said the scholarships are given

annually to students In the top
half of the senior class
academically who also have

shown leadership ability.
Vinson said the scholarship
of $100 is given for the fall
semester of the freshman
year. Those recipients who
make at least a 2.5 grade•
point average that semester
will have the scholarship
renewed for the spring
semester for another $100.
Students apply for the
scholarships, which were
begun in 1978, through their
high school counselors, and
must submit three letters of
recommendation with each
application. The students will
participate in leadership; training and leadership experiences during the freshman
year at PAU.
"We want to form and train
a strong nucleau of campus
leaders," Vinson said.
The recipients, who were
chosen by a committee of
students and faculty. are: Darrell Y. Calderon of Donna;
Ruben Galvan and Yadira
Diamantina Sanchez of

~HANCE . •

degree to work as an
Officer In the United
States Air Force. Immediate openings In the
Math, Science, engineering, and Aviation
career areas. In some
cases . . . If you
have a strong Science
and Math background
. . we can even send
you back to school to
pick up a second degree In Aeronautical or
electrical Engineering.
Excellent salary and
benefits. this is the
career starter you've
been lookng for !!!
Contact:
CAPT BILL STEWART
SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS
(512) 671-3012
COLLECT

Rene

Saenz,

McAllen;

Sulema Figoroa and Thomas
Eduardo Hinojosa, Mercedes.
Also: Grace Maria Ab·
benante and Jerry Wayne
Hilbery, Mission; Elizabeth
Gomez, Diana Hernandez,
Florentino Hernandez,
Nadine Liu, Imelda Palacios,
Jonathan Eli Robles, Daniel
Rodriguez, Veronica Saenz,
Cheryl Ann Stevenson, Sandra Ramirez, Aracelia Castillo
and Michael Lowell Wilhite,
Pharr-San Juan-Alamo.
Also: Perla Cantu and
Adelfa Munguia, Raymondville; Kelly Diane Jaques,
Susan Mae MacMlller and
Pamela Trudi Parsons,
Sharyland; Joni Kae Anthony, Rise Dawn Atkins,
Brenda Kami and Maxine
Mendoza, Weslaco.

IK's
establish
scholarship
The Intercollegiate Knights
fraternity has established
$1,200 student scholarships
according to the financial aid
office.
Application deadline Is
Aug. 1.
The two $600 recipients will
receive $150 per semester for
four semester.
1. Have a 2.5 GPA.
2. Have a B average tn high
school.
3. Show financial need
through the aid office.
Interested students may obtain further information at the
financial aid office.

APO C& w dance
tomorrow night
Alpha Phi Omega is sponsoring a country-western
dance Friday, at the Ballroom
from 8 p.m. to midnight. Tickets can be purchased presale at $3 or $4 at the door.
The tickets are available
from any APO member.
The Texas Tradition Band
will perform and favorite
beverages will be sold.

ONE MAN
CAN MAKE
~
A DIFFERENCE

~VGRAD

I &,n-,1
. . . To put your

Edcouch-Elsa; Maria Lourdes
Aleman, Zita Minette
Alvarado, Aissa Dennlsse
Cantu, Ada Milagros Costa,
Nora Elia Herrera, Marla
Avelina Villarreal and Edna
Alicia Zamora, Edinburg. .
Also: Jose Antonio Covarrubias, Dora Maria Canales,
Arturo Alaniz and Aleida Garza, La Joya; Rose Anne Martinez and Noe Moraida, III, La
Feria; Jesus Eduardo Sanchez
and Karen Kristine Russell,
Los Fresnos; James Wade
Carter. Cynthia Elizabeth
Leal, Tony Padron and Isaac

Students interested In becoming air traffic controllers
can receive more information
from the Federal Aviation Administration who will be on
campus Monday and Tuesday
in front of the Snack Bar from
11 a.m., to 3 p.m .• both days,
according to Romulo Martinez
director of cooperative education.
All majors are eligible and
no previous experience is re•
quired.
The FAA will train. Salaries
begin above $15,000 and depending on where the controller is stationed can reach a
potential of over $39,000.
The FAA is expected to hire
approximately 452 controllers
between May of 1982 and
January 1983.

FREE

!

~~LEONARDO

*

CAMARILLO

*

Pregnancy Test
CONFIDENTIAL COUNSELiNG
TERMINATION OF PREGNANCY
BIRTH CONTROL INFORMATION
ALL CALLS CONFIDENTIAL

Treasure Hills Womens'
Center

428-6242

.

.

County
Commissioner

Precint 4 - Hidalgo County

Saturday, May 1, 1982

Past President, Hidalgo County Farm Bureau
Past President, Hidalgo Co!Jnty Program Building Committee
Past President, Parent Advisor Committee
Director of the North Alamo Water Supply Corp
Director, Edinburg Co-op
·
President of the Legion of Mary
Active member of St. Joseph the Worker, San Carlos

POL. ADV. PAJD FOR BY THE COMMITTEE TO ELECT CAMARILLO
ROBERT VELA, CHAIRMAN, EDJNBURC., TEXAS
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Rodriguez expresses 'State of Campus'
Rico and I have been very fortunate this year in having
a very efficient and productive student government. All
areas of the Student Association were, and are, staffed by
responsible and hard working student leaders. Most important was our ability to work with our campus organizations.
This year we implemented a lot of new programs. One
of our main goals was to bring more recognition to Pan
American through functions such as our homecoming
parade, and our very successful Miss Pan Am pageant.
New ideas and perspectives were introduced and utilized.
Our theme for PAUSA this year was "New Horizons."
We in student government feel we lived up to our theme
and I feel confident that next year's Students' Association
will be just as effective if not, more productive. Our success this year is attributed to the PAU student, afterall the
Students' Association is an association of students workIng together for a common goal.
I am greatful for the cooperation and good communication that we experienced with our administration,
staff and faculty. I am honored to have served Pan
American University as its Student Body President. I am
also honored to have worked with such great individuals
as, President Miguel Nevarez, Dr. Carl Grantz, Dr.
Gilberto de los Santos, and Tony Vela. Above all, I'm
proud to have served my fellow students at Pan American
University.
As I leave school and office, I'm saddened because I
will miss not only PAUSA, but all the friends I've made.
To all those students who gave so much and who sacrificed a whole lot of their good time, I want to say, THANK
YOU! Your efforts were not in vain. As for Fred Rodriguez, if everything works out, I'll be leaving for the Air
Force in the fall. Thanks to Pan Am I feel I am now ready
to serve.

Freshman Orientation -Help new students ajust to
college life
Alumni Phonathon -Help our alumni raise funds for
their programs.
PAUSA Brochure - So that PAUSA representatives
may be recognized by their fellow students so that
concerns may be voiced.
12 Senate Meetings -With quorum and all successful.
Student of the Month - to recognize outstanding
students in their schools.
Constitutional Amendments - Expansion of election
commission
- Vote only with validated school 1.0.
- Extended filing dates
Leadership Conference -lnconjuction with UCPC.
over 80 students participated.
Mixers - Several held ln conjunction with campus
organizations.
STOP Week - To combat apathy. rally, march and
Information booths.
Housing List - Compiled by senator Abe Miranda.
Legislative Information Director - Bryan Dunaway
from PAU was elected IQ this office on the state level.
Successful Bronco Days -Games and Crowning of
our queen, Angie Guajardo.
Homecoming Parade -First lime since the early 60's
that PAU had one.
Bonfire and PAU Letters - Thanks to the IK's we got
our letters.
Second Conference on Rehabilitation and Special
Education - PAUSA senate helped in which ever
way it could.
Carpool Program - This program was offered In the
fall to carpool students.
Creation of President's Council - To establish better
communication among campus organizations.
PAUSA Board of Directors - Established to help
PAUSA President in the operation of the executive.
Three Referundums -The paving of Van Week
Street, Mini Semesters, and Remodling of the PAU
Track.
Child Center - PAUSA support for such a center that
ls now being utilized.
Campus Central Store -Will be in operation in the fall
of 82.
Fine Arts Committee Established - More recognition
for our talented students.

Sincerely
Fred Rodriguez
Student Body President

PAUSA 81 - 82
Fall Acc omplishments
4th of July Parade - Our float captured 3rd prize,
good recognition for our school.
Bookswap - To offer students an alternative to
bookstore high prices.

Summer cards should be pulled
Students, who are enrolled
this semester, must have a
summer card pulled at the Office of Admissions and Records to receive a registration
packet for the summer session (s), according to Linda
Renner, assistant director of
that office.
The student's name and so-

cial security number is all that
is needed for a summer card
to be pulled. The deadline is
May 12.
Those students who were
not enrolled this semester
must file a new application for
admission. An application
may be obtained from the Office of Adrnis,ion and Records
and Oscar Garza, McAllen;
dean of students' outstanding
leadership awards.
Alpha Phi Omega fraternity
received the Learning Assistance Center Orientation
Service Award, and Intercollegiate Knights were
awarded the PAU Alumni
Association Service Award.
Certificates of recognition
were presented to Fred Rodriguez, Pharr, president of the
PAU Students' Association;
Ricardo Saldivar, McAllen,
vice president of the Students'

'His
-nHers'
422 1/2 E. University
Edinburg

383-9035

Legal Seminars - To offer our students advice on
legal and student rights.
Spring Fest Parade - Our float received the Mayors
Throphy.
Miss PAU Pageant -Thanks lo the hard work of
Amancio Chapa , Kim Krause, and Tomas Gonzalez,
it was a great success
Crowning of Miss PAU -Judy Gomez was crowned
our queen for 82 - 83
Pan American Games -Very successful, thanks to
Oscar Garza, chairman.
Paving of Van Week Street - Officially approved by
the Board of Regents.
Bus shelter - Established through cooperation of Bob
Farris of VTC.
SAD-FAC's Rally and March - Support from congressman De La Garza and others have made our
concerns known.
Ten Productive Senate Meetings - All very productive and informative.
Establishment of Freshman Committee -So that new
students may gain experience in PAUSA.
Freshman Committee involvement in Career Days In efforts to promote SAD-FAC's and let their concerns be known.
Sponsor and support of Gallery Writing Contest -To
promote the Fine Arts that PAU students have to of•
fer.
Support of UCPC Talent Show - a well executed
program which is a positive way to combat apathy.
TSA Spring convention -PAU established a good
relationship with other member schools for better
communication.
Kim Krause - Executive Assistant lo PAUSA was
elected Vice-Preisdent to the Texas Student Association.
TSA Workshops - PAU introduced SAD-FAC's to
the state.
PAU Benches - Gifts from former classes will soon be
back on our campus.
Senate Resolution• PAUSA Senate passed a resolution asking the Board of Regents to reconsider their
proposal on co-sponsorship.

ELECT

The office is located in the
Student Services Building,
(Old Library), Room 108. Applications may also be obtained by mail or phone. The
deadline for applying is April
30.
Association; Alma Ramos,
Mission, president of the
University Center Program
Council; Mary Garza, Edinburg, vice president of the
UCPC; Oscar Garza, McAllen, editor of the Pan
American, student newspaper, and Sandra Barbosa,
Weslaco, editor of El Bronco,
student yearbook.
Recognition also was given
to 41 students who were named to Who's who Among Students in American Universities
an Colleges.

Country Western Dance
with

Texas Tradition Band
sponsored by

ALMA'S

Spring Accomplishme nts

Monday through Friday between 8 a.m . .:.,d 5 p.m.

Awards - - - - - - - - - - - - - - burg; dean·s outstanding ser•
vice awards, School of
Business Administration.
Lorena Molina, Hidalgo;
J ina Faye Segovia, Pharr; and
Brenda J. Stuhlman, Edinburg; dean's outstanding service awards, Division of
Health Related Professions.
Juan Jose Guajardo, Elsa;
Shelly M arie Sudbrink, Chardon, Ohio; and Mark Watson,
Edinburg; dean's outstanding
service awards, School of
Humanities.
Bertha Chavana, McAllen;
Rufino Herrera, Weslaco; and
Cynthia Ann Rocha, Edinburg ; dean's outstanding service awards, School of Education.
Lauro Garcia , McAllen;
Rebecca D. Garcia, Edinburg;

Presidential lnaguration -158 students from 49
organizations were represented.
Compact Refrigerators -For the use by dorm
students.

Alpha Phi Omega
A pril 30, 1982
Ballroom
Favorite Beverages will be sold
$4.00 Door
$3.00 pre-sale

FOR INFORMATION & TICKETS
CONTACT ANY APO MEMBER OR
CALL 381-2517

FIDENCIO M.

GUERRA, JR.

STATE REPRESENTATIVE
DISTRICT 40

*lt

DISTRICT 40 PRECINCTS
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OUALIFICATIONS
Nal!ve of Hidalgo County
B.A Degree • Pan American University
Law Degree - S1. Mary's Umverslly
Ass1 District Attorney - Hidalgo Couo1y 1974-1978
Prac11cing Trial Attorney 1978 lo Presen1
Subslllule Municipal Court Judge· McAllen 1980·1982
Outstanding Young Men ol America Award 1980
•
COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT
Pasl Direclor - McAllen Kiwanis Club
McAllen JC 's
McAllen Ex-Sludent's Associalion
Pan American Alumni Assoclauon
Vice-President• Our Lady al Sorrows - Men's Club
McAllen Serra Club
Mr-Allen Chamber of Commerce
Comm1ss10ner • McAllen Housing Authority
Director - Rio Grande Valley Boy Scouts
•
AFFILIATIONS
Presldenl-Elect Hidalgo County Bar Assoc1at1on
Member of State Bar of Texas
Member or American Bar Assoc1a11on

GuER RA
OFFERS

• A DEDICATED APPROACH
• AN EFFECTIVE VOICE
• A RESPONSIBLE CONCERN

•

INDEPENDENT REPRESENTATION
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POLmC AL ADVERTISEMENT PAID FOR BY
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Broncs stun No. 5 ranked UNO 7-1
in weekend doubleheader

SPORTS

Co-Recreational Bowling
Results
FIRST PLACE-CAMP ALUMNI
SECOND PLACE-HIGH ROLLERS
THIRD PLACE-JETSONS
FOURTH PLACE-FOUL UPS

~,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,
When you're wanted for a nrarder
-you diddtcoiiimit,
Chued for secrets you didn't-steal:
And running from people who want
to ldlfyou,
.
-·

-

-

The worst ~ ~~~ -~ • ls
falling in love...
-----------~..&

The baseball team returned
In Friday's first game. Jorhome from its last road trip to dan held the Privateers to only
the University of New Orleans six hi!5 while teammate Danny
to close out the 1982 compaign here May 7-9 against King, who pitched the second
game, allowed only three
Lubbock Christian.
The Broncs will be entering singles, but was plagued by
the final five games with a eight walks.
Jordan raised his pitching
regular season record of
record to 6-5 with King falling
25-26.
Game time for all five to 4-6.
Marshall led off the Bronc in
games is 5 p.m.
by scoring on a homer in the
Pan Am handed No. 5 rankthird inning, after which O ened UNO its twelfth loss of the
season in the first game of a ny Peters doubled and scored
on a single by Larry Guidry.
doubleheader Friday night.
This made ii 2-0 at the end of
Behind the pitching of
the fourth.
Bronc Herbie Jordan and
The Broncs then scored on
three blasting home runs, Pan a run from Bobby Williams
Am defeated the stunned Pri- making it 3-0.
vateers, 7-1 in the first, game,
Bippert's three-run hit addbut were later shut out in the ed the final our runs giving the
nightcap 4-0.
Broncs the 7 -1 victory.
The major upset over UNO
was possible through the efIn Saturday's doubleheadforts of Broncs Mitchell Moran er, the Bronc were badly
and Pat Marshall. Both play- beaten by a score of 7 -1 in the
ers sent the ball over the wall first game with the second
to record their fourth homer of game being called off because
the season. It was not until of rain.
Doug Bippert got his first
The Privateers ende.d the
three-run hit of the season to two-day outing by raising their
lock up the victory for the season record to 40- 12.
Broncs.

Pan Am was allowed only a
one-hitter by marshal! which
came in the sixth inning of
play.
UNO pitcher Dave Harman

walked five batters and struck
out five to raise his record to
5-3.
Danny Roma, the losing
Bronc pitcher, dropped to a
2-5 mark.

HECTOR'S BARBER
(For His etJ Hers)
& UNISEX SHOP

..

1/4 Mi. East of McColl Rd. on Freddy Gonzalez Dr.

-r,..

~

-,v..,

,_J .:
•411\!. _.., •
Fast-bol/--Danny Roma (7) was the losing pitcher In
this past weekend's outing against No. 5 ranked
University of New Orleans. Roma's record fell to
2-5 with the loss. The Broncs lost the game Satur•
day 7- 1.
,,..h -

-

~======----===::::::::____ . .
- - -- ·-- - ---:::::::---=

~

lleet Michael Jordon.-And his mistake.

--Gene~_ ~
a..._·~
Wilder

IF YOLR HAIR 'IEf.DS A CHANGE DIAL J33.924J

J(anti_ _

SOMETHING F""'V..
N""N~Y"''·...---~
GOING-OM HER&-. - - --1•
Classes: Mon-Thurs. 4:30-5:30, S:30 to
6:30, 7:30-8:30. Saturday morning 9:30
-10:30. P.A.U. Students, classes available
act Period T-T Special Discount 10
S1udcnts.

-
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Opens Everywhere
June4

Exercising 10 Modern Songs while you
firm and tone the muscle groups importan1 in giving a woman that young healthy
look! This program also promotes cardio•
vascular fitness and when coupled with
sensible eating habits, a weight loss. It is a
great way to get back in shape. Not only
physically and mentally but socially.
No appoinlment\ necessary (one free
demonstration). For more information
call 381-1633 or 682-3487.

lns1ruc1or Gloria Salina5
1603 W. University

Driues one home-·Pat Marshall (37) sends one over
the wall. Marshall poped one over the wall, his
fourth of the season, this past weekend leading
the Broncs to a 7-1 upset victory over the Unlversl·
ty of New Orleans Privateer. Marshall drove the
ball 375-feet. barely clearing the wall, to give the
Broncs a 1-0 lead In the third Inning. It wasn't until
teammate Doug Blppert blasted a three-run hit
over the scoreboard that secured the 7 -1 win for
the Broncs.
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•
Kruger names assistant coach *•*******
: Intramural Sports Intramural :

A top junior college mentor
has been named assistant
coach under new basketball
coach Lon Kruger.
Bob Ward, who coached
Nebraska junior college into
the nation's top 10 rankings
last season, will serve as top
assistant to Kruger.
Ward will replace assistant
basketball coach Kelly Bass,
whose contract expires at the
end of August. Bass said he Is
seeking othe! employment.
"Bob brings to Pan
American University a very
Impressive
basketball
background," Kruger said.
"He
has tremendous

knowledge of, and apprecia'
tlon for, the game. I'm very
pleased to have the opportunity to work with someone
of Bob's caliber."
Ward guided Southeast
Community College of Fairbury, Neb., to records of 28-3
this past season and 25-7 the
previous year. During
1981-82 his high-scoring
Bombers ranked as high as
No. 4 nationally. (That's out
of more than 450 junior college nationally.) The Bombers
lived up to their name by
averaging 87 points.
During his two outstanding
years as a JC head coach,

Tennis tournament

slated May 14-16
All Valley tennis players will
be able to compete at tournament level when the second
annual Spring Tennis Classic
gets underway May 14-15-16.
The tournament will be sponsored by Kent Biel Buick, Discount Sports and KRIO Radio
with the proceeds going to
benefit the Bronc tennis program.
Pan Am Tennis Coach Mickey White will direct the tournament, which is open to all
tennis players.
"This will be an 'everyone a
winner' tournament, because
all participants will receive a

• En111vin1

Call Days E........ • Wnmds

NOW IS THE TIME!
Still time to
prepare for euD1mer

GRE, GMAT, LSAT.

Call for further
Information.

S600 N. 23rd
McAllen 78501
631-2961
11617 N. Central

Dalla,, TX 75243

: Festival Results
*
*

Both his years at Southeast, itWard coached his team to the
finals of Region 9, which includes Nebraska, Wyoming,
Montana and Colorado. The itBombers lost this year in the
regiona.l finals to Nebraska ~
Western, 68-66.

*

*

lst••Ruben Corte z
2nd••Jesse Salazar

Jt
it-

Jt

!

FREE THROW CONTEST

!

• Jewelry
and Watch
Repairs

:
•
*
*
*
*
:

Mens singles

lat Joe Carmona, Ime lda Mendiola
2nd Jose Ramiro Vera, Vangle Morin
3rd Freddy Moya, Sylvia Lopez
4th Alex Flores, Francis Holland

*it-

Before coming to Nebraska,
Ward served as assistant
basketball coach to Gene
Davis at the University of
Science and Arts in Oklahoma
(USAO), and to Fred Overton
at Murray State University in
Kentucky.

Tennis
Results

Co-Basketball Free throw

*
•

T-shirt from Kent Biel and Discount Sports," White said.
Entry deadline is Wednesday, May 12. Entry forms can
be picked up at Kent Biel
The new Bronc assistant is a
Buick, Discount Sports and
graduate
of Murray State
KRIO Radio, all in McAllen,
or at the Pan American ath- University and Murray High,
both in Kentucky. He coached
letic departmerit.
The champions and run- two years at Carlisle County
ners-up all will receive High in Bardwell, Ky., before
trophies. There are 21 divi- becoming a college coach. He
sions, 10 singles and 11 led Carlisle to the "Sweet 16,"
the Kentucky State Toumadoubles.
Women's matches will be . ment, in one of the few states
held at The Racquet Club, where all high schools comMcAllen. All other events will pete In one giant class.
Ward and his wife, Kristie,
be played at OrvUle I. Cox
Tennis Stadium on the cam- have a son, Sam, age 16
months.
pus.

• Gift
Wrappina

Edtlcat10111I Center

Ward produced several top
college and university players.
Wilbert Skipper and James
Coach went to George
Washington University, Jan Jt
Pannell to the University of
Oklahom~ and Stan Hearns
to Wright State. Pannell
helped Oklahoma beat Pan :
Am twice.

*
:
*
it,
it,

WOMEN

MEN

let Blanca Pe na

let Joee Rambo Vera

2nd Vangte Morln
3rd Lupe DeLeon
4th Doloree De lgado

2nd Alex Florea
3rd Willie Uresti
4th Lalo Alaniz

Womens singles !

*
!~

lst••Aurora Sors
2nd••Clara Ortiz

*

Mens doubles

:
Jt

lt
it

*

**

!

FRISBEE THROW

*
:

WOMEN

MEN

it-

lat Alex Flores
2nd Jose Raml.r o Vera
3rd Ruben Deleon
4th Marlo Juarez

1st Chris Vas que z
2nd Blanca Pena
Vangle Morin
4th Bertha Rodriguez

it-

*
*,..

!
it

*,..
*it-

Co-Badminton
lat Alex Flores, Sylvia Lopez
2nd Blanca Pena, Rosvel Prune da
3rd Eloy Rodriguez, Vangte Morin
4th Jose Ramiro Vera, Lupe Deleon

lst-•David Delga Jo & itTommy Vi!llarreal
2nd••Albert Tijerina &
Ruben Cortez
:

!

*
it

*
W
*
omens doubles*,..

!

.

lst•-Lilia Rodriguez &
ldllla Mendiola *
2nd..Arora Sors &
*
Luis Gonzalez lt
it,

**~******************************** ** **:

PanAm continues national search
for new athletic director
With a pproximately 13 applications in, Pan American is
continuing a national search
for an experienced athletic
director.
The new athletic director
will not have coaching responsibility, but will administer the
men's and women's programs
of intercollegiate athletics.
Pan Arn has specified that
the new A.O. must have significant administrative experience in an intercollegiate
program at the Division I or
Division II levels of the NCAA
(National Collegiate Athletic
Association) .

A master's degree is re- letic Department, phone
quired, a doctorate preferred. (512) 381-2221. Resumes,
The job description publish- applications and letters of
ed by the Pan Am Personnel Jfecommendation should be
Office further specifies that the submitted to the Personnel
new athletic director must Office, Pan American. Univerhave "demonstrated compet- sity Edinburg, Tx 78539.
ence in management of a
comprehensive athletic
For the past nine years the
budget, including strong fund- position of head basketball
raising abilities and promo- coach and athletic director at
tional activities."
Pan Am was combined After
The salary is negotiable.
Bill White resigned that dual
position in March, Pan AmeFor further Information, ap- rican hired Lon Kruger as
plicants may contact Dr. Lew basketball coach, a three-year
Comer at the Pan Am Ath- contract.

-
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Buy any 3 piece Chicken order
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and receive a small Drink FREE!
with coupon
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OFFER EXPIRES MAY 5, 1982

Open 24 hours

Our Name Says It ALL!
Open 7 days a week
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GymnasHcs routine made to look easy--Cindi Contreras is freeze-framed doing her uneven bar routine. This past

weekend, Contreras placed sixth In the uneven bars against the strong team from Tarleton State University. The
two-day event was strictly based on Individual competition Instead of overall team competition. The Broncs had
their work cut out for them competing against TSU which competes In Division I and II levels. The only Bronc to
break the third place barrier In any event was Minnie Lazo. Lazo swept third place In the floor exercise portion of
competition Friday and finished In second place Saturday. Other top performers were Janie Moran, fifth In the
vault, fourth in the uneven bars and fifth on the balance beam. Besides winning sixth place In the uneven bars,
Contreras also came in fourth In the floor exercise and sixth In the vault. Wendy Sudbrtnk placed fifth on the
balance beam and sixth ~n floor exercise.

ELE_CT
Esteban
Trevino
FOR DISTRICT CLERK
•
•
•

I

•

)

•
•
•

/

•
•
•
As a public servant has worked in all facets of the county
offices

POL. AO. PO. ~

9 Years As Adult Probation Officer
11 Years Working With Private Business
Attended Purdue University
B.A. Degree in Community Services
-Pan American University
Master's Degree in Counseling &
Guidance · Pan American University
Former P T A P.resident
Participant in "Leadership McAllen
Program"
Former President of Social Worker
Student Association
Former Vice Pres., of Valley Probation
& Parole Association
Believes in Expanding Technolog~cal
Advancements in Admin istrative Record
Keeping

::s'i!N~l~f~ ~~,"o8AN TREVINO
2
McALLEN, TEXAS

